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ABSTRACT

Potential failura mechanisms which could result in a release of

radiation from uranium tailings impoundments sere studied. Modes

considered were elemental failure and failure due to natural phencmena.

Elemental failure was considered to result from failure of an element

of the tailings impoundment such as the cap, liner, embankment, revege-

tation, or water diversion structures. Natural failure modes studied

included earthquake, flood, wind, tornado, glaciation, and fire. The

effects of these failure mechanisms were considered for short (a few

hundred years), medium (a few thcusand years), and icng (up to 100,000

years) long-ters periods. A methodology is presented which can be used

to quantitatively compare site alternatives for potential release of

radioactivity during each time frame due to the effects of the particular

failure mechanisms. The methodology was applied to various uranium

tailing disposal plan alternatives as defined by Argonne National

Laboratories. Several uranium tailings sites were visited during the

investigatien and are discussed in relation to the pctential failure

mechanisms.
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PREFACE

This report is the result of a concentrated taan effort. The

nature of the task required large quantities of literature to be

located, a:similated and applied to the problem of long-term stability

of uranium tailings. A diversity of disciplines was organized and

brought to bear in the analysis.

The research team was organized in the Geotechnical Engineering

Program of the Civil Engineering Department. The principal investigators

were John D. Nelson and Thomas A. Shepherd. They were assistea

throughout the research by the members of the research team, Wayne A.

Charlie, Mohammed Hamid and John D. Welsh. A committee of consultants

was formed consisting of S. A. Schumm, Earth Resources Department;

R. D. Heil, Agronomy Department; H. G. Olson, Mechanical Engineering

Department (Nuclear Engineering); J. E. Johnson and T. E. Borak,

Radiation Biology Department. This co=mittee provided valuable assistance

and direction within their particular disciplines. They reviewed the

draft report and their comments and opinions have been taken into

account in this final report.

Appreciation is also expressed to members of the Hydrology Program,

the Hydraulics Program, the Atmospheric Sciences Department, and the

Agronomy Department at Colorado State University who provided valuable

advice on various aspects of the proj ect.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This report has been prepared to provide insight and information

regarding the potential long term stability aspects of uranium mill

tailings disposal. The central focus of the study has been to identify

and describe the potential failure modes which, over long time periods,

could cause release of radioactive components of the tailings. The

analysis of these potential failure mechanisms includes a description of

the failure mechanism itself, a discussion of the natural or geotechnical

processes that control it, an assessment of the magnitude of release

that could result from a failure and the likelihood that the failure

would occur within long time periods. The time periods considered range

from a few hundred years up to 100,000 years.

An integral part of the analysis is the evaluation of site and

design characteristics that could influence the magnitude and likelihood

of failure for each mechanism. Manitoring, maintenance and remedial

measures that may be appropriate are discussed. G' particular importance

was the identification of predictive models, quantitative or not, that

are available and could be used to evaluate actual likelihood of occur-

rence or magnitude of release for a failure mode. Throughout the investi-

gation, quantification was attempted. When this was impossible semi-

quantitative measures were applied to describe the likelihcods and

magnitudes of failure.

For each failure mode identified, an analysis was made for three

time periods. The first period included about 100 or 200 years after

abandonment, the second up to a few thousand years after abandonment,

and the third extended for about 100.000 years after abandonment. The

likelihood and magnitude of failure was investigated for each period.

.,..
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A methodology was also developed which was used to evaluate the

performance of various disposal plan alternatives. This evaluation is

based on the long-term response of the potential failure modes to the

specific design, site and geographic location of the plan. To illustrate

the use of the methodology and the information developed for long term

failures, the methodology was applied to the base case and alternatives

which were defined by Argonne National Laboratories.

'n the analysis of the potential failure modes the design, site,

and natural processes that control performance were identified and

analy:ed. The interaction between failure modes was also addressed.

The task undertaken was large and complex. Within a very limited

amount of time large quantities of information had to be analyzed,

integrated, and brought to bear on the problem of long term stability.

In the time available, information from publisheu sources and personal

experience only could be used. >bny references were compiled but the

list is not complete. A detailed and critical review of all available

literature was not possible. Decisions had to be made continuously

about appropriate levels of investigation. The authors generally chose

in favor of briefer treatment of a wider base of information. Therefore,

in many aspects, the state-of-the-art may not be fully described. How-

ever, a useful basis for evaluation has been provided.

It was not possible in many cases to fully reference the sources

of information or research. Also, scme areas have not been fully

covered. In those cases personal judgment and experience of the project

team were called upon. In many cases collective subject judgments by

the re 5%rch team was employed.

O ^|.)J
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It is celieved that the information and analysis presented provides

a significant advance in the determination of long-term performance of

uranium mill tailings. By no means does it complete the work necessary.

It does suggest areas where research and data is deficient, as well as

the areas that are most in need of further research.

' '' . 1 290
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II. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

A. GECMORPHOLOGY

When considering the safe and stable storage of uranium mill

tailings for long periods of time (100,000 years), serious consideration

must be given to the natural processes, specifically geologic and

climatic, that have created the present day landscapes. The most funda-
t

mental concept of geology is the principle of uniformitarianism or

uniformity which can be stated simply as "the present is the key to the

past." This means that an understanding of present geological processes

and the laws of physics and chemistry provide a basis for interpretation

and understanding of the history of the earth. Viewed in another way,

this concept can be restated as follows: "The past is a guide to the

future." Therefore, the history of the last 100,000 years should indi-

cate what can be expected during the next 100,000 years. The predictions

made in this way may not be correct, but they do provide a basis from
1

which plans for long-term storage of materials can be evaluated.

The event that dominates the history of the last 100,000 years is

obviously the advance and retreat of the Wisconsin age continental ice

sheet. During this time, much of the U.S. north of the Chio River and

north and east of the Missouri River was significantly affected by ice

erosion and deposition. Elsewhere alpine glaciers were active,.and

clear evidence of glacial modification of the landscape in the western

mountains can be found as far scuth as the San Francisco Peaks,

Flagstaff, Ari:ona.

The direct effects of glacial ice was great, but even more

important was the global changes of climate that brought about the f.ce

ages. Therefore, significant changes of climate during the past

'. ' O 1,,f a
,- i
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100,000 years have drastically changed the hydrologic cycle and the

erosional and depositional processes acting on the landforms. For

example, large pluvial lakes occupied the closed basins of Utah,

Nevada and southern California. Throughout the world, river activity

changed and reflected the altered runoff and sediment regime of the

drainage basins.

Furthermore, the vast quantities of water stored in the ice

sheets caused a 300 to 400 foot fall of sea level which exposed the

continental shelves and caused the major rivers to cut deeply into

sediment and bedrock.

During the past 100,000 years volcani, activity and faulting has

had significant if local effects. For example, Sunset Crater near

Flagstaff erupted in 1067. Recent fault scarps in easily erodible

sands and gravels in Nevada, California and Utah indicate continued

mountain building activity and the annual one inch per year migration

of western California to the north along the San Andreas Fault is

clear evidence of the instability of the earth's surface.

Precise releveling by the Coast and Geodetic Survey has revealed

significant changes of the surface of the U.S. during the past few

decades. Attempts to estimate rates of mountain building and rates of

denudation have led to the conclusion that uplift can occur at an average

rate of 25 feet per 1,000 years, and order of magnitude greater than

denudation rates, which nevertheless can be as much as 3 feet per 1,000

years. Using these rates and assuming continued uplift and denudation

uplift could total 2,500 feet and denudation 300 feet during 100,0C0

years. These are average values, and the rates could be expected to be

much greater locally In fact, uplift en the order of 900 feet has

occurred in the Hudson Bay region during the last 10, 'C0 years . as 2

w, ,
*
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result of the melting of the ice sheet and subsequent response of the

earth's crust to the release of the tremendous load of ice.

The above brief and very general summary emphasi:es the difficulty

in predicting the response of tailings impoundments on or near the earth's

seriace for 100,000 years. It is unwise to extrapolate measured rates

of denudation or uplift for 100,0C0 years, but it is possible to con-

clude that the last 100,000 years of earth history have been eventful

and there is little reason to expect the next 100,000 to be less so.

To recapitulate, the past 100,000 years have been a period of:

1) major climatic change with associated changes in ercsion rates and

processes, vegetation density and type, and major extinctions of

Pleistocene fauna and the formation of large lakes in presentl'/ arid

areas; 2) major glacial modification of the northern part of the

continents and the western mountains; 3) major sea level fluctuations

with accompanying river incision and deposition; 4) continuing displace-

ment of the earth's surface by faulting and isostatic adjustment to the

addition and removal of ice loads.

If the past is indeed a guide to the future, it appears that

long-term erosional stability cannot be assumed. Even where glacial

activity and faulting are improbable, climate change and the resulting

change in river behavior as well as change in the rates and mechanics

of hillslope erosion prevent secure storage of earth materials. For

example, an initially secure surface storage site can be rendered

insecure by either an increase of precipitation which will increase mass

wasting (sliding, slumping) or a decrease of precipitation whish will

cause reduction of vegetative cover and increase surface erosion by

raindrop impact, overland flow and rilling,

. ? t.; i<
i L 'y
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B. CLIMATE

Climate is one of the very important driving forces and

determinants of _the rate and directions of th2 gfomorphic process.

Predictions about future climates are i.tegral to the evaluation

potential of long term stability of st*uctures placed on the earth's

surface. Cne scenario of future clim;.tes, advanced by Calder (1978)

and based in large part on the Milankovitch theory (Calder, 1973;

Lamb,1972), has the earth heating up 'n the next few hundred years.

This heating,,due to the " greenhouse" effect will end after a relatively

short period and the world will proceed towards a new ice age. Leet

and Judson (1951) do not take a position about the direction of climatic

change. They do concur that climates are changing and emphasi:e the

profound effect this change, regardless of direction, will have on man's

long-range future.

Thus, climate will have a pronounced influence on the

geomorphological processes. Although it is fairly certain that climatic

changes will occur within the long time periods considered herein the

direction that they will take is not predictable. This emphasi:es the

uncertain nature of evaluations of long-term stic.lity of tailings

impound =ents.

C. RADI0 ACTIVITY FROM' MILL T; L:NG{

Uranium mill tailings coatain enly about ' 4 of the Uranita-038

(and 235) that was present in the original ore. How: er Thorium-230
''A '

still maintains a decay chain of radienuclies from ~~~Ra through ~10Po.

These daughter radionuclides are gamma-ray emitters. Schiager (1970)

..
A
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estimates that the exposure rate above a tailings pile may be estimated

as

$(Exposure Rate in f ) : 2.5(CRa)PCi/g

"
where C is the ~~6Ra concentration in the tailings.

Ra
7, 7"

The first decay product (daughter) of ~~6Ra is "'Rn, an inert gas

,,,

which diffuses out of the tailings. The "'Rn decays to other daughter

products and their activity in air above and downwind of the pile is
,,,

the chief contributor to lung radiation dose. Inhalation of ~~~Rn

daughter products is considered to be the critical radiological hazard

from the entire uranium mining and milling process. The Rn flux may

6
be estimated directly as well from the Ra concentration in the

tailings. Covering the pile with approximately 2 feet of earth will

reduce the gamma-ray flux to essentially background levels but will

only reduce the radon flux by 25%. Radon-222 daughter concentrations

downwind of the pile may be calculated by standard atmosphuric

dispersion methods.

Radiation dose may alsc be produced from radionuclides dispersed

from the pile by wind erosion, runoff due to surface water and leaching

into ground waters. In the latter cases radiation dose is calculated

by the movement of the principal radionuclide through terrestrial and

acuatic food chains.

Sears et al. (1975) present model s for the rate of seepage into

surface and ground waters given appropriate hydrology parameters. They

also present radiatian doses from scdel uranium mills both during

operation and after decommissioning.

ar
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III. POTENTIAL FAILURE MODES

Long term failure of a tailings impoun. .oent can occur as a

result of the lung term behavior or failure et some element of the

impoundment; or it may occur as the result of a natural chenomenon

that either was n anticipated in the design t that is of a magnitude

larger than for wnish the impoundment was designed. An example of the

former would be failure of the cap due to various factors. An example

of the latter would be the occurrence of an earthquake of magnitude 3

whereas the impoundment may have only been designed on considerations

of an e .rthquake of magnitude o.

The likelihood of failure and consequent severit;. of failure of

these two categories of failure would be considered somewhat differently,

Consequently, the potential medes of failure to be considered herein

have been categori:ed into elemental failures and failures due to

natural phenomena. The list of failure modes / mechanisms that were

considered in this investigation is shown in Table 1. This list has

been compiled on the basis of observations, experience of the i'.vesti-

gators, and discussion with personnel frcm Argonne National Laboratories

and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

The discussion of these potential failure modes in the folicwing

secticn considers also the magnitude of release of radionuclides and

the decrease in attenuation of gamma-ray emission rate. Although the

release of radionuclides is a different mechanism than the attenuation

of gamma-ray emission, the general term " magnitude of release" will be

used in subsequent discussion to refer to either one or both mechanisms

unless it is necessare at t".at point to differentiate between them-

, ,-
,
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TABLE 1. FAILURE MODES TO BE CCNSIDERED

A. ELEMENTAL

1. CAP

a) Differential settlement

b) Gu11ying
c) Water sheet erosion

d) Wind erosion

e) Flooding

f) Chemical attack
g) Shrinkage

2. LINERS

a) Differential settlement

b) Subsidence of subsoil and rock
c) Chemical attack
d) Physical penetration

3. EMBANKMENT

a) Differential settlement

b) Slope failure
c) Gu11ying
d) Water sheet erosion
e) Wind erosion
f) Flooding
g) Neathering and chemical attack

4. REVEGETATION

a) Fire

b) Climatic change

5. WATER DIVERSION STRUCTURES

a) Slope failure

b) Chstruction

b. NATURAL PHENOMENA

1. Earthquakes
2. Floods
3. Windstorms
4. Tornadoes
3. Glaciation
6. Fire and Pestilence

, ->:~. >
j ~/)
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IV. DISCUSSION OF FAILURE 50 DES

A. POTENTIAL FAILURE OF 7MPOUNDMENT ELEMENTS

1. CAP

The cap on a tailings impoundment is provided primarily for the

purpose of reducing radon emanation from the taili,ngs. The cap may con-

sist of a single material such as overburden, topsoil or native soil

mixed with an additive such as cement or clay; or it may consist of an

initial liner of relatively impermeable material such as clay or asphalt

which is then covered with rock or overburden to provide stabilization.

Increased release or radioactivity or ga=ma-ray emission may result from

failure of either or both elements. If both a liner and cover exist,

the interaction between the two must be taken into account in assessing

the severity of a failure.

a. DIFFERENTIAL SE"ITLEMENT OF UNDERLYING MATERIAL

i. Causes and description

If differential settlement of either the foundation

material or the tailings occurs, displacements eay be induced in the

liner that would cause failure. If the fonudation soils benear t tne

impoundment are irregular either in thickness or compressibility the

differential settlement may be relatively large and may occur across a

short distance. In this case a shear type failure such as shown in

Fig. I would result and failure would be localized.

Alternatively, differential settlements hay occur across large

distances (i.e., several hundred feet). Settlement may be due to

compression of both the foundation material and the tallinis themselves.

Cifferential settlement across a valley is to be expected because the

alluvium and tailings would be deeper near the center of the valley than

tcward the cuter edges.

,qq
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'# hen settlement is considered in relation to its effect on the cap,

compression that has occurred prior to placement of the cap is obviously

of little concern. uuring construction of the impoundment the coarse

tailings placed near the embankment would compress alaost immediately.

Consolidation of that material would, however, be nearly completed

before placement of the cap.

The fine tailings in the slimes one, however, are much less

permeable and would continue to consolidate after placement of the cap.

Consequently, differential settlement between the outer edges of the

impoundment and the slimes :ene would be expected.

Differential settlement due to compression of the tailings and

fairly uniform alluvium would occur fairly continuously across the width

of the impoundment. The result would be a general cracking of the

material due to tensile stresses as shown in Fig. Ib. The degree of

cracking would be expected to be greater near the slimes :enes because

of the larger settlement there. That may be important because the

radium concentration in the slimes would be expected to be greater than

in the relatively coarser tailings sand (IAEA,1976; Borroaman and

Brooks, 1975). The resulting radon flux from the slimes may be more

than an order of magnitude greater than from the sand (Dames 5 :4ocre,

1977).

Differential settlement would be a continuously occurring process.

The greatest amount of settlement would be expected to be completed

within a period of time that could range from only a few years (5 or 10

yrs) up to 100 or 200 years. In mountain areas the alluvium would 'ce

expected to be somewhat permeable (10~ to 10~ cm/sec.) allowing

consolidation to occur fairly rapidly. The time required for the tailings

'
t /,
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to consolidate wilt cepend on the rate at which pore pressures can

dissipate through both the underlying and overlying liners and caps. A

period of 100 to 200 years, however, is c. relatively long time for

consolidation to occur in a natural soil of tne general dimensions and

permeability to be expected in a tailings impoundment.

Other factors that may contribute to differential settlement would

be the existence of collapsing soils or subterranean features that may

contribute to localized subsidence. These factors are discussed in more

detail with regard to the liner under the tailings.

Differential settlement due to those factors would probably occur

rapidly and could occur at any time after abandonment. For example,

slowly occurring compression of some foundation soils may increase

seepage rates that may in turn introduce more water into an area con-

taining collapsing soils. The collapse of the soils may then cause

greater seepage rates that may further increase the differential settle-

ment and area of influence.

Differential movement may also result from upward movement of the

foundation soil due to swelling of expansive clays or clayshales. The

net effect of the cap due to heave would be similar to that of compression.

ii. interaction with other failure mechanisms

Failure of the underlying line cru!d accelerate the

rate of consolidation of tailings but would not influence the a lgnitude

of compression of tailings to be expected. If collapsing soils or

soluble rocks (e.g. , limestone) exist below the tailings, failure of the

liner could also contribute to subsidence and differential movement of

the cap. Cther than those factors it is not expected that other

potential failure mechanisms would contribute to differential settlement.

7 q'u i,
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Differential settlement, however, can change the drainage

characteristics over the impoundme ' and may contribute to either water

or wind erosion. Also shrinkage cracks may interact with cracks induced

by settlement as discussed in Example 1.

iii. Methods of crediction

The amount and rate of differential settlement to be

expected can be analyzed on the basis of one-dimensional consolidation

theory. Methods of analysis are well known in the field of soil mechanics

and are discussed in most textbooks on soil mechanics (e.g. , Lunbe and

Whitman, 1969; Ter:aghi and Peck, 1967; Wu, 1976; Sowers, and Sowers,

1970, etc.).

More sophisticated methods of analysis utilizing two-dimensional
'

consolidation theory and testing methods that duplicate the stress path

followed in loading the foundation soils are also discussed in the

literature (Lambe, 1964; Schiffman, Chen 5 Jordan, 1967).

Secondary consolidation and creep should also be considered in

assessing the potential for long term differential settlement. Secondary

consolication is normally not of great magnitude in sandy soils or soils

of low plasticity such as are frequently encountered in mountain alluvium.

However, a significant amount of secondary consolidation has been

observed in some tailings and has been attributed to the very angular

nature of tailings from hard rock are (Nelson, Shepherd and Charlie,

1977). In areas where the foundation material has a high plasticity

such as clay or clayshale, creep may contribute to differential move-

ments over a long period of time (Nelsen and Thompson, 1977; Crawtbrd,

1965).

b0j
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The amounts of secondary consolidation can be predicted on the

basis of laboratory consolidaticn tests (Lambe and Whitman,1969),

Creep measurements, however, require long time periods and the prediction

of creep displacements, particularly where shear deformations enter in,

require more sophisticated methods of analysis (Nelson and Thcmpson,

1977). Within the present state of the art, however, sophisticated

methods or analysis are probably not warranted and it is doubtful that

much accuracy could be obtained for prediction of displacements over a

period of time much On excess of about 100 or 200 years.

iv. Likelihood

The likelihood of differential settlement occurring

is great. Howevera the likelihood of differential settlements being of

a cagnitude that will allow the release of radioactivity will be very

site specific and will depend to a large extent on the foundation soils

and the nature of the tailings. During the design phase of an impoundment,

predictions will be made of the amounts of settlement that will occur

and the liner will undoubtedly be designed to accommodate reistive

displacements of the amounts anticipated. Failure would therefore consist

of the occurrence of differential settlement of an amount greater than

that predicted. The likelihood of failure will be influenced by the

factor of safety that is employed in the design, the variability ,

encountered in the foundation soils and tailings, and the confidence

level of the analyses employed.

v. Magnitude of release

The potential magnitude of release due to failure

of a cap as a result of differential settlement is very site specific

and will be influenced greatly by the interaction between the cap liner

'
- 2 A ',
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and the cover. The magnitude of release will depend on the extent to

which cracks can remain open for the entire thickness of the cap. Embank-

ment dams constructed of brittle cohesive material of low plasticity have

been observed to be particularly susceptible to cracking and can support

cracks several feet deep (Sherard, 1973). On the other hand, cohesionless

sandy soils will not support open cracks.

. Cracks in pavements have been observed to prov;de little resistance

to radon emanation (private communication with H. G. Olson). It may,

therefore, be assumed that relative to the tailings or cap material the

crack would provide negligible resistance to release of the radon to the

atmosphere. Thus, if a crack develops in the cap radon would be released

from tailings on either side of the crack for a distance of the magnitude

of the relaxation length. Sears (1975) gives the half thickness of

sand with a low water content as being about 4 feet for radon. Thus,

for purposes of comparison it will be assumed in subsequent discussion

that if a crack develops, the release through the crack would be

equivalent to the full release of radon from tailings extending to a

distance of about 4 feet on either side of the crack. The actual equiva-

lent distance will depend on the grain size and water content of the

tailings and may vary somewhat from the assumed value of 4 feet depending

on the particular tailings being considered.

The factor governing the release of radon is, therefore, not the

width of the cracks but the spacing of cracks. If a shear type displace-

ment occurs (Fig. la), the cracks would tend to be concentrated scre in

that area and the area of release would be the gene:21 area of distress

plus a distance to each side of abcut a feet.

n-. .
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If the differential settlement is fairly uniformly distributed

(Fig. lb), the cracks would tend to be fairly unifornly spaced.

Example 1 derives a method of analysis and provides some general compu-

tations on which to draw conclusions. In Example 1 it is shown that

cracking due only to differential settlement would cause a minimal

release of radon. It is also shown however that cracking caused by

shrinkage must be considered together with cracking due to differential

settlement and in the case of shrinkage significant release of radon may

occur. That will be discussed more fully in a later section.

.?"GMPLE 1--Ccr~cutaticn of ?.!canitude of Release due to Crankina of Cav

For "urposes o.' this e_.g *e it has been casumed :ha: the ir=cundmentc

uCL be placed in a ucliey having the general cross section shcun in

Fig. .?a. The se::lement at the center of the i==cundmen: due :c censoli-

darion of the a:Luvium and the tailings ~'s p. At :he edge c| :he

i.~rcund'nent :he set:Lemen: ocuid be zero. The di||arence in surface
. . . .. . . . . . . .eueva:~cn ce:veen :ne center o, ne trocunc~ent and tn.e eage s cessgnate:.s

by a. Yne ini:ial leng:h of a can liner across :he i. =cund~'en: can be

ob:=ined by in:egration of an equa:icn representing i:s ccn: cur. After

scme se::lemen of :he = cunt p has taken piace, a neu equaticn

.

describing its shc=e can be uritten and integra:ed to de: ermine :he
.:.engtn. nat tn.e v.ner ucula. requ re. 2,ne 1%,.,.erence be ueen n,e..n..na,.. .. . . ..

ieng h and initici leng:h ocu:d be taken by : ensile strain and the

deve kpment c.' cracks. >" shrink =c.e o.' :he ac= occurs due to dessica:icn

:he shrinkage ucu*d ccn ribu:e to a shcr:ening o' che liner. Tnrinkage

A:: be discussed in : ic:er section bu: is inc;uded here |cr scq ;ereness.

:n crier to acqu:e :he initic and fin =* :eng:hs :' = :ypica; :==.

.
.n

~: 2C3 sSu?"ed :h:: he sur|Cce CCs par:bo 5c Of The |:r"1 y = :( :

,

,
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the time the liner was placed and after settlement it t.ca parabo:ic of
,

tn.e form u = (a+o ,, -=2 .

unere:
t-

= the dia:ance frcm the center of the i.~pcundment,

2% = the width of the iracun&ent, and

y = the difference in eleva:icn be vecn the lowes: point a: :he
center and the surface.

l'he length of :he liner, s,, at the time of p ,acemen:1 is

+L
.1/2r - g ,,

4a =~ ds = + 1 (1-1)
0 > 4

) _ 2 j
-L

and after settle w it
+l

-1/2*

-4(a+cJ' # .

n

s,= +1 a:- (1-2)J 4
z

4 -

-t

l'a demonstrate the general magnitudes of quantities to be e==ected

s and s ., were ccmputed for a value of "a" of 10 feet in a dia:ance0 a

"L" of 1000 feet and for a settlement p of 10 feet. Using these values

a was cc =uted to be 2001.14 *'ee and a, was 2000.54 fee:.o - *

.

Yne to:ct vidth of cracks must be equal to
3

s , - (s + c:s - c a ) = s ,[1 -- (1 + c - c )]| c 0 3o i 3 _, t 3
J

. .

~s :he censt e 3* rain at |.as,ure of :ne cad ana c, ~3 :ne7 . , .. , . .unere c.
a a

. . . .. . . .

:ne 3:Pa*.n s w'.~ ;cr"'hyatra.n snauceg .cy ar23rAage aue to dess catscn. yp . . . . ,

.,

di3:ributed acr:33 the surface, the n:c"ber of cracks,.7, tha: aculd be
, .

;Cr"'ea ucu. . .:a ce

- 3 -

3. 1 ~o (1 + c -c)
sd -

-

3 ., : 3
. , _ -

g, ,,

u s -0)

Che"e u 53 She ave." age crack wi5:h.

nn. ,
'

_)
i . ; - i
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"'*ne average scacing c*? cracks : uculd then be
a

s e
r - (1-4)=" .V + 1

U: =. . (1-5)e a
1 A (1 + c -c)+E

e, t a s .,
. > >.

In retaricn to the other ter'::s s,/s., 1.0 and u/s ,, : O.
Equation (1-5) : hen beccmes,

*L (1-6)=
e (c c)-

s t

L, is plc te ,as a r,una :.cn c , c -n : g. 2b ;.cr var:cus va,ues
,. .

e
. .

.

of u and c. If c, = 0, Eq. (1-5) n:ist be used :c evaluate 5,
because the ma~nitude c.' s,/af beccmes significan:. Using Eq. (1-5)

and values previcus:y ccmpu:ed ''cr a crd s! it can be shcun :ha:c e

if e is greater than about 0.00025 no crack uculd form in the .inerg

.for crack vidths up to about 1.0 in. Even i.' c. = 0 the nr. imum
w

s.eccing of m ks ucuid be about 350 .'eet .'cr those values c.' s andc
. . .

. ys ,. 2n nat case :., the area contr...cu::ng :c re ease c; rcacn s chout, . .
. s

I

5 feet cn ei:her side of the crack :he ==gnitude ucuid sti;' he

ccnsiderab~y less than 1.0.
.. . .. . . ..acuever, .; anr:nx:ge c,,tn.e eco 13 a sc ccnsseerea,, the curves

shcun .n : g. 2,, ucuca cppiy. 2,ne spaczng c; cracks tha: ucu ,resu.,:
,. ,. . _. . , ,

. . . , . , , . . .~.n c 1,pevent rr.gn..:uces c; re:.ecse nave ceen ccmputec,on :n.e ass z:t cn

.ic: an crec a :ending :c 5.0 y.eet cn es. ..ner s.c.e c; the crac'< ucu.,. .

. .-

ccntr.'bute :o re'acse c.' raden. .'*.csa vc:ues c.' . have been^-
w,

::ce:ed cn Fig. 2b.

Ncm Fig. 2b i: is eviaen: :h== even for : f:ir:y u~de cr ck

':. 2 in. ) and a rc * :ive:y large :ensi:e |=i~ur; 3: rain (2. :' > ; si=*iG=ge

:| =bcut uc percen: acu i resu'. in :he mari= = release :| rai:"..
~

.
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vi. Site considerations

Site considerations that will influence the

differential settlement are primarily the subsurface soil and rock pro-

files. For an impoundment of relatively low height (approximately 100 ft)

the nature of the soil lying over the bedrock will govern the settlement

that will occur. For very high Lapoundments (several hundreds of feet)

the compressibility of the bedrock may have to be considered as well.

The worst situation would exist where the thickness of the subsoil and

the tailings varies greatly across the site. If the subsoil profile

is erratic, such as may be caused by old erosion channels in the

bedrock, shear displacement of appreciable magnitude could result. Both

the variability and the erratic nature of the subsoil must be considered.

If collapsing soils are found to exist in the subsoil, they should

be treated as discussed below with regard to design. If water soluble

rocks, such as limestone, or if underground cavities, such as in karst

topography or from mining, are found to exist, consideration should be

given to relocation of the site.

vii. Design considerations

If differential settlement is considered to be a

problem, reco=mendations can be made in the design to either remove or

stabili:e the foundation soil such as by compaction or vibroflotatien.

Also, operational policies could be instituted to load potentially

troublesome areas early in the project so that consolidation may occur

before the cap is placed.

In situa*. ions where collapsing soils could result in large settle-

ments due to wetting by seepage, the foundation area can be prewetted

pricr to ccnstruction of the embankment or deposition of tailings. This

.-,
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method has been utilited in construction of several water retention

earth dams with success. At the Medicine Creek Dam in Nebraska prewetting

was used to stabili:e collapsing soils of depths in excess of 40 ft.

(U.S. Bureau of Reclamation,1974, pp. 250-254) ,

If design procedures cannot be instituted to decrease the expected

differential settlement and if the severity in the particular case is

large, the thickness of the cap and the nature of the material used must

be adjusted so as to accommodate the degree of settlement expected. The

design of the cap to account for differential settlement would consist

primarily of using materials that are "self-healing" and that would be

capable of withstanding differential movements. For example, the use of

clay as the cap liner material and granu11r overburden for the cover

would provide a material that could flow into discontinuities that were

created by the relative displacements. Their thickness should also be

of sufficient magnitude to accommodate differential shear displacements.

The use of clay soils for a liner component of the cap has the

advantage of being relatively impermeable and therefore a smaller thick-

ness would be required to minimi:e radon emanation. However, the more

plastic clays that are the least permeable also exhibit the greater

degree of shrinkage upon drying. From the results presented in Example 1

it appears that cohesive soils may be undesirable for use as a cap.

Cohesionless soils that will not crack appear to be much more reliable.

viii. Monitorin g , maint enance and remedial measures

Except for collapsing soils or subsidence due to

underground cavities, differential settlement would be expected to take

place over a relatively long period of time and would not occur suddenly.

Monitoring schemes that would be applicable would consist of direct

i - .
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observation and aerial photography. If infrared photography is used at

a site in conjunction with other failure modes, changes in drainage

patterns and vegetation may provide indications of differential settle-

ment. Periodic radon air concentration measurements may be used to

detect cap failure.

Maint enance and remedial measures are not effective in reducing or

eliminating differential settlement if it occurs. Remedial measures in

the form of addition or reworking of cover material are possible on the

cap to replace sections or repair discontinuities that may for=. itu-e v er,

failure of the cap due to differential movement may manifest itself as

another failure mechanism before it is identified. For example, drainage

patterns may be changed due to differential movements resulting in

increased erosion or gullying at points. ~hintenance and remedial

=easures would then be those that are applicable for those mechanisms,

ix. Time dependence

Primary consolidation and hence the greatest differen-

tial settlement would be expected to occur within a time period ranging

from only a few years (5 or 10 years) up to about 100 or 200 years. In

some cases, where large deposits of soft, relatively impermeable founda-

tion materials or where the tailings contain a significant amount of

clay (e.g., Florida phosphates) the time required for consolidation may

increase to several hundred years.

Secondary consolidation and creep, however, may continue for

considerably long periods of time. Examples of this are seen in the

Leaning Tower of Pisa that continued to tilt even after several hundred

years. A large monument (Chedi) in N1khorn Pathom, Thailand, is appearing

to continue to settle approximately 400 years after its construction.

i
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Evidence of movement of a slope over periods close to 1000 years have

been observed (Crawford and Eden,1967) . Although those examples are

somewhat different than tailing impoundments they indicate that

deformations due to secondary consolidation and creep may occur for

many years.

If deformation is due to creep of the foundation materials and

potential shear instability of the foundation materials (e.g. , bearing

capacity or slope stability) accelerated movements may occur even

thousands of years after construction of the impoundment (Crawford and

Eden, 1967). The design, therefore, should provide for stresses low

enough that accelerated creep would not occur (Nelson and Thompson,1977) .

In summary, failure due to differential settlement would be expected

to be a short term phenomenon (hundreds of years) with potential for

movements to continue close to the medium term (thousands of years) .

Over a period of 100,000 years it is expected that the displacements

would have either slowed down to the point that they would be of little

consequence or else failure would have occurred. More i=portantly,

however, differential settlement is a subsurface phenomenon and the

surface phenomena contributing to instability would far outweigh the

effect of differential settlement on the long, long-term scale.

b. GULLYING

i. Causes and description

The causes of gully formation on the cap of a

tailings impoundcent would be a combination of steep slopes, the

concentration of runoff, and an erosive soil. If gullies were to form,

it is possible tnat relatively large quantities ut cap material cculd

be transported. If the gullies are deep enough tailings material eculd

be transported a;;o.

' ', \ ~) ~1
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Gullies generally progress in a headward direction as a result of

concentrations of runoff in particular areas. They begin at a location

of localized erosiol., generally at points of abrupt changes in slope.

Because gullying is more severe in areas of steep slopes, it is unlikely

that significant gullying of the cap would occur independently of serious

gullying or instability of the retaining embankments. If gullies form

directly on the cap without having been started in the embankment the

effects would probably be local. Material eroded from or.e location in

the cap would probably be redeposited within a short distance. Local

thinning of the cap would occur but removal from the impoundment would

be unlikely.

The release of radioactivity by gullying in the cap formed by the

headward progression of gullies in the embankment is considered at a

later point with regard to failure of the embankment.

ii. Interaction with other failure =echanisms

Gu11ying in the cap may concentrate runoff at

particular points in the embankment and cause either major gullying of

the embankment or slope instability due to an increase in water content.

Minor gully formation on the cap could therefore result in more sericus

problems in the embankment.

Differential settlement could cause cracks to form in the cap which

would act as channels for runoff and result in gully formation if slope

and runoff were sufficient. Differential settlement could also resulc

in the formation of general depressions in areas or change the original

grading on the cap. That may result in the concentration of runoff or

slopes steep enough to initiate gully formatien.

Any increase in precipitation, decrease in infiltration capacity of

the soil, or loss of vegetatica en the cap could initiate gully formation.

3 10,
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On the other hand, cementation of the cap material by natural weathering

could retard the formation of gullies.

iii. Methods of cre?iction

No mathematical models are in existence that predict

gully formation. Some research regarding gully for=ation has been done

in the Piceance Creek drainage basin in northwestern Colorado (Schu=m,

1977). In this study a relationship between the critical valley slope

and drainage area was escab1.ished to predict gully formation. This

relationship is shown in Fig. 3. This relationship, however, does not

pertain to drainage basins smaller than about 5 square miles, becauso

variations in the vegetative cover prtvent recognition of critical

thrcshold slopes on a smaller scale. Brice (1966) found a similar but

less well-defined relationship for valleys in Nebraska.

It may be tenuous to attempt to define a relationship between

critical slope and drainage area (or runoff) that could be applied to

the cap and embankment of a tailings impoundment. However, observation

of gullying in adjacent landscapes may assist in prediction if similar

soils are used for the cap. Care must be exercised in extrapolating

from a natural situation to the impoundment because of differences

between natural soils and the cap. Potential differences in vegetative

cover will also influence gullying. The concept that a critical thresh-

old may exist between a stable and unstable situation is well worth

exploring and is an area that deserves further research.

iv. Likelihood

The likeliheed of gully formation in the cap of an

impoundment other than due to headward progression of embankment gullies

will generally be low. The likelihood of gullies progressing frca the

embankment is considered in a later section regarding embankments.
*E
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The icw value for likelihcod of failure is based en the fo11cwing

assumptions:

. The slopes of the cap are gentle.

e The cap was graded during const11.ction to minimize the concen-

tration of runoff.

. The drainage area of the impoundment is isolated by diversion

structures from regional drsinages,

e The cap is protected by either vegetation or some erosion

resistant material.

If these assu=ptiens are not valid for a particular case the

likelihood of failure would increase. The amount by which it may

increase would be site specific.

v. Magnitude of release

The potential magnitude of release due to gullying

on the cap would be a function of the amount of cover material and

tailings removed. The mode of release would most likely be an

increase in raden emanation due to a reduction in cap thickness in

certain areas. Severe gullying of depths greater than the cap thickness

could result in erosion of the tailings as well. The latter would be an

extreme case which would probably be caused only by the unlikely existence

of steep cap slopes or the progression of embankment gullies into the

tailing.

Disecutinuous gullies could be formed that would erode cover material

from one location and deposit it at another, still within the impoundment.

The increase in the release of radon gas to the atmosphere would be a

function of amount of cover removed and the extent of the gullying.

1 ~/1
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The magnitude of release would be site specific and would increase

with slope and local drainage area on the cap. The procedures used to

estimate magnitude of release for cracking of the cap due to differential

sattlement could be e= ployed to quantify the magnitude of release for a

particular site.

vi. Site considerations

The site considerations that will influence the

likelihood bf gully formation on the cap is primarily precipitation.

The annual amount, frequency, intensity, and duration are the factors of

primary influence. High intensity, infrequent storms such as are common

in arid or semi-arid regions do not support vegetation and are likely to

produce the kind of runoff that would result in gully formation. -

Topographic location would be important if the impoundment is not

isolated from the local drainage basin by diversion structures. In that

case drainage patterns, drainage area, and location of the impoundment

within the drainage area become i=portant,

vii. Design consideration

Important design consiJ cations to prevent gully

formation are

e Avoidance of long steep slopes.

e Grading of the surface to avoid cencentration of runoff, or to

divert runoff into areas that can be stabill:ed against

gullying.

* Establishment of vegetation cover or placement of erosion

resistant cover such as rocks.

e Avoidance of highly erodible soils en the surface.

, - 4 .,
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o Maintenance of soil infiltration capacity as high as practicable.

* Diversion, of external runoff frem the impoundment.

Observation of gullying in the local natural landscape can provide

information on gully potential and design requirements.

viii. Monitoring, maintenance and remedial measures

The potential for gullying will exist as long as the

impoundment is intact. Changes in climate, loss of vegetation, regional

uplift or subsidence, or failure of another element of the impoundment

could create an environment conducive to gullying. Long-term monitoring

and maintenance may be necessary therefore to prevent or correct gully

formation.

Monitoring schemes would include direct observation by en-site

personnel or aerial photography.

Maintenance and remedial measures would not be difficult. Regrading

of the surface to correct drainage features or to adjust slopes and

slope lengths, or the replacement of cover =aterial would generally be

the extent required. The amcunt of mainterance would depend cn the

severity of gullying. However, it is anticipated that most maintenance

and remedial measures would be straightforward and routine,

ix. Time dependence

The potential for the formatien of gullies on the

i=poundment cap is time dependent in the sense that the likt. lihood of

gully formation increases for icnger time periods. If envirc.:cental and

gecmorphological conditicas do not change and if the cap has been con-

structed in a manner to remain stable it would be safe to assume that

gullying will not be a problem. However, over medium 1cng-term time,

and even within short intervals, it is unrealistic to expect conditions

not to change.

i, G1
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The climate is likely to change over long periods. Drought may

eccur for several years followed by years of abnormally high precipitation.

A change in precipitation and temperature will affect sediment yield and

rainsplash erosion (Schu=m,1977, p. 23; Mabbutt. 1977, p. 69). Figure 4

demonstrates the relationship between climate and sediment yield.

Figure 5 shows the effect of temperature on the relationship between

mean annual runoff and mean annual precipitation. These data clearly

demonstrate that the erosional process will change with changing cli=atic

conditions, and the potential for initiating increased gullying will be

a function of the environment before change and the direction of change.
-

Major climatic changes may not occur within the short long-tem

period but could certe. inly be expected within a medium Dng-term period.

For example, changes in climate and a consequential decrease in suita-

bi.11ty of the area for agriculture has been advanced as an explanation

for the desertion of the Mesa Verde area about 1000 years ago.

Another important consideration is that gully for=ation as well as

other erosional processes may not be centinucus but episodic in nature.

Schums (1977) discusses this in relation to thresholds and respenses of

the system to continuous processes such as denudation.

Over long periods of time being considered herein, regional effects

become more i=portant in predicting the changes likely on the site. The

scenario developed for future climates and the specific location of the

impoundment become the most important factors in predicting future

responses of the cap to gullying.
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c. SHEET EROSION BY WATER

i. Causes and description

Water erosion on the cap of a tailingt impoundment

will be caused by either raindrops striking the surface or water flowing

over the surface. The combination of these two phencmena can detach and

transport significant quantities of soil from an area. The slope of the

land, the nature of the soil, the duration and intensity of the rain,

and the ground cover are among the most trportant factors influencing

the amount of erosion that will occur (Stallings,1953, p.1).

Soil may be transported off the area or it may be dislodged from

one part of the cap to be redeposited in an adjacent, lower location.

Over a period of time large quantities of material could be re=oved from

the surface reducing the cap thickness er in the extreme case removing

the cap entirely. If erosion is extensive, tailings material might be
exposed and rencved. Erosion of that extent, however, would require

erosion of the embankment or confining structure as well.

Soil and drainage characteristics of the surrounding area may be

important in evaluating total erosion potential of the site. The total

drainage area above the impoundment =ay supply surface runoff to the

site or it could introduce sediments to the impoundment if the location

provides a depositional environment.

ii- _ Interaction with other failure mechanisms

Surface erosion will be affected by runoff from the

surrounding area if it is allowed to reach the cap. Therefore, the

operation of diversion structures has an important influence en erosion.

In this regard, off-site erosion can affect the operation of diversica

structures by supplying silt which may clog them. Also, 1cng-term

s )
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changes in drainage patterns in the surrounding area may introduce

additional runoff to the site.

Settlement within the impoundment can change surface characteristics

resulting in changes in the erosion potential. Climatic changes will

affect erosien if changes in precipitation occur. These effects may be

manifested in terms of both vegetation response and amount of runoff.

iii. Methods of crediction

The amount of soil loss due to erosion can be

predicted by use of the Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE). This

equation was developed to predict soil loss due to sheet and rill

erosion from agricultural lands.

The following description cf the USLE is taken from U.S. Environmental

Protection Agency publication " Preliminary Guidance for Estimating

Erosion on Areas Disturbed by Surface Mining Activities in the Interior

Western United States" (SCS,1977) .

THE UNIVERSAL SOIL LOSS EQUATION

The Universal Soil Loss Ecuation (USLE) is an empirically
developed formula historically .tsed to estimate soil loss on
agricultural lands.

The soil loss equation is ; = R K L S C P , where:

A, is the computed soil loss expressed in
tons / acre / year.

R, the rainfall factor, is the number of erosion
index units in a normal year's rain. The erosien
index is a measure of the erosive force of
specific rainfall.

K, the soil erodibility factor, is the erosien
rate per unit of e osien index #or a specific
soil in cultivated continuous fallow, on a
nine percent slope, 72.6 feet long.

L, the slope length factor, is the ratio of soil

loss frem the field slope length to that from
a 72.6 f;ot length on the same soil t;ge and
gradient.

') i.4
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S, the slope gradient factor, is the ratio of
soil loss from the field gradient to that
from a nine percent slope.

C, the cover or cropping management factor, is
the ratio of soil loss from a field with
specified cropping and management to that
from the fallow condition on which the factor
X is evaluated.

P, the erosien control practice factor, is the
rat.t.o of soil loss under specified soil
management practices, to that with straight
rows, up and down the slope.

Many other sources also exist which describe the USLE. Several of these

are Soil Conservation Society of America (1976), National Cooperative

Highway Research Program Project 16-3 (UWRL,1976), and Wischmer (1976).

It should be noted that the description of the USLE presented by Utah

State University (1976) in the NCHRP Project 16-3 redefines the CP

factors. This report uses VM , which equates tc vegetation and mechani-

cal (or chemicai) means of erosion control. The CP fact:rs relate
specifically to agricultural practices and the use of VM is intended

to demonrivate the relationship to non-agricultural methods of centrol.

The UULE has had wide application in predicting soil losses due to

water erosion. It must be remembered, however, that the equation was

developed to estimate gross erosion frcm rainfall en farmlands east of

the Rocky Mountains and that it is an empirical focula (UWRL,1967,

p . 13) . The USLE is potentially useful as a technique for estimating

soil loss frem lands of the Interior Western U.S. disturbed by mining

and construction activities (SCS,1977, p.1) . However, a basic part of

predicting soil losses based on the USLE is an understanding that the

data that is generated is enly a best estimate (Heil,1977). It can be

used to compare alternative conservation plans but actual quantities of

soil loss are estimates. Furthermore, the factors that are used in

^.1 ^) '1J' t
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the equation (R, K, L, S, C, P) must be analy:ed for their applicability

to the specific site and their accuracy (Wischmer,1976, p. 6) . In most

cases factors must be calculated rather than determined experimentally.

Average losses are estimates and do not represent the probability

of losses during short-ters storms or during periods of various soil and

vegetation conditions that might occur under various use intensity
,

conditions (Heil,1977) . Also, it includes a specific set of management

and climate related factors which may not adequately reflect changing

conditions over very long time periods,

iv. Likelihood

Ths likelihood that water erosion will occur is !

almost a certainty. The amount of soil loss sill vary depending upon

the particular site, soil conditions and nature of the cover.

It is conceivable that deposition rather than erosion eculd occur.

This is s specific site condition and can not be assumed without analysis.

Erosion is the nost likely expectation, especially if the cap is graded

to eliminate i=poundment of water.

v. Magnitude of release

The potential release of radioactivity will be a function

of the amount of erosien that occurs and the redue iou of cap thickness.

The principle radiation release for erosienal process failures cf the

car will be radon gas emanation. The effectiveness of a cover to reduce

radon diffusien is a function of the thickness of the cc7er, the raden

content of the tailings, the water content of the cover soil, and the

type of soil used (Sears et al. ,1975). The equation shewn belcw des-

cribes the diffusien through a cover frca a plane scurce such as tailings

(Tanner, 1964; Culot, 1973)

, , .-,
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C(x) = C e (/Av/Dx)
-

p

where:
C(x) = radon concentration to a distance X from the

plane source

C = radon concentration in the plane sourcep

x = depth of the cover

D = effective diffusion coefficient for radon through
the fluid (air, water, etc.) in the void spaces
between soil particles

A = decay constant of radon
-6 -1-222 = 0.693/1.alf-life = 2.1x10 sec .

y = void fraction; the fraction of the total volume

which is not occupied by soil particles or porosity
of the soil

e = base of natural logarithms

The attenuation of radon emanation as a result of covering to

various thicknesses is shown in Fig. 6. Also shown is the effect of

moisture content and soil characteristics on attenuation.

For all failure mechanisms that result in a reduction of cap or

cover thickness the magnitude of release will be related to a percentage

change in release due to loss of thickness.

Extreme erosion could result in the re= oval of the entire cap.

Erosion that er:reme, however, would need to be accompanied by erosion

of the embankment as well to maintain a slope on the surface.

The magnitude of release frca the cap due to erosion would be

expected to increase with time. In order to estimate the potential

magnitude of soil loss over long-time periods it would be necessary to

develop future scenarios including climate and management practices.

vi. Site censideratiens

The site consideratiens that will influence the

potential for erosion are the climate and precipitation, the topographic

,3
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location with respect to other drainages, and the local vegetation which

would be expected to become established on the impoundment.

Scme factors in the Universal Soil Loss Equation such as erodibility

(K), rainfall (R) and cover (C) are site specific variables. Specific

values for these factors and the methods of estimation or calculation

are described fully in literature already cited. It should be noted

that the K factor was developed for natural soils and existing data

may not adequately define compacted soils (Heil, 1977). Also, the

factor R is an average value for rainfall erosion and may not adequately

represent the potential for an infrequent high intensity storm.

The local natural vegetation is L=portant to consider because it

reflects the nrture of the vegetative cover that will ultimately exist
on the site. Long-term erosion estimates must consider the evolution of

vegetation and soil properties, unless significant commitments to

maintenance are to be part of the disposal plan.

Topographic location is important in two respects. First, it must

be determined if runoff from areas outside of the impoundment will

supply water and therefore increase the erosion potential of the site.

Secondly, consideration must be given to the potential for deposition of

sediments on the impoundment from outside. If the impoundment can be

located such that natural erosion of the surrounding area would deposit

material on the cap particular benefits in the form of eventual burial

could be reali:ed.

vii. Design considerations

Considering the remaining factors of the LSLE, LSCP

(or LSV30, the design considerations that can influence the erosica are

the slope characteristics, the censervatien management practices, and

the cover material.

1 >>
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Table 2, from the SCS (1977) report, describes the LS factor and

illustrates the relationship between erosive power of water and slope

length and steepness. Long or steep slopes should be avoided. Terraces

and other conservation techniques common in agriculture can be employed

to reduce slope length and steepness.

The CP or VM factors that describe the soil conservation

practices used to control erosion losses are also an important design

element. Good practices include the use of vegetative cover, mulching,

mechanical or chemical soil preparation, runoff control, contouring

and others (SCS,1977; U'dRL,1976) . These design considerations, however,

imply a relatively high level of maintenance if their integrity is to be

assured over extended time periods. This is especially true for special

treatments such as terraces or mulching which could be destroyed or

lost with no maintenance.

One design factor that may warrant particular consideration for

erosion control is the placement of a coarse rock cover over the cap.

This practice has been used with some success on the tailings impound-

ment in Shiprock, New Mexico. It would be similar to the phenomenon

known as " armoring" with regard to gecmorphological processes.

Examples are presented in Mabbutt (1977) of desert landforms that have

been stable for thousands of years that are covered by desert pavements

or gravel armor. Alluvial surfaces exist in Death Valley that have been

stable since late Pleistocene or about 20,000 years (Hunt and Mabey,

1966). It is apparent, therefore, that placement of a coarse rock

layer over the cover or the use of coarse rock mixed with finer soil

could be effective in minimi:ing surface erosion.

>L>
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Table 2. Values of the topographic factor of "LS". (From SCS, 1977.)
tength

of Percent Slope (5)
Slope (L)

_It. 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 14.0 16.0 18.0 20.0 25.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0
20 .05 .05 .06 06 .08 .12 .18 .21 .24 .30 .44 .61 .81 1.0 1.3 1.6 1.8 2.6 4 6 8 1040 .06 .07 '.07 .08 .10 .15 .22 .28 .34 .43 .63 .87 1.2 1.4 1.8 2.2 2.6 3.5 5 8 11 1560 .07 .08 .08 03 .11 .17 .25 .33 .41 .52 .77 1.0 1.4 1.8 2.2 2.6 3.0 4.5 6 10 14 1880 .08 .03 .09 .09 .12 .19 .27 .37 .48 .60 .89 1.2 1.6 2.1 2.6 3.0 3.6 5.5 7 11 16 21100 .D8 .09 .09 .10 .13 .20 .29 .40 .54 .67 .99 1.4 1.8 2.4 2.9 3.5 4.2 6.0 8 13 18 23

110 .08 .09 .10 .10 .13 .21 .30 .42 .56 .71 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.7 4.5 6 9 14 19 25120 .09 .09 .10 .10 .14 .21 .30 .43 .59 .74 1.0 1.6 2.1 2.6 3.3 4.0 4.6 7 9 14 20 26130 .09 .09 .10 .11 .14 .22 .31 .44 .61 .77 1.2 1.6 2.2 2.8 3.4 4.1 4.9 7 9 15 20 27140 .09 .10 .10 .11 .14 .22 .32 .46 .63 .80 1.2 1.7 2.3 2.9 3.6 4.3 5.1 7 10 15 21 29150 .09 .10 .11 .11 .15 .23 .32 .47 .66 .82 1.2 1.8 2.4 3.0 3.7 4.5 5.3 8 10 16 23 30
160 .09 . ~. 3 .11 .11 .15 .23 .33 .48 .68 .85 1.2 1.9 2.5 3.1 3.9 4.7 5.5 8 10 17 24 31 d180 .10 .10 .11 .12 .15 .24 .34 .51 .72 .90 1.4 1.9 2.6 3.3 4.1 5.0 6.0 9 12 18 26 31200 .10 .11 .11 .12 .16 .25 .35 .53 .76 .95 1.4 2.1 2.8 3.6 4.4 5.3 6.3 9 12 18 27 35300 .11 .12 .13 .14 .18 .28 .40 .62 .93 1.2 1.8 2.7 3.6 4.5 5.6 6.8 8 12 16 25 35 45400 .12 .13 .14 .15 .20 .31 .44 .70 1.0 1.4 2.0 3.2 4.2 5.4 6.7 8.0 10 14 19 30 42 54

500 .13 .14 .15 .16 .21 .33 .47 .76 1.2 1.6 2.2 3.7 4.4 6.2 7.6 9.2 11 16 21 34 47 61600 .14 .15 .16 .17 .22 .34 .49 .82 1.4 1.6 2.4 4.1 5.4 6.9 8.5 10.3 12 16 24 38 53 68700 .15 .16 .17 .18 .23 36 .52 .87 1.4 1.8 2.6 4.5 6.0 7.5 9.3 11.3 13 18 26 41 58 758G0 .15 .16 .17 .18 .24 .38 .54 .92 1.6 2.0 2.8 4.9 6.4 8.2 10.1 12.2 14 20 28 45 58 81960 .16 .17 .18 .19 .25 .39 .56 .96 1.6 2. 0 3.0 5|2 6.9 8.8 10.8 13.1 16 22 30 48 67 87
1000 .16 .18 .19 .20 .26 .40 .57 1.0 1.6 2.2 3.0 5.6 7.4 9.3 11.6 14.0 17 24 32 51 72 931100 .17 .18 .19 .20 .27 .41 .59 1.0 1.8 2.2 3.5 5.9 7.8 9.9 12.2 14.8 18 25 34 54 76 98'
1200 .17 .18 .20 .21 .27 .42 .81 .10 .18 2.4 3.5 6.2 8.2 10.4 13.0 15.6 18 27 36 57 80 104s. 1300 .18 .19 .20 .21 .28 .43 .82 1.2 2.0 2.4 3.5 6.5 8.6 11.0 13.5 16.4 19 28 38 60 84 109

'

1400 .18 .19 .21 .2? .29 .44 .63 1.2 2.0 2.6 3.5 6.8 9.0 11.4 14.1 17.1 20 30 4u 63 88 114
.m

1500 .19 .20 .21 .22 .29 .45 .65 1.2 2.0 2.6 4.0 7.1 9.4 12.0 14.7 17.8 21 31 41 65 92 119
. 1600 .19 .20 .21 .23 .30 .46 .66 1.2 2.2 2.6 4.0 7.4 9.8 12.4 14.8 18.5 22 32 43 68 95 123* 1700 .19 .21 .22 .23 .30 .47 .67 1.2 2.2 2.8 4.0 7.6 10.1 12.9 15.9 19.2 23 33 44 10 97 128U- 2000 .20 .22 .23 .24 .32 .49 .71 1.4 2.4 3.0 4.5 8.4 11.1 14.1 17.5 21 25 36 49 17 108 141a

Contour limits - 2 percent 400 feet 8 percent 200 feet,10 percent 100 feet,14 - 24 percent 60 feet. The effectivenessof contcuring t,eyond these 11alts is speculative.

When the length of slope exceeds 400 feet and (or) percent of slope exceeds 24 percent, soll loss estir.ates are speculativees these values are 1,eyond the range of research data.
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viii. Maintenance, monitoring, and remedia.1 seasures

Monitoring schemes to detect erosion loss are fairly

straightforward. Visual inspection with the aid of elevation markers or

sediment catchments would be effective to monitor erosion. Remote

methods could include aerial photos and, where vegetative cover was a

key to the erosion control plan, infrared imagery would be effective.

Sediment load monitoring in streams or rivers, at locations remote from

the site, could provide an indication of upstream erosion changes.

Maintenance and remedial measures would need to be timely in order

to minimize eventual need for extensive repairs. The addition of cover

material, regrading, or stabilization of problem areas would normally be

part of a routine maintenance program. Persistent problems may require

more extensive treatment, such as major changes in drainage patterns or

planting of different vegetation types.

Monitoring of radon emanation may also be an effective means of

initially evaluating the performance of the cap and subsequently indi-

cating changes which may be the r:sult of erosional loss of cap material.

ix. Time dependence

Erosion is a continuing process and will continue and

change as conditions change over time. It is impossible to predict

increases or decreases over time without also describing the hydrologic

changes that can be expected. As the time period under consideration

beccmes long, the natural erosional processes in the specific loc .les

may provide the best clue to future potential erosional patterns.

In general, erosion will increase continuously with time unless

natural processes such as armorin'g decrease the erosional rate.

Prediction of soil loss may be possible up to the medium 1cng-ters

.
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period. However, for long long-term considerations it is nearly

impossible to predict what changes in erosion might take place.

d. NIND EROSION

i. Causes and description

The three basic ingredients contributing to wind

erosion are (Chepil, 1956):

* Loose, finely divided, dry soil.

* A smooth, bare soil surface.

e Strong wind.

Soil particles may move as suspended dust and be carried great distances

or they may move relatively short distances by saltation or surface

creep depending on size, surface condition and wind velocities (Chepil,

1958; Woodruff et al., 1972).

Wind erosion can remove significant quantities of top soil from a

site. The effects of wind erosion can be the destruction of vegetation

by abrasion, the accumulation of soil in culverts and diversion struc-

tures, and the removal of the productive fine grained silts and organic

constituents of a soil.

Wind erosion can also take the form of blowouts in tailings embank-

ments, similar to those common in beach dunes. T'ese blewouts can

continue to grcu, thereby reducing stability and resulting in extensive

movement of the tailings embankments. If left unchecked, wind erosion

could cause movement of fine grained tailings material over great

distances.

ii. Interacticn with other failure mechanisms

An important interaction with other failure mechanisms

is the potential effect wind erosion could have en diversion structures.

_
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Diversion ditches can become filled with coarse soil fractions moved by

surface creep and saltation. With diversica structures clogged. surface

runoff that is intended to be diverted away from the impoundment may

flow over the surface of the cap. Another i=portant effect of wind

erosion may be the potential loss of protective vegetation due to loss

of soil fertility or destruction by abrasion of wind blown particles.

The loss of vegetation by fire, drought or pestilence will increase the

potential for wind erosion.

iii. Methods of crediction

Wind erosion can be estimated by using a soil loss

equation similar to the USLE. This equation was developed by W. S.

Chepil and is described in several reports (UWRL,1976; Woodruff and

Siddoway, 1965; Woodruff et al., 1972).

The wind erosion equation is:

E = f(ICKVL)

in which:

E = soil loss by wind in tons / acre / year

I = soil wind erodibility factor, related to the soil
fraction greater than 0.34 =m. as shown in Table 3.

I = s il wind erodibility index, needed to con:putes
erodibility for windward slopes, Fig. 7. For
slopes, erodibility becoces I' = I X Is in
tans / acre / year.

C = clinatic factor

K = soil surface roughness

V = equivalent quantity of vegetative cover

L = unshielded field width measured alcng the
direction of the prevailing wind.

'
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Table 3. Soil crodibility index I. (From UWRL, 1976.)

Percent of Dry Soil
Not Passing a ?.0 .

Mesh Screen 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9(llaits)

Non-crue,ted Soil Surface (tons / acre!
O 310 250 220 195 180 170 160 150 140

-

10 134 131 128 125 121 117 113 109 106 10220 98 95 92 90 88 86 83 81 70 7630 74 72 71 69 67 65 63 62 60 58
40 56 54 52 51 50 48 47 45 43 4150 38 36 33 31 29 27 25 24 23 22 460 21 20 19 18 17 16 16 15 14 1370 12 11 10 8 7 6 4 3 3 2
80 2 - - - - - - - - -

Fully Crusted Soil Surface (tons / acre)
0 51.7 41.7 36.7 32.5 30.0 28.3 26.7 25.0 23.3

-

10 22.3 21.8 21.3 20.8 20.2 19.5 18.8 18.2 17.7 17.020 16.3 15.8 15.3 15.0 14.7 14.3 13.8 13.5 13.2 12.730 12.3 12.0 11.8 11.5 11.2 10.8 10.5 10.3 10.0 9. 7i 40 9. 3 9. 0 8. 7 8. 5 8. 3 8. 0 7. 8 7. 5 7.2 6. 850 6. 3 6. 0 5. 5 5. 2 4. 8 4.5 4. 2 4.0 3.8 3. 760 3. 5 3. 3 3. 2 3.0 2. 8 2.7 2. 7 2.5 2.3 2. 2'~ 70 2. 0 1. 8 1. 7 1. 3 1. 2 1. 0 0. 7 0. 5 0. 5 0. 3[ 80 0, 3 - - - - - - - - -
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The equation is a useful management tool for deteninaticn of

potential wind erosien under existing conditions, and for determination

of surface conditions and sheltering necessary to reduce wind erosien to

a tolerable amount (Woodruff et al., 1972). The equation sortes as a

guide for determining the management conditiens necessary to control

wind erosion under conditions at a given site (Heil, 1977).

It is important to note that the computed soil loss is an estimate

based upcn specific site and management conditions. It can be valuable

in showing the relative effectiveness of alternatives for wind erosien

centrol. It is the best tool available for predicticn of wind erosion

losses and does define the factors that need to be considered when

evaluating wind erosion potential. Its ability to predict long-terra

wind erosion losses, however, is limited by changes which the input

factors may undergo over time,

iv. Likelihood

The likelihood that wind erosier 2111 occur is high.

The amount of soil material moved and the dist alce of movement is a

function of the factors considered in the wind erosien equation.

v. Magnitude of release

The magnitude of release due to wind erosion of the

cap will be a function of the reduction of cap thickness caused by soil

loss. The expected mode of release would be increased radon emanation

as described in water erosion cf the cap, Section Alc.

If no cap exists, or if it is removed by other mechanisms, direct

bicwing of tailings material is possible. The fine grained portion of

the tailings (slimes) would have the highest potential for Icng distance

transport, while the cearser sands would me',e shorter distances by

| 3i )))
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saltation or surface creep. Long-ter: exposure of tailings to wind

erosion could disperse the radioactive particles over large areas.

vi. Site characteristics

Site conditions that are important factors in deter-

mining the wind erosion potential are the soil chosen for the cap, wind

speed and direction, precipitation as it affects soil moisture and the

nature of the vegetative cover that can be supported. The topographic

location of the impoundment with respect to pre.- iling winds and the

unsheltered length exposed to winds also are important to the effective

control of soil loss by wind.

Long, open windward reaches will increase wind erosion. Any

barrier on the windward side of the impoundment can be effective in

reducing wind erosion. As with water erosion, it may be possible to

locate impoundments to take advantage of deposition of wind transported

soils. Studies of existing wind deposited material can provide guidance

in this regard. Location of impoundments at the top of unprotected

knolls or ridges, in valleys that channel prevailing winds or diurnal

winds, or in areas susceptible to high seasonal winds, such as the

Colorado Front Range area may increase the wind erosion potential.

vii. Design considerations

The design considerations that are important for

prediction of wind erosion potential are cap soil characteristics, the

soil roughness, the slope of the surfaces, the unsheltered length, and

the vegetation cover.

The surface rcughness factor in the wind erosion equation is mainly

intended for use on bare or fallow fields. It could be an important

consideration especially during the early stages of vegetation

.- , <
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establishment. In long-term application it would probably become a

factor only in mai;.cenance and remedial work.

The slope of the surfaces that face the windward side is very

important. Figure 7 demonstrates the increase in erodibility due to

slope. The avoidance of steep slopes and knolls on the windward side

will reduce erosion potential.

Wide, unsheltered and smooth surfaces perpendicular to the prevailing

wind enhance the erosion potential. Any barrier that can be placed to

break up the flow of wind can be beneficial in reducing the wind erosion

.. potential.

An important factor of design is vegetation. Good vegetative cover

is an effective way to control wind erosion. The natural vegetation in

the immediate vicinity will suggest what kind of cover can be expected.

Grading or diversion to direct precipitation runoff over the cap without

enhancing the potential for wa+.er erosion or stability problems may be

a useful design feature. Changing climates that may affect both vegeta-

tion and wind must be considered in scenarios of future wind erosion

potential.

Perhaps the factor over which the most control can be applied is

the choice of cepping soil. Figure S (Chepil,1953) indicates that soil

particles having an equivalent diameter of 0.1 =m. are most erodible.

Chepil (1965) also points out that erodible soil particles can be

protected from wind erosion by being sheltered by larger nonerodible

soil particles. This protection occurs when nonerodible material pro-

j ects abcVe the surface in sufficient density to completely shelter the

eredible fraction frca the wind. This ccnstitutes the phenomenon of

armoring described previously.

; 7 ~!

_; ; .) . ) I
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sir.e; c, soil containing 15 percent of the nonerodible clods
ranging up to 25 mm in diameter. (From Chepil, 1958, p. 7.)
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In many cases the nonerodible fractions are subject to abrasien and

disintegration by the bombardment of the moving particles. In such a

case the process of protecting projections never is completed and erosion

continues. Howevec, if pebble or rock can be incorporated in the soil

matrix used for the cap, wind erosion potential could be reduced by the

formation of a protective, nonerodible pavement.

viii. Monitoring, maintenance and remedial measures

Monitoring techniques similar to those discussed in

water erosion could potentially be employed to observe wind erosion.

Sbst useful are perhaps techniques that would identify changes in

vegetation, both on and off the site.

Maintenance and remedial measures, likewise, are of the same nature

as for water erosion. One difference would be that with wind dispersed

materials, capture and cleanup may not be possible. Timely maintenance

and identification of design deficiencies or proble=s related to changes

in climatic conditions and subsequent correction are important to lcng-

term wind erosion control.

ix. Time dependency

Nind erosion is possible throughout the entire time

interval. Changing conditions or the occurrence of interacting failure

modes can alter predictions about wind erosion potential.

Wind erosion may be expected to occur continuously. If armoring

forms pave =ents on the surface, however, wind erosion can be checked for

several thousand years.

1 s r,
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e. FLCCDING

i. Cause and description
_

Damage to the cap by ficoding may result from either

the routing of flood waters around or on the impoundment or directly

from the precipitation on the cap. If flooding is due to extremely

heavy precipitation in the ismediate area of the impoundment, sheet

erosion and gullying of the cap can result. This event would be a

sudden occurrence that would accentuate gullying and sheet erosion as

was discussed previously. The effects of those phenomena would then

accelerata frcm that point on.

C- the other hand, heavy flooding in the immediate area of the

i=poundment could result in a washout of portions of the cap. In that

case, failure would be in combination with failure of other elements of

the impoundment. The general nature of impoundment failure due to a

najor flood in the irt'diate area is discussed below, with regard to

nat ural phencmena.

It should be noted that flooding is not necessarily the result of

precipitatien in the i= mediate area but may re. ult frca heavy precipi-

tation at any point within the watershed upstream frem the impcundment

area. The occurrence of major floods is discussed more fully at a later

point.

ii. Interaction with other failure mechanisms

Whereas other failure mechanisms wculd not influence

the occurrence of a flood, the effects of a ficod will depend to a large

extent on the degree of failure that has already occurred on the impound-

ment due to other =cdes of failure. For example, gullying, sheet

erosien and differential settlement may have altered the surface of the

;i j ';t ;i- -
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cap such as to cause water to be channeled into a particular area.

Also, if differential settlement occurs of sufficient magnitude to cause

water to be impounded somewhere on the surface, flooding could result in

overtopping and severe erosion of the embankment and cap.

In order to assess the full extent of damage that may result from a

major flood (i.e. , a ficod larger than the design flood) the effects

that other factors may have had on routing flood waters over the surface

of the cap must also be considered.

iii. Methods of analysis

The prediction of occurrence of a flood of magnitude

greater than the design flood is discussed at a later point with regard
to natural phenonena. The extent of damage that may occur to the cap

may be analyted on the basis of models of gullying and erosien as dis-

cussed in other sections of this report.

iv. Likelihood of occurrence

Recla=ation and abandonment plans would undoubtedly

attempt to incorporate some design features that would minimite damage

due to an event of the design magnitude. Thus, failure of the cap due

to ficoding would generally be coupled with failure of some other

element of the impoundment, such as the diversion structures, or else

would be the result of the occurrence of an event of magnitude greater

than the design magnitude. The probability of occurrence of an event of

magnitude greater than the design magnitude within the long time frames

being considered herein is relatively high.

The likelihood of damage to a cap due to flooding would also depend

greatly on its location relative to the surrounding topography and

whether the flooding is accccpanied by heavy precipitaticn at the site.

sa,- ,
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Severe flooding must be expected. Therefore, the likelihood of failure

will depend on whether or not the flood water can come into contact

with the cap.

v. Magnitude of release

The magnitude of release resulting from flood damage

to the .ap will depend upon the amount of cap that may be eroded. It

will depend on the location of the impoundment relative to the

surrounding topography and the effect that heavy precipitation can have

on erosion of the material.

Flood water of depths of several feet are capable of removing soil

of a considerable thickness over a relatively short time (Simons et al. ,

1977). Thus, if major flood waters can come in contact with the cap, it

may be expected that the entire dept:. of cap could be removed in the

area of contact.

The magnitude of release would therefore be in proportion to the

cap area that may coce into contact with flood waters. The magnitude

of release that may result from crosion due to the largest precipitation

event conceivably would be a function of the amount of cove. that is

removed either by sheet. erosion or gullying.

vi. Site consideraticns

Within the medium long-term or long long-term

periods the likelihood of a flood of major proportions occurring is

relatively high. This is discussed in more detail in part B of this

chapter. It would be undesirable, therefore, to place the impoundment in

a natural drainage area unless the upstream catchment area is small. For

example, at Sear Creek, Wycming, although the impoundment is being

placed in a na ural draw, it is located at the head of the draw very

,,
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near to the divide between watersheds. Thus, the catchment area that

can contribute to flooding is very small.

vii. Design considerations

The most effective design censiderations to minimi:e

flood damage are either to select the site such that it does not exist

in a flood susceptible area or to utili:e natural or man-made flood

control structures that will divert flood waters away from the cap.

Neither of these measures, however, will be effec.ive against abnormally

high precipitation falling over prolonged periods of time directly onto

the cap. To design for that situation an erosion resistant cap con-

sisting of either vegetation or =aterial of sufficient grain size or

erosion resistance would be applicable. In this regard, it may be

desirable to introduce drainage features onto the cap that would direct

runoff towards areas in which erosion protecticn could be accentuated.

For example, the cap may be graded towards natural depressions that

would be filled with coarse rock material. The more gentle sicpes

leading into the controlled drainage areas could be covered with vegeta-

tion or granular cover to minimize wind and water erosion.

viii. Monitoring, maintenance and remedial measures

Because of the sudden nature of a major flood,

monitoring schemes other than direct observation are obviously not

applicable to detect failure due to this occurrence. The cnly maintenance

procedures that would be applicable to such a situation would be to

maintain surface characteristics in accord with the design plans. If

precipitation or ficeds that exceed those for which the impound:)ent was

designed occur, remedial measures may be necessary to prevent radioactive

release. Sicpes that were steepened by erosien shculd be regraded and

A- [,c,
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covered with stable material. Areas of the cap that have been washed

out would need to be replaced.

ix. Time dependence

Although the likelihood of occurrence of a flood greater than the

design flood is small at any particular time, the likelihood of occurrence

wili increase in proportion to the length of time period being considered.

However, the probability of occurrence would be the same for short,

medium or long long-term perioC; unless climatic changes should occur.

f. CHEMICAL ATTACK

i. Causes and description

No cap will be completely immune from chemical attack

or weathering. Chemicals, sun, ozone, wind, drying, rain, moisture,

heat and freeze-thaw cycle will act on the cap. Usually, guarantees on

synthetic liner materials do not cover malfunctions due to chemical

attack. Both acid and alkaline leach processes are employed in the

concentration of uranium. Therefore, the extraction process will define

the general chemical environment of the pond.

Sun, aging and heat appear to be the worst enemies of polyvinyl

chloride and polyethylene. Asphalt concrete is also affected by heat

because the heat slowly distills the volatile components of the asphalt.

Free:ing weather and freeze-thaw cycles influence mostly the rigid

linings; concrete, shoterete (Gunite) and asphalt concrete.

Acids attack Portland cement concrete, as do sulfates. Acids and

sulfates react chemically with the hydrated lime and hydrated calcium

aluminate in the cement. The sulfates of sodium, potassium and magnesium

are ccamonly present in alkali soils and groundwater found in arid and

semiarid regions (Troxell, Davis and Kelly,1968) . ACI (1966) discusses

chemical effects en various materials, including unprotected concrete.

, ,,
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Chemical attack of a soil cap may take place. Throughout geologic

time rock and soil masses have been acted on by chemical and mechanical

processes. Crystal si:e and structure of soil and rock are important to

the resistance of different minerals to weathering. The most commonly

found minerals in soils are cuart: and feldspars. Quart: is relatively

stable but feldspars are more subj ect to weathering. In an acid environ-

ment the feldspars can change to clay minc.als within the short long-

term period. Quart: is subject to weathering in an alkali envircnment.

Clay minerals, in turn, can go into solution or weather further in an

alkali or acid environment. The end product will depend on the nature

of the environment. Examples of chemical weathering are given below.

e Hydrolysis

Of the chemical processes, hydrolysis is probably the most

important. Hydrolysis is the reaction between H* and (CH)" of the

water and the ions of the mineral. Due to the small si:e of the H *

ion, it is able to replace existing cations. The pH is very important

in this process because it influences the amount of H ions present.
*

Also, the solubility of many minerals is a function of pH. Mitchell

(1976, p. 51) gives the solubility of alumina and amorphous silica as a

function of pH. An example of this type of weathering is the decomposi-

tion of feldspar minerals to form the clay aineral kaolinite.

Hydrolysis of a silicate mineral occurs when the hydrogenated

surface layers become unstable and break off (Reiche,1945) . For the

reaction to continue, H* ions must be introduced and removal of the

soluble products by leaching or precipitation must occur.

.3,1 ?/ <) IU
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e 0xidation and Reduction

An example of oxidation is given by the reaction of pyrite

with water to form acid (Keller,1957) .

2 FeS2 + 6 H O + 707 + 2 Fe(0H)3 + 4 H SO2 2 4

e Solution by Carbonation

Carbonation is the reaction of carbonate or bicarbonate ions

with a mineral. Typically, atmospheric C0; is the source of carbonate.

Carbonation is particularly detrimental to limestone.

e Ion Exchange

If an ion exchange reaction takes place in a clay cap or

liner, the soil properties may change. In general, the physical proper-

ties of clays, sneh as plasticity, shrinkage, swelling, strength and

permeability are modified by changes in exchangeable cations. The

greater the ion exchange capacity of a clay, the larger the potential

for property changes (Mitchell,1976) .

e Chemical Weathering Products

The rate of chemical weathering is dependent on time, tempera-

ture, moisture, pH and soil type. During weathering minerals tend to

become more stable (Grim,1968) . Under conditions of active leaching,

acidity favors the concentration of sil-__ ..d the removal of iron and

aluminum. Neutral or alkaline conditions favor the concentration of

iron and aluminum (Grim,1963, p. 518) .

Youthful soils have, by definition, little saterial that has

chemically weathered to clays. The intermediate weathering stage of

soils introduces some material chemically weathered to illite and/or

moutmorillonite clays. The advanced weathering stages of soils contain

kaolinite as the representative clay mineral (Mit chell , 1976) ,

^~i* t i* I,
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A drastic change in the environment may cause chemical weathering

or reversal of the weathering cycle. For example, illite was formed in

a period of less than a year as a consequence of adding potash fe::tili:er

to a soil containing kaolinite (Wood,1941; Grim, 1968, p. 519). Under

long-term exposure to acid conditions, the clay minerals in the cap will

ultimately be broken down.

ii. Interaction with other failure mechanisms

It is doubtful that other potential failure mechanisms

would contribute to chemical attack of the cap. Chemical attack on the

cap could change its physical properties possibly leading to failure by

shrinkage, changes in permeability, strength, erosion resistance or

compressibility. Weathering to soils to a higher clay content tould be

beneficial in terms of radon emanation (Fig. 7) .

iii. Methods of prediction

The amount and rate of chemical attack of the cap

will be dependent on the type of cap, the possibility of the water in

the tailings impoundment interacting with the cap, the pH of the liquid,

temperature, degree of weathering and the environment in which the soil

existed prior to being used as a cap. Methods for analysis of chemical

weathering are discussed in Gris (1968) and Mitchell (1976) . Types of

materials present in a clay cap that would be most subject to chemical

weathering can be predicted ba,ed on past experience and/or laboratory

tests. Within the present strte of the art the accuracy of short or

long-term predictions of the amount of chemical attack on a cap is

doubtful. At best it could indicate general trends.

zdC-<
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IV. Likelihood

The likelihood of chemical attack on the cap is

high. However, the likelihood of chemical attack being cf a magnitude

that would lead to failure and allow the release of radioactivicy is

probably small. The likelihood of failure would be site specific and

will depend on the type and thickness of the cover, the nature of the '

'

tailings and the acidity or alk r '.inity of the tailings water. Some

materials may be very subj ect to chemical attack under conditions that

can exist in a uranium tailings impoundment.

v. Magnitude of release

The potential magnitude of release due to failure

of a cap will be influenced greatly by the nature of the chemical

change that may mccur. However, as noted above, the potential magnitude

of release is expected to be low.

Since repair to the cap would not be difficult to accomplish, the

negative utility factor of a failure of the cap would not be very high.

vi. Site considerations

The considerations that will influence chemical

attack on the cap are primarily the soil types available for use as a

cap, the climate and the process used to leach the uranium.

vii. Design considerations

If chemical weathering of the cap is a problem,

recommendations can be made in the design to neutrali:e the tailings,

to use a thicker cap or import material more capable of withstanding

th; chemical attack.

<;.,
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viii. Monitoring, maintenance and remedial measures

Maintenance and remedial measures are not effective

in reducing chemical attack. Remedial measures can repair damage and

would consist of :: placing or covering sections of the cap.

ix. Time dependence

The time required for chemical attack of materials

varies. The rate of chemical change would increase as the thickness

decreases, as the permeability increases, in warmer climates, and as the

acidity or alkalinity increases. The type of cap, whether it is a

synthetic or soil material, and the mineralogical composition of the

soil, will influence change. Some change may occur within the short

long-term period. After several thousand years it would be expected

that no further change wculd occur.

g. SHRINKAGE

i. Causes and description

In arid and semiaz.d regions desiccation of the cap

is almost certain to occur. If cohesive soils are used for the cap,

shrinkage may be expected to accompany desiccation. Shrinkage is not

expected to be of concern if sandy soils are used for the cover. How-

ever, because o# the lower permeability, the terdency would be for clayey

soils to be used.

Shrinkage results in clays due to a reduction in the bound water

and the development of high attractive forces between soil particles

during drying. In general, the more plastic clays exhibit a greater

potential for shrinking and swelling than do less plastic clays (Holt:

and Gibbs,1956; Altmeyer,1956; Seed, Woodward and Lindgren, 1962). If

shrinkage occurs, cracks can form in the cap and radon can be released.

,. .,
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A clay cap vcald probably be placed at a water content close to

the plastic limit of the clay. The shrinkage limit is defined as the

water content below which further drying would produce no further shrink-

age. The amount of shrinkage that may be expected to occur would depend,

therefore on the difference between the plastic limit and the shrink-

age limit. For montmorillonite and illite clays this difference may

be as great as about 30% or 40% (Lambe and Whitman, 1969, p. 33) . Many

of the natural clays in the western United States contain significant

amounts of montmorillonite.

ii. Interaction with other failure mechanisms

Shrinkage cracks can influence the drainage

characteristics over the impoundment and may contribute to either water

or wind erosion. If water flows along cracks it may lead to the
d elopment of gullies.

iii. Method of crediction

The amount of shrinkage can be analy:ed using

methods outlined in soil rechanics textbooks. However, it has been

shown that the amount of total shrinkage will depend mainly upon the

proportion of the clay, type of ainerals, exchangeable cations, orienta-

tion of clay particles and the degree of aggregation (DcJong and

Warkc.itin, 1963), and the initial moisture c ..ent.

A greater degree of shrinkage would be expected for clays having

relatively high plasticity. In semiarid regions such as west Texas

desiccation of clays in the dry seascns proceeds to a depth as great

as 20 feet. Within this depth the clay is broken up by shrinkage cracks

(Ter:aghi and Peck,1967) . In India natural deposits of black cotton

soils are characterized by a general pattern of cracks, especially

'
-
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during the dry season (Singh,1967) . Cracks about 10 cm wide and

c/er 1 m. deep are not uncommon and in deep deposits the cracks may

extend to about 3 m.

The degree of shrinkage to be expected can be predicted on the

basis of the lineal shrinkage of a sample of representative soil.

iv. Likelihood of failure

The likelihood of shrinkage depends primarily on the

clay content of the cap material, the moisture content and the aridity

of the regions. Wide and deep cracks would be likely to occur in arid

:ones but not in humid :ones. The amount of shrinkage will be governed

by the percentage of clay and the plasticity.

v. Shgnitude of release

The potential magnitude of release due to shrinkage

cracks of the cap will be influenced by the spacing of cracks as dis-

cussed previously with regard to cracking due to differential settlement.

The general magnitude of release to be expected may be estimited from

Fig. 2b. It is seen from Fig. Ob that if more than about 2* shrinkage

occurs the maximum release of radon will occur. This magnitude of

shrinkage is very possible for most cohesive soils. cohesionless

sands are used as the cap shrinkage is obvicusly of little concern.

vi. Site considerations

Site censiderations that will influence the shrinkage

will be the aridity of the :one and the nature of material available to

be used for the cap.

vii. Design consideration

If shrinkage is considered to be a problem,

reccamendations can be made in the design of the cap with regard to the

,
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of clay present in the cap soil. Nonplastic soils can be mixed with

clayey soils to decrease the potential for cracking.

Compaction of the cap caterial could also be taken into consideration

since soils compacted dry of opti=um would have flocculated structure.

Soils so compacted would shrink less than soils compacted wet of

optimum.

viii. Monitoring, maintenance and remedial measures

Applicable monitoring techniques would consist

primarily of direct observation of the surface conditions.

bhintenance and remedial measures for severe cracking would consist

of filling excessively large cracks with a form of grout or slurry. If

slurries are used, however, they =ay exhibit shrinking when they dry.

Al* 2rnatively, mixtures of dry sand and bentonite could be graded over

the site to fill cracks. This technique is sometimes used in repairs of

cracks in embankment dams.

ix. Time dependence

If desiccation will cause shrinkage cracks it is

expected that they would form within the first 100 years after abandon-

ment. The exception to that would be if climatic changes should cause a

change from a more humid environment to an arid one.

2. LINERS

The liner of a tailings impoundr Tt is provided for the purpose

of reducing and controlling seepage from the tailings impoundment.

Failure of the liner can be defined as any change in the liner's

behavior or properties that allow seepage rates and possible radio-

nuclide movement at rates faster than the design limits. To predict

he severity of failure of a lining, the interaction between the tailings,

'' )<
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the liner, the soil below the liner, underdrains and water pressure

must be taken into account.

Linings may be classified as natural or man-made, flexible or

rigid, impervious or semi-impervious, continuous or non-continuous.

Compacted earth liners reduce and control seepage rates but are not

impermeable. Man-made liners are manufactured to be impermeable (for

practical purposes), but in the final installation are usually not

impermeable Manufacturing defects, seepage at seams, mechanical damage,

settlement of subgrade, and aging all contribute to some degree of

leakage. Consequently, both compacted soil and man-made linings should

generally be backed up with some type of well designed underdrain system.
_

If there is a lining, it probably will leak.

Linings have been used for thousands of years. One of the earliest

known applications occurred over 3000 years ago for the Tigris River

embankment of Assur where layers of bitumen and clay were used (Asphalt

Institute, 1965). The rapid growth of linings in the last few years has

started a new technology dealin; vith methods and materials to control

movement of water. Table 4 shows how common linings are classified.

Linings of compacted clays are in widest use to reduce and control

seepage because of their low cost, flexible nature and longest record of

successful performance (Kays,1977) .

a. DIFFERENTIAL SETTLE >ENT

i. Causes and description

Potential failure of the liner due to differential

settlement would be similar to potential failure of the cap. However,

the settlement of concern with regard to the liner is only that contri-

buted by ccmpression of the subsoil fcundation materials. The foundation

soils may be expected tc be less uniform than the tailings, both in

-
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Table 4. Lining classifications. (After Kays , 1977, p. 3. )

Ficuble Rigid N1:wellaneous

Plastio Gumte Bentonne (!an
Elastomers Concrete Chemical treatment,
Asphait panels Steel Waterborne treatment-
Compacted soils Asphalt conciete Combinations

Soil cement

Imperuous demumpetuous

P!asuo Compaued oils
Elastomers Cunite
Asphalt p inc's Concrete
Steel Asphalt concrete

Soil cement.

Bentonite i fan
Chemical ticatments
Waterborne treatments

Conttnuous Nonconunnous

P!astio Compaaed soils
Elastomers Gurnte
Asphalt panels Concreie
5 teel Asphalt innue'e

Soil ( ement
Bentomte (l.in
Chema al ti e. aments
Water boi ne ti c.u ments

'
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material properties and in thickness. Also, strains within the tailings

would distribute the displacement at the surface of the tailings, making

the differential settlement somewhat more uniform in the cap. Conse-

quently, there would be a greater likelihood for a shear displacement

type of failure in the liner than in the cap (Fig. 1).

One particular concern in some areas may be that problems due to

collapsing soils may be accentuated if the liner fails. Thus, whereas

differential settlement would usually be a continuously occurring

process, sudden differential settlement may result if collapsing soils

are present. The sudden differential settlement may occur at almost any

time after abandonment or during construction.

Swelling of expansive clays or clayshales under the impoundment may

also contribute to differential movement. If the entire site is under-

lain by expansive soil the heave =ay be fairly uniform and may not be of

much concern. Also, in -hat case the soil would probably be sufficiently

impermeable so as not to require that a liner be placed. If, however,

discontinuities exist, such as contact :enes between different dipping

strata, some areas may heave and others may not. If heave is of a

magnitude that could decrease the effectiveness of the liner, special

design precautions may be necessary. It should be noted that seepage

from the tailings is not necessary to cause swelling of expansive

subsoils. he elimination of evapotranspiratica from the surface and

diffusion of water from greater depths may csuse heaving.

In general, the potential for differential settlement to affect

the liner would depend almost entirely on the nature of the foundation

subsoils and the degree of pretreatment prior to construction cf the

liner,

'
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ii. Interaction with other failure mechanisms

Other failure mechanisms that may influence

differential settlement of the subsoil foundation material are mainly

those that may contribute water to the underlying soil. As such, any

failure of the liner that may result in excessive seepage could contribute

to the occurrence of differential settlement. However, not all soils

exhibit settlement due .o wetting and in some instances seepage may not

contribute to settlement.

iii. Methods of crediction

Methods of predicting the amount of differential

settlement to be expected in the liner would follow similar analyses as

aiscussed for predicting differential settlement of the cap. It should

be emphasi:ed that accurate prediction of differential settlement is

highly dependent upon an adequate subsoil investigation and soil testing

program during the design phase of the impoundment. Particular attention

should be paid to detection of the existence of collapsing and compres-

sible soils and irregular subsoil profiles.

iv. Likelihood of failure
,

The 'ikelihood of occurrence for differential

settlement is very site specific. In general, the like'.ihocd of

differential settlement would increase as the depth to bedrock increases.

Irregularity of the soil profile and erratic material properties will

increase the likelihood of failure.

As for the cap, the liner will undoubtedly be designed to acconcodate

differential settlements of a magnitude predicted during the investigation.

Consequent 1:. , the likelihood of failure will depend on the degree of

conservativeness employed in the design and the variability of the

subsurface scils and rocks.

'ji ) f
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Depending on the site characteristics, the likelihood of failure

could range from a very low value up to a value reflecting almost

certainty.

v. Magnitude of release

The release of radioactivity through a liner would

be in the form of dissolved radioactive materials in seepage water.

Prediction of the magnitude of release through a cracked liner is

difficult. Attempts to bound the quantity of flow through the crack can

be done utili:ing Darcy's law and flow net analyses (Cedergren, 1977;

McWhorter and Sunada, 1977). An example of computations that may indicate

the general magnitudes of seepage rates is shown in Example 2. On the

basis of the computations shown therein it is expected tha*. the magnitude

of release would not be great. Even if the degree of cracking is an

order of magnitude larger than that assumed in the example, it is expected

that the release would fall within the lowest category of magnitude

that is used.

T.:=rie 2. For purycaes of ecmpu:a:icn it will be assmed tha: the

crack for-a:icn uculd be of the general na:ure as ahcur. in Fig. 31. A

square area of vidth : may be analyzed. Asswing :ha: :he mid-plane

be:ceen cracks is a plane of symetry ocuid make : hat plane a :Tc'J

bcurdary. It has been asswed :ha: ver:ica; sa::w.eed 7~m. inar :Tcu

:hrcugh :he :ailings and :he crack ui'.i. take place, tha: the crack has

filled with :ailir.gs, :ha: :he liner is i.qermeah e and cha: the pare

press rc is zero in :he suba:ra:um. :: ia eapec:ed :ha: :hese casw -

55Cn3 'ill PPcv' Lie a rea3cnable '.Cper SN''i: of leck:ge.
'
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Applica:icn of Darcy 's lau :o :he situa:icn depicted in EL . 3b3

yielda :he |alicuing equa:icn for leakage, q.

o
. (1+c)L"

q = u.,un (2utpu)

ahere
.

n
p =v'b-

n.,
,

4

k rhe gem:eability of the :ailings, and=

c:her :erms are defined in Fig. 3.

ilsing a crack :, rid:h of 0.4 ft in 2000 ft as compu:ed in Lample :,
~0

a value of 0.05 for p and a penneability of 3:10 f /aec (:0'b
cm/sec) for the :ailings yiebla a :eakage rate of 2.5:10~ ft jaec per

aquare foot of crea. This rata of leakage ia an:all relative to :ypica;

seepage rates :ha: uould occur through a fcundaticn ma:eria; uithcut a

liner (i.e., :he magnitude is amall).

In the case of a shear type displacement the magnitude of release

would depend on the magnitude of displacement and the material used for

the liner. If a synthetic material is used, and the magnitude of

differe.itial settlement does not cause rupture of the liner, obviously

no release would occur. However, if the magnitude of differential

settlement is greater than what could be tolerated by the synthetic

liner, the magnitude of release would be a function of the area exposed

b.y failure of the liner.
.

In a natural material, such as ccmpacted bentonite, the likelihood

of a tension crack failure would not ce great because of plastic ficw

within the clay. If a shear type displacement occurs of a magnitude

;reater than the thickness of the liner, the magnitude of release ,,ould

Le a fu: tion of the area of the discontinuity that is exposed (similar
.

.
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Fig. 9a. Crack pattern assumed in liner.
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to Example 2). On the other hand, complete disruption of the liner may

not occur but the effective thicknes of the liner may decrease in the

:one of differential settlement. In tha case, the quantity of seepage

through the liner would be computed on the 4 asis of Darcy's law for the

thinner :one and compared to the release that would occur for the situa-

tion where no liner existed. In most cases the magnitude of release ic
!

not expected to be large. '

vi. Site considerations

Site considerations that will influence the

differential settlement are similar to those discussed for differential

settlement of the cap. For impoundments of low height, only the subsoil

conditions need to be considered. For higher impoundments the bedrock

=ay need to be considered as well.

As discussed previously, differential settlement may be expected to

be larger where the subsoil profile is irregular or where large

differences in thickness and material types occur across the site.

vii. Desizn considerations

If differential settlement i potentia 1Ly

problematical, design reccamendations can be made to either remove or

stabili:e the subsoil prior to construction of the impoundment. Because

the liner must be placed prior to deposition of the tailing' .

utili:ation of operational policies to load potentially troui ' w.
.

areas early in the project is of little benefit.

The thickness of the liner and the nature of the material to be

used must be selected so that it wilt net leak excessively under settle-

ments of the magnitude to be expected. The thicknes: of the liner

should be such that after differential settlement has occurred, a

7')~.
'
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sufficient thickness would still exist to minimize the seepage to an

acceptable value. In situations where differential settlement may

exist, liners constructed of natural materials such as compacted bentonite

have the advantage over synthetic liners in that they are "self-healing"

and are not expected to fail if the thickness is greater than the shear

displacement encountered. In addition, natural materials may flow

laterally, under the vertical stresses imposed by the weight of the

tailings above them. "ension cracks would therefore not occur in natural

material liners due to uniformly distributed differential settlements.

Clays of higher plasticity have both the advantage of being capable of

flowing and also of being less permeable than less plastic clays.
_ _,

viii. Monitoring, maintenance and remedial measures

Excessive seepage through a liner may be monitored

through the use of infrared photography if changes in the vegetation are

influenced by the seepage. If the seepage enters the groundwater system,

the presence of radionuclides may be monitored by water quality sampling

from test wells in the area. If, however, the seepage does not ent er

the groundwater system and is confined to the roll and rock below the

impoundment, little can be done to detect excessive seepage.

Differential movements in the liners can be detected by the use of

settlement points or markers to observe the elevation of the liner.

Some electronic instrumentation is available in the form of LVDT's or

soil strain gauges (e.g. , Bison Instruments, Minnearclis, Minnesota) .

The use of electronic instrumentation, however, recuires the presence

of personnel and may not be considered reliable for the 1cng time periods

being considered herein. Also differential movements are of little

concern unless seepage cccurs. Therefore, scnitoring schemes that do

not monitor seepage would be of little interest.
r +, ,.n
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Vecy little maintenance of the liner can be Accomplished after

depositi,a of *ailings. Remedial measures to correct failure of the

liner due to differential settlements are virtually impossible. If the

:cne of differential displacement can be identified fairly acurately,

some grouting with chemical or cement grout may be possible. The use of

c ement grout may be restricted, however, in the presence of high concen-

tration on sulfuric acid because of potential sulfate attack on the

cement.

ix. Time dependence

Because differential settlement of the liner is due

only to compression of the foundation materials, consolidation will

occur faster than for the cap. If large deposits of soft, relatively

impermeable foundation materials (i.e. , clay) exist, consolidation may

require up to about 100 years to be ccmpleted. However, for sandy clays

or silts primary consolidation will occur in only a few years after

abandonment. If the subsoils are very permeable, consolidation may have

been completed by the end of tailings placement. Secondary consolidation

and creep, however, may continue for considerably longer periods of

t ime . If the deformation is due to creep of foundation materials or

potential shear instability of the foundation materials , accelerated

movements may occur even thousands of years after abandonment. In those

cases where creep failure could occur, the impoundment could be redesigned

to reduce the stresses in the foundation material. Differential movement

due to swelling of expansive clays may require considerably 1 nger

periods of time. In that case, however, it is expected that differential

movements would be completed within the short long-term period.

If collapsing soils are present, differential settlements may accur

suddenly at almost any cime within the lifetime of the impoundment. If
>p.
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the liner falls due to other mechanisms, the introduction of large

quantities of seepage into the collapsing soils may result in an

accelerated collapse of the soil, and more rap _d differential

settlements occurring at that time.

Far long long-term considerations, it is expected that displacements

will have stopped. After several thousand years have elapsed it is not

expected that much water would remain in the tailings and seepage would

be of little concern.

b. SUBSIDENCE OF SUBSOIL AND RCCK

i. Cause and description

If locali:ed subaidence of subsurface soil or rock

below a tailings impoundment occurs, displacements may be induced that

could cause failure of the liner. Subsidence at any site could develop

from many causes, some of which are listed in Table S.

ii. Interaction with other failure mechanisms

Subsidence may contribute to cracking and failure of

the liner if differential settlement is relatively large and occurs

across a short distance. Subsidence may also contribute to cracking

and failure of the dam, decant lines, underdrains, etc. Subsidence

can also change the drainage features en the surface of the impcundment.

Cracking of the liner 2nd increased seepage may reduce the shear strength

of foundation material. This can result in stability problems for the

impoundment.

Failure of the liner due to other factors, such as hori:cntal

movement alcng a fault, differential setulement, stretching or mal-

function of the liner itself could cause increased seepage which in

turn could creat e subsidence. C. a small crack forms , wat er me'. ing

.-
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through the crack (or cracks) may cause a further increase in seepage

by enlarging the crack and subj ecting the foundation material to wetting

and erosion.

iii. Methods of prediction

The possibility of subsidence is discussed in

textbooks on Soil Mechanis and Geology (e.g. , Ter:aghi and Peck, 1967;

Mitchell,1976; Sowers and Sowers,1970; Bureau of Reclamation,1974;

Tho rnbury, 1969) . However, methods to predict the amount and rate of

subsidence frca subterranean void; are unavailable. Methods to predict

aacunt and rate of settlement of subsoil deposits from 1cading or reocving

water, oil or gas are also discussed in most textbooks in Soil Mechar s.

Information about underlying geologic formations can suggest the chance

for subsidence due to solution cavities. Knowledge of past underground

mining activity in the site area could be used to predict potential for

collapse due to loading the surface with impounded tailings.

Methods to predict amount and rate of movement from collapsing and

swelling soils are in the process of development and only provide 'i-

cations of the potential for collapse or swell. The same is true of

tests on dispersive clays. Subsidence from earthquakes will be discussed

at a later point.

iv. Likelihood

Localiced subsidence, as differentiated from

differential settlement, that could cause failure of the liner (or

embankment) will be very site and design specific. It will depend to

a large extent on the foundation rocks and soils, the size and depth of

the tailing impoundment and the nature of the tailings. 'h e d es i gn

of a lin. to accoccodate differential settlement caused by subsidence.

was discussed in the pre.ious section. ~

14,
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v. Magnitude of release

The potential magnitude of movement of radioactive

materials as a result of failure of the liner by subsidence is very '.e*

specific. The amcunt of release will be limited by a number of factors

such as the location of the failure, the nature of the tailings, the

backup control measures (e.g., underdrains below the liner to collect

seepage), the permeability and types of natural soils and rocks below

the liner, or the type of subsidence (total collap:a of a large cavern

forming a sinkhole versus unifor - -face settl ements) .

vi. Site considerations

Site censideratiens that wi'l influence subsidence

are primarily the subsurface soil and rock profile, level and change in

level of the groundwater surface, the area and depth of the impoundments,

and most conditions presented in Table 5.

vii. Design consideration

Extensive search should be made for man-made causes

for subsidence such as old mino shafts, wells and open drill holes. If

they are found, their effect and possible sealing should be studied.

Economic cre deposits under or surrounding the proposed site which might

be mined at sc=e later date shculd be investigated. The importance of

adequate foundation investigation is emphasized since approximately 40

percent of all water retaining earthfill das failures are attributed to

failures of the foundations (Bureau of Reclamation,1974),

The lining is not a structural member itself and is only designed

to reduce and control sewage. The foundation soils and rocks must

support the impcundment regardless of whether the foundation is dry or

saturated. Therefore, consideration should be given to all parts of the

pn.,
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Table 5. Some causes of subsidence.

1. Subterranean Voids
a. Rock solution (limestone or dolomite areas)

S inkho le--vertical
Caverns --vertical or hori:ontal

--may occupy one or more levels
b. Mines
c. Wells and drill holes
d. Volcanic deposits--gas vents and voids
e. Cracks in foundation soils and rocks

2. Collapsing Soils--low-density loess upon wetting
3. Dispersive Clay
4. Piping (erosion tunnels)

3. Soft Clay Deposits
6. Organic Soi.1 Deposits
7. Removal of Oil and Gas Deposits
8. Lowering Groundwater Level

9. Loose Sands--Earthquakes

10. Movement along Faults

l'. Loading from the I=poundment Itself
12. Collapse of Underdrains , Decant Lines, etc.

-
,
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impoundment, including the lining, underdrain systems, the founda, . ns,

etc. The other parts should be designed assuaing that some failure af

;he lining has occurred and seepage is occurring.

Design of the liner itself to .ccount for differential settlement

has been discussed previously. Collection systems (i.e. , underdrains)

should be designed to carry excess seepage, but not soil, to collection

areas.

viii. >bnitoring , maintenance and r' medial m 3asures

Failure may occur suddenly as a collapse of a large

underground void or occur over a relatively long period of time.

5bnitoring schemes that could be employed are direct observation of

water levels in the tailings impoundment, flows and radioactivity of

underdrains, and monitoring wells. Kays (1977) notes that detection

methods for seepage are not well developed. Shintenance of the under-

drain collection system may be needed as long as there is water in she

impoundment. Maintenance of the natural groundwater level to prevent

lowering may be effective in reducing subsidence. Remedial measures

include greuting and/or pumping at locations surrounding and under the

area of liner fai'ure. Linitations to grouting would be the same as

discussed previcusly.

ix. Time dependence

Subsidence due to collapse of underground voids is

possible at any time during the short or medium long-term period. If

it has not occurred within those cime pt riods it would not be expected

to occur during the long leng-term period.
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c. CHEMICAL ATTACK

i. Causes and description

No liner will be completely im=une from chemical

attack or weathering. The causes and nature of the chemical changes

would be similar to those described previously for the cap.

ii. Interaction with other failure mechanisms

A potential failure of the liner or underdrain system

from any cause would contribute to potential chemical attack of the

soils below. Possible changes in the subsurface material could lead to

changes in permeability, strength or compressibility. Chemical attack

can change the physical properties of the liner leading to a possible

failure of the liner by shrinkage and/or changes in plasticity. This

can lead to the development of cracks. On the other hand, the seepage

of acidic water into the subsoils may cause a chemical change to clay

minerals thereby decreas'.ng the permeability. In that case the weathering

would have a beneficial effect.

iii. _ Methods of crediction

The amount and rate of chemical attack of the liner

will be dependent on the type of linte, the pH of the water in the

tailings, and the temperature. If the liner is made of clay, the type

of clay minerals are important. Methods for analysis of chemical

weathering are discussed in Gram (1968) and Mitchell (1976). Within the

present state of the art it is possible to predict the trends or effects

of chemical attack c7 linings below saturated tailings but the accuracy

cf such predictions are uncertain.

.
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iv. Likelihood

The likelihood of chemical attack of the liner would
be high. A change of liner properties due o chemical changes is probable

,

for liners containing tailings with high or low pH. The extent to which

these changes wculd cause failure, however, will depend on the material

or soil type, the thickness of the liner and the nature of the chemical

c hange. Some liners may be very subject to chemical attacks under

conditions occurring in an impoundment, whereas in others the effects

may not ba detrimental.

v. Magnitude of release

The magnitude of release will depend on the nature of

the failure. If the chemical changes result only in a change in per-

=eabili'y, the seepage rates could be computed on the basis of Darcy's

law and would be a function of the change in permeability. If the

chemical change der,croys the liner the amount of release would depend on

the si:e of the failure. The magnitude could vary from 0 (no change or

decrease in permeability) to 100% of release by seepage (complete

disintegration of the liner) .

Since repair to the liner would be difficult to accomplish, the

negative utility factor of a significant failure of the liner would be

high.

vi. Site considerations

The site conditions that will influence chemical

attack of the liner are primarily the soil types available for construction,

and the climatic conditions. The permeability and types of subsurface

soils would also be importa. , since failure of the liner could subject

them to chemical weathering. A site underlaid by limestone, for example,

wcull be very subj ect to chemical attack of the seepage was icicic.

anc- -
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vii. Design consideraticas

If chemical weathering of 7he liner is considered to

be a problem, recommendations can be made in tae design to neutralize

the tailin s or use a thicker liner of imported materials more capable

of witt ,canding the chemical attack. The underdrain system should

also be designed to withstand chemical attack.

viii. Monitoring, maintenance and remedial measures

Maintenance and remedial measures are very hr.d to

accomplish after coverir.g the liner with tailings. If an underdrain

exists, then its outlets should be maintained.

5bnitoring techniques would be the same as previously described ior

differential settlement failure of the liner.

ix. Time dependence

The time needed for chemical attack of a liner (or

any material) varies greatly. The thinner oud more permeable that the

liner is, the warmer the climate is, and the further the pH of the water

is away from neutral, the faster the chemical attack will take place.

In general, the time dependence would be the same as for chemical changes

of the cap. It would be expected tb : all chemical changes would be

ccmpleted within the short or medium long-term changes.

d. PHYSICAL PENETRATION

i. Causes and description

Ary factor which increases the seepage rates above

the design rates can be defined as a failure. Physical penetration or

' mechanical damage to the liner can occur in a number of ways and may

depend en the type of liner.
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Synthetic liners have been found to generally exhibit some defects.

In the manufacture of the lining, defects such as pin holes or thin

areas may occur. The installation of the lining requires a complex

process. Physical penetration or mechanical damage during shipping,

unpacking or handling may occur. The lining is joined together in the

field under variable conditions (heat, wind, dust, moisture, inexperienced

people and subgrade imperfections) and defects in the joints can easily

occur.

Natural liners of compacted so Is are variable in soil properties

and permeability. A number of problems have occurred when installing

and using compacted soils. Many of the problems can be traced to improper

soil selection and installation. Therefore, soil linings must be ccn-

trolled by proper choice of soil, moisture content, compaction and type

of compaction equipmeat. Various causes of physical penetration are

listed in Table 6.

Physical penetration would be most critical during construction of

the liner and during initial deposition of tailings. After covering

with the cap, the liner would be fairly well protected except for

burrowing animals, surface drilling, aging and shear stresses induced by

settlement of the tailings on foundatien soils (Kays, 1977).

ii. Interaction with other failure mechanisms

The interaction of physical penetration with other

failure mechanisms is low except to the extent that excessive seepage

may , trigger the other failures. Once the liner has been covered by

tailings it is doubtful that further physical penetration of the nature

shown in Table 5 would occur.
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Table 6. Principal physical penetration mechanisms.

_

A. Voids--water pressure forces the lining into the void and stretching
may cause failure.

3. Wave action--waves may cause floating objects, such as trees and
ice, to penetrate the membrane and erosion of soil liners.

C. Animals--rodents and large animals may walk on, burrow under or eat
through the liner.

D. Need growths--weeds, above or below the liner, may get started with
roots getting through at pin holes, seams, or other Jamaged
areas.

E. Maintenance cleaning--workmen and equipment may penetrate the
liner.

F. Sharp objects below liner--rocks, rock outcrops, differential
cettlement, cracks, or breaks in pipes in the underdrain may
penetrate the liner.

G. Reverse hydrostatic uplift--if water pressure below the liner is
greater than the pressure above, movement may occur.

H. Tension failure--tailings deposited on stee. slopes tend to develop
snear stresses and may slide. The =ovement of the tailings
may pull the liner along with it or fail the liner.

I. Vandalism

Others-->brphy's Law: If there is a lining, it probably will leak''
.
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iii. Methods of prediction

Physical penetration of the liner is linked to

design, construction and outside causes. In past failures of liners,

the que:ti ., has arisen of which came first, a lining failure or founda-
,

tion faih re. A weak design assumption, construction methods, or out-

side forces will create situations where failure will most easily occur.

iv. Likelihood

The likelihood of physical penetration is great. In

order to design a liner t.. . is capable of performing well after

physical penetration, =aterials that are "self-healing" such as clay

=aterials with filters and underdrains would appear desirable.

v. Magnitude of release

The potential magnitude of release due to a failure

of the liner will be influenced by the interaction between the liner,

the underdrain system, the tailings, and the foundation.

After the impoundment is completed, there is no practical way to

identify the locations of leaks. Increased seepage rates can be esti-

2ated on the basis of failure area or size of cracks expected. A

general formula that defines leakage is given as:

Q = f(A , H, k , t) + g(A,, H, k,, t)1 , 4 .

where

Q = leakage

A = lining area
1

= maximum water depth,

k = permeability of liner
1

A, = area of liner failure

k, = effect:ye permeability of system

time.t =

I.
'J '
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The first set of terms defines seepage without penetration and the

second set of terms defines excess se2page due to the penetration of the

liner .

vi. Site considerations

Site considerations that will influence physical

penetration depends on the type of liner, the foundation profile, the

thickness of a prepared subgrade, the waterial used in the subgrade

(e.g. , the presence of rocks would be und __ ~ rable), the presence of

structures, such as decant towers, spillways, inlets or drains, that may

fail at the transition :ene with the structure and lining, the presence

of voids below the liner, and climate.

vii. Desiga considerations

To reduce the likelihood of penetration, rock outcrops

can be removed or cushioned with a prepared subgrade, large sharp rocks

should be removed, and voids below the liner should be filled before the

liner is placed. If differential settlement occurs below linings near

structures, the lining may tear at the structure-liner connection.

Therefore, differential settlement between structures and the liner

should be controlled. However, some physical penetration must be

expected and underdrains can be provided to handle this flaw. The best

design will assume that some seepage will occur and will include backup

systems to control it. The thickness of the lining may be increased to

reduce the probability of physical penetration and filters may be used

between the lining and drains.

The site should be selected and the lining designed so that if

leakage does increase, soil will not be removed, additional settlement

will not occur, side sicpes will not sluff cr fail, or cracks will not

open.

n! ,
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viii. Monitoring, maintenance and remedial measures

Any penetration during construction should be

immediately repaired. Maintenance and remedial measures are very hard

to accomplish after covering the liner with tailings. As a tailing

impoundment is being filled, closs inspection of the liner above the

water level is needed.

>bnitoring schemes would be the same as for other liner failure

mechanisms.

ix. Time decendence

During construction and. filling physical penetration

is most likely to occur. After abandonment burrowing animals, future

drilling operations, physical movement of decant lin's or other sub-

structures could cause penetration. The chance for penetration would

increase with time, but remains low.

3. EMBA"KME.VT

a. DIFFERENTIAL SETTLE >ENT

1. Causes and descriotion

Differential settlement of the embankment cf a

tailings impoundment =af occur due to compression of either the

foundation soil or the soil in the embankment itself. Differential

settlement within the foundation soil will result from either uneven

subsurface profiles or from variations in material properties.

The material fro which the embankment itself is constructed would

be of fairly uniform characteristics. However, differential settlement

can occur within the embankment material if its height varies due to an

uneven bedrock. For example, if the abutments for the embankment

,i
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consist of steep or irregular bedrock such as a valley wall or a canyon

wall, differential movements would be likely.

Desage to the embankment from differential settlement usually take

the form of cracking of the embankment. In some instances the cracks

may be visible on the surface, but in other cases they may exist in the

lower regions of the embankment and may not be visible.

In water impoundment dams, cracking is of particular concern because,

if it leads to piping, total failure of the dam can result. In taiJings

dass the tailings themselves provide a filter over the crack and nrotect

against piping. However, for uranium tailings dams, dissolved radio-

nuclides can escape through the cracks. In addition, if the cracks

continue to the surface, surface water erosion =ay be increased around

the cracks.

Experience has indicated that cracking is more pronounced in dams

that are constructed in areas having rainfall less than about 15 inches

(Sharard, 1973). The main reason for the greater incidence of cracking

in arid regions is because the borrow of which the embankment is

constructed is found in a dry condition and is hard to wet uniferaly and

adequately. As a result the embankment is nonuniform and brittle. The

embankment soil cannat flow or creep as differential settlement takes

place. In addition, the foundation materials in these areas are usually

,artially saturated and subj ect to settlement when wetted. Cracking of

the embankment can also be caused by lateral di . placement of the founda-

tion soils under the weight of +.he embankment . Such cracks, however,

are usually longitudinal cracks running parallel to the axis of the

embankment. Those cracks may influence the stability of the dam, but

centribute little to seepage.
,,\ >
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ii. Interaction with other failure mechanisms

Excessive seepage through the liner could induce

settlement in foundation soils that were partially saturated initially.

Also, erosion and gullying could cause stress concentrations in :ones of

the embankment that could then cause cracks to form. The latter effect,

however, would be small.

If precipitation enters cracks pore water pressure can be induced

that could reduce the stability of the embankment slopes.

iii. Methods of pred ; tion

Differential settlement due to consolidation of
foundation =aterials can be predicted using one-dimensional consolidation

'

theory. This has been discussed previously. Simitar analyses can be

applied to compute the vertical compression of the embankment. However,

cracking in the embankment can occur even for relatively low values of

crest settlement.

Attempts hace also been made to predict displacement within

embankments both vertically and ho ri:entally by the use of the finite

element method (Clough and Woodward,1967; Lee and Shen,1969) . Such

analyses provide the capability of determining dispiacements and stresses

within the embankment for various material constitutive relationships.

They do not however, predict cracking within the dam. The magnitude and

extent of cracking must be br.ferred from the computed displacements and

engineering judgement regarding the nature of the embankment material .

Several case histories and some statistical results indicating the

cracking of dans as related to constructica practicas and material

properties are discus 32d in Sherard (1973: At the present time no

mathematical model fcr prediction of lccations and magnitudes of cracks

exists.
.
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iv. Lik_elihood of failure

Because most uraniuu tailings impoundments are

constructed in areas of relatively low annual rainfall, the likelihood

that cracking will occur is relatively high. On the other hand, the

extent to which such cracks would be continuous across the widt. of the

embankment is uncertain. Furthermore, the deposition of coarse tailings

near the face of the embankment helps to minimize the effect of cracking.

Thus, although cracking will probably occur, the likelihood release

is lower. The likelihood of failure may be classified as moderate.

v. Magnitude of release

Dissolved radionuclides will be released along

with any seepage that would exit from cracks in the embankment. Some

small amount of suspended tailings could also be carried out. If the

cracking is of a high frequency and the cracks are relatively large,

considerable amounts of seepage may be released. On the other hand,

the tailings may fill the cracks and decrease the amount of seepage

loss. Piping through cracks would not be expected to occur. Therefore

it is possible that the introduction of water into cracks that do form

may soften the material around the cracks, thereby providing a self-

healing mechanism to close the cracks.

The computation of a magnitude of release from cracking is.

difficult and largely subjective. It is expected that the magnitude of

release through cracking would, in most cases, be low.

vi. Site censideration

Differential settlement may be expected to be of

concern over sites in which deen deposits of soft or potentia 11:.

r c.
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collapsing foundation soils exist. Sites in which the embankment would

be constructed between steep bedrock abutments, particularly if steps

or benches in the bedrock exist, are more contributory to cracking. A

major site consideration would be the existence of adequate borrow

material to construct an embankment that is not particularly susceptible

to cracking. Desirable characteristics of the borrow material will be

discussed below with regard to design consideration.

An additional site consideration is climate. It was noted earlier

that cracking is of more concern in areas where annual rainfall is low.

vii. Design considerations

Cracking of embankments can be accentuated by the

presence of :enes of radically different materials within the embankment.

Adequate transit ?n :ones should be 7 ovided between the core and shell

of :one embankments. In homogeneous embankments tnis is of less concern.

The types of materials used for construction may also influence

cracking. Residual soils and soils which assume a brittle nature after

construction exhibit greater amounts of cracking (Sherard,1973) .

During construction the embankments should be compacted at water

contents at or above the optimum water content for standard AASHTO

compaction. Care should be taken to insure uniform mixing of water with

the embankment materials. Uneven compaction such as may occur due to

the use of hand compaction around outlet structures, such as decant
.

lines or around abutments, can enhance differential settlement.
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viii. Monitoring, maintenance and remedial measures

Manitoring of differential settlements of the crest

of the embankment can be occomplisac" through the use of surveying

techniques, monuments, and settlement points. However, cracking may

res"It even for relatively small amounts of differential settlement.

particularly if brittle materials are used for construction. Release

can be monitored by the detecnion of radioactive materials downstream

from the embankment. The use of infrared photography can also be used

to detect changes in vegetation or environment.

Maintanance procedures to decrease or control differential

setelements are virtually impossible. However, if cracks appear within

the eubankment, attempts would be made to kaep the cracks closed for

stability reasons.

If cracks do occur, remedial measures may consist of grouting the

cracks with either cement or chemical grout. If cement grout is used,

caution should be exercised to minimi:e sulfate attack on the cement

either tros the presence of sulfate in the tailing waters or in the

soil. An alternative to grouting is the filling of cracks with sands

and dry bentonite mixtures or to fill the cracks with slurry. Slurry

method is used generally only where cracks are very wide and deep. It

has been used successfully in many instances by the Soil Conservation

Service (Sherard,1973) . However, scme shrinkage of the slurry could

occur when it dries.

If the cracks are large, it may be necessary to remove the material

2round the cracks in a trench and recompact material into the trench.

, =i
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ix. Time dependence

Differential settlements of the embankment and

foundation soils would be expected to be completed within a short long-

term period. Experience has shown that if cracking is to be a problem

it usually occurs earlier in the lifetime of the dam, within approxi-

mately ten years. In medium and long-term time periods creep may cause

the soil to flow and close the cracking of the embankment. Also, after

the tailings have dried, the seepage through cracks would not be of

concern. Stability of the embankment, of course, would continue to be

a potential prcblem.

b. SLOPE FAILURE

i. Causes and descriptions

Slope failure of the embankment can occur as a

result of ;;veral different factors. During operation of the tailings

impoundment the primary cause of slope failures is the existence of a

high phreatic line. After abandonment, however, the phreatic line would

become lower. The excepticn to that would be if water could collect

over the impoundment and seep into the tailings.

Another potential cause of slope failure would be the buildup of

pore water pressures by precipitation entering cracks in the embankment.

A third cause of potential sicpe instability would be creep failure

occurring within the slopes (Nelson and Thompson,1977) . Creep failure

results from continued deterioration of the soil strength as a result of

creep strains that occur within the material.

Potential slope instability can also be caused by seismic events.

Seismicity is discussed in section 31 below.

<;'~
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ii. Interaction with other failure modes

Embankments should be designed to have flat sloper

in order to minimize wind erosions. Flat slopes enhance slope stability

as well and decrease the likelihood of occurrence of a creep failure

within the embankment.

Differential settlement that could cause cracking of the embankment

can promote progressive failure of embankments by the introduction 't

water into cracks.

Wind and water erosion can remove materials ner. the toe causing an

increase in the steepness of the slope. If erosional protestes continue

to remove material, the stresses within the embankment can be increased

to the point of failure.

In general, factors that decrease the probability of other failure

mechanisms also enhance the stability of the embankment. Failure

mechanisms that can remove material and cause changes in the geometry of

the embankment can contribute to slope instability.

iii Methods of analysis

The stability of the embankment after construction

can be analy:ed to determine the factor of safety by a variety of

methods of analysis. These methods of analysis are discussed in several

books and publications (for example, Lambe and 'Nhitman, 1969;

Janbu, 1973; Sherard et al., 1963; Bureau of Reclamation, 1972).

To aid in predicting the 1ccation of the phreatic line for use in

analyting slope stability, finite element models are available (for

example, Kealy and Busch, 1971), The data required, however, for

prediction of the phreatic line are c_ fficult to determine with accuracy

for the in situ condition. For that reason, the application of these
r.cdels is somewhat ;imited anles s field da'.a is available far ecmpariscn.

,- (t ~ > ,
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The models are useful, however, in predicting changes that may occur as

a result of changes in embankment height, water level or other

al*-rna*ives.

A finite element method has been used for prediction of creep

failure of slopes (Nelson and Thompson,1977), This theory, however, is

relatively new and needs considerable experimental data for verification.

The methods of analysis discussed above can all be used to predict

stability of slopes, but they do not predict the extent of damage that

will occur if slope instability does result. They may, however, indicate

the general region within which failure will occur (i.e., the critical

failure surfaca). On that basis, the amount of material that may be

influenced can be estimated.

iv. Likelihood of fcilure

The likelihood of a slope failure occurring due to

a high phreatic line would be very small provided that the embankment

was kept drained. Ti. 3 likelihood of failure resulting from water

entering the cracks would depend on the extent of maintenance on the

site. However, even with minimal mainten1nce the likelihood of failure

would be 1cw to moderate. The failure of the embankment due to erosion

at the toe is site specific. In that case likelihood of failure would

be slightly less than the likelihood of occurrence of erosion.

The likelihood of failure occurring as a result of creep depends en

the magnitude of stresses existing within the embankment. If stresses

within the e:bankment are everywhere less than the residual strength of

the soil, the prcbability of failure due to creep is very small. If,

however, stresses in particular :ones exceed the residual strength of

the soil, progressive creep failure may occur after sufficiently 1cag

i. ,
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periods of time (Nelson and Thompson, 1977). If the residual strength

of the embankment soil is used for design the likelihood of creep

failure would be minimal.

v. Magnitude of release

The magnitude of release resulting from slope

failure of the face of the embankment would not be large. It is doubt-

ful whether a slope failure would actually intersect the tailings except

in the case of liquefaction during an earthquake. If instability of the

embankment does occur, the face would slump and the unstable mass would

assume a more stable configuration. The release would be small. I f,

however, further progressive failure can continue as a result of geometry

changes caused by the initial slope failure. s larger release may be

possible.

One instance in which relatively large amounts of radionuclides

could be released would be if the tailings are saturated and the slope

failure intersects them. Under those situation, liquefaction of the

tailings can occur. This phenomenon would be similar to failure by

overtopping of the embankment. Such failures have acen observed to

continue over several days. The flowing tailings can travel for distances

en the order of miles depending en the slope of the downstream terrain.

vi. Site censiderations

The embankment maf be designed and constructed around

site features. The.efore, site consideraticns are usually not a limiting

factor for embancment design, provided that constructica material is

available in the a;ea.

If :".e foundatic soils are weak, the stability of the embankment

wculd be decreased unless the subsoils are stabili:ed. Another site
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consideration that may influence slope stability is the ability to route

flood waters around the embankment so as not to cause erosion of the

toe. Also, embankments should not be constructed over faults.

vii. Design considerations

Design that is conducive to stability of the

embankment utilizes flat slopes anc the use of berms at the toe if

n.ec es sary. From the standpoint of long-term creep failure the slopes

should be designed such that the residual shear strength of the embank-

cent soil is not exceeded. Although stresses in excess of the residual

strength may be tolerated in some small .ones, the embankment s.wuld

not be designed on the basis of the penk strength of the soil.

viii. Monitoring, maintenance and remedial measures _

Monitoring schemes to monitor slope movement would

consist primarily of methods that could detect lateral movement on and

around the slopes. The placement of monu--nts and aerial photogrsphy

may be used in _ome cases to detect displacements and potential insta-

bility. The observation of cracks on the embankment would indicate the

onsat of progressive failure.

Inclinometers and other electronic instrucentation is available to

detect slope movements and strains within the soil. Electrcnic inst ru-

mentation may require some maintenance over long time periods. However,

slope indicators, for example, require only that a tube be placed in

the embankment. In order to observe movements an instrument would be

lowered into the tube. Maintenance required on such a system is minimal.

Maintenance required on the slope to prevent instability depends

on the slope cover. Vegetation or coarse granular material should be

placed on the slopes. Some maintenance to minimi:e cracking of the

slope may be required.

'
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If slope failures do occur, remedial measures are possible in the

form of regrading and restabili:ation of tb slide area. This could

include the placement of berms and replacement of cover over the slide

area to minim.i:e release.

ix. Time decendence

If slope instability has not occurred by the time of

abandonment of the si , it is not expected that slope instabil .Ly would

occur within the short long-term period. However, for medium and long

long-term considerations, creep displacement can induce failure. Although

creep may occur for time periods up to the long long-term (100,000

years), it is expected that other potential failure modes would be of

more concern within that time peri;d.

c. GULLYING

i. Causes and descriction

The cause of gully formation on the embankment of

a tailing impoundnent will be a combination of steepness of slope,

concentration of runoff and erodibility of the soil. The most likely

place fer gullying to begin would be at the crest of the slope. At

this point runoff from the cap would increase in erosive power as the

gradient steepens. Gullying of the embankment could also be the result

of the headward migration of gullies started from outside the impound-

ment. This may occur if runof# is concentrated arouna the embankment

into a drainage along which the gully could advance.

Gullying of the embankment could result in significant

radionuclide releases. Gullies are capable of moving significant

c.uantities of material Otabbut, 19~~; Schumm, 19-~; If it is allowed

to grow, a gully could advance through ar. emeankment into the tai;ings.

')
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If the embankment is breeched, only the specific site conditions could

predict the amount of tailings that would be carried downstream.

ii. Interaction with other failure mechanisms

The interaction of gullying of the embankment with

other failure mechanisms i- the same as for gullying of the cap.

Differential settlement may cause cracking or depressions thr _ would

concentrate runoff at specific points on the embankment increasing the

potential for gullying. Gully formation on the cap could concentrate

runoff and cause gully formation on the embankment. The reverse is also

true. Any change in climate or vegetation cover could increase runoff

or decrease stability and 'd tc gully formation on the embankment.

If the toe of the embankment is eroded and steepening of the slope

results, the risk of gully formation will incr- 2. The interaction of

gullying with slope stability =ust also be considered. If enough material

is removed by gullying, local slope instability could be created. This

could remnin a local problem or it could sprend throughout the entire

embar knent.

iii. Methods of prediction

As discussed previor. sly, there is no mathematical

model that predicts gully formation. Schumn (1977) and Brice (1966)

have suggested that by study of natural gully formation in a specific

area some indication of a stable versus an unstable condition can be

established. In addition, evaluation of calculated soil losses using

the Universal Soil Loss Equation for different conditions could provide

some insight into the potential for gu1] ying.

! '' 7
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iv. Likelihood

The likelihood of gully formation on the embankment

will be higher than for the cap because cf the steeper slopes. In order

to adequately predict the likelihood of gullying for sl ort 1cng-term

periods, the site and design plan =ust be evaluated. This evaluation

would consider

* Slope length and gradient.

e Vegetation cover or other stabili:ation measures.

e Embankment soil erodibility.

e Climate.

e Occurrence of gullying in similar natural settings in the

i= mediate vicinity.

Over longer periuds of time the likelihood for gully formatica on the

embankment will be relatively high.

v. Magnitude of release

The magnitude of release will be a function of the

size and extent of the gully or gullies formed. Small gullies that are

either repaired or reach a state of equilibrium might release little.

if any, radionus ' ides. At the other extreme an extensive gully that

continued to grew, cutting through the embankment and into the tailings,

may result in extensive instability of the embankment. Extensive

amcunts of radioactive material could be r leased either by mobilization

of tailings or by raden emanation. The magnitude of release is site

specific and depends on the particular design of the impoundment. It

can range from a low value to a hi gh value depending upon the specific

disposal plan,

"')f - .,
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vi. Site considerations

Site considerations that will influence this potential

failure mechanism are similar to those discussed for gully formation on

the cap. In addition, consideration should be given to the area below

the embankment. Existing slope, soil, and runoff conditions for that

area should be analyzed for potential gully formation that could advance

headward into the embankment. Also, changes that could occur in the

area as a result of the impoundment should be analyzed.

vii. Design considerations

The design of gently embankment slopes and the
.

avoidance of sharp breaks in slope between the cap and embankment are

probably the most important design considerations for the reduction of

gully potential. Grading to avoid concentration of runoff and construc-

tion of adequate diversion structures to eliminate off-site runoff are

also important. If steep slopes are necessary because of topography or

other design constraints, shortening of drainage paths by the use of

terraces and diversion of runoff off the slope should be considered.

Vegetation or the inclusion of stcnes or cobbles in the soil matrix of

the embankment could increase stability. Highly erodible soil should be

avoided.

viii. Monitoring, maintenance and remedial measures

The conditions discussed for gully formation on the

cap are applicable here also. However, the gully formation on the

embankment is more likely, is potentially a faster process, and the

consequences are more severe. Therefore, increased monitoring, main-

tenance, and remedial efforts may be appropriate. If maintenance is a

continual necessity the basic design should be analy ed for deficiencies.

i
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This is an importa,t monitoring consideration. All failures c: prcolems

should be analy:ed to determine if design inadequacies are causing :he

probica. Small failures or problems may be a forewarning of the presence

of major difficulties.

ix. Time decendence

Gullies can form at any time during the nistory of

the impoundment. There is no basic time dependence except that relative

to likelihood. The longer the time span the greater is the chance that

gullies will form. This is true for a non-changing environment , but

even more important if climatic changes can be introduced witn time. A

change in climate can cause a stable situation to become unstable. The

likelihood of climatic changes or variations should be considered to the

extent that they could influence a particular disposal plan.

d. HATER SHEET EROSION

i. Causes and descriction

The general causes of water sheet erosi:n of the

embankment are similar to those discussed for the cap. The impcrtan:

difference is the slope of the embankment. Cn the cap, the sicr2s wil'.

be relative 1Y 2entle unless topographic constraints are encountered.

For the embankment, however, the slopes are likely to be steeper and

therefore more susceptible to water erosion. The LS factor of the

USLE (Fig. 9) illustrates this point.

11. Interaction with other failure mechanisms

Any failure mechanism that results in increased

runoff or a concentration of runoff will interact to increase the water

erosion potential of the embankment. These failure mechanisms include

differential settlement , 21cersion structure fai; ares, tegetati:n

:i
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failure and climatic change. These factors are discussed in more detail

with regard to water erosion of the cap. In addition, flood waters

that come into contact with the toe of the embankment have the potential

to erode and steepen the slope. If steepening occurs increased erosion

is likely,

iii. Methods of crediction

The Universal Soil Loss Equation is, at present, the

only method available to predict soil loss due to water erosion. The

application of this predictive model is discussed previously with regard

to erosion of the cap.

iv. Likelihood

The likelihood of water erosion of the embankment.

will be the same as for the cap. Erosion will occur continuously. The

likelihood of failure will increase continuously with time reflecting

the time related nature of this failure mechanism.

v. Magnitude of release

Erosion losses of soil from the embankment will

increase radon emanation and gamma-ray emission to a lesser degree

than with erosion of the cap. The reason for this is that the relative

thickness of the embankment will be greater and the more highly radio-

active slimes portion of the tailings will generally be located in the

central portions of t. moundment away from the embankment. However,

if erosion is allowed to progress to the point where slope instability

results, the potential release would be greater, as discussed in the

previous section.

., y.
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vi. Site considerations

The important site considerations ar: :- . ..: ..

conditions that relate to precipitation, and the runoff potent;.. In

upstream watersheds. These both relate to the amount of water C at e ar,

come in contact with the embankment as runoff or precipi atic- ' -

long time spans the natural vegetation in the area is import: int . ; a '. 2 .

those types of vegetation will be established on the embanimert

vii. Design considerations

Embankment design to. control erosion potentia: should

take into account the slope length and steepness. The use af terra;;s

and water diversion schemes should be considered. Soil properti.s _nc

vegetative cover will influence erosion. On steep embanimen* s s

where vegetation is more difficult to establish, consideratic'- . .

given to using rock and gravel to serve as a filter and riprep.
~

type of protection can be effective against water as well as .
- '-'

The shape of the slope may also be an important design elemer.t. ~
-

done on slope shapes conclude that on concave slopes sediment '1_.. .

be lower and the erosion depth will be shallower than wita eitnc _

uniform or convex slope (Meyer et al. ,1969) .

vill. Monitoring, maintenance and remedial me,5cre

Monitoring measures wili be the rare 25 cuscribed for

all previously discussed erosional processes. >bst effective wi:1

likely be site inspections. Remote sensing techniques, such as aerial

photography, both visual and infrared, could identify actual fai;ures er

provide indications of potential failures. Monitoring climatic :..anges

could also indicate precipitation or temperature changes that ma: E t er

the erosion regime.
.-
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Maintenance and remedial measures would consist of maintaining

slope grades, vegetation cover, runoff control structu tes, and timely

cepair cf any erosion failure,

ix. Time dependence

As discussed previously, there is no basic time

dependency related to water erosion failure. Erosion is a continuous

process occurring throughout the time spans considered.

e. WIND EROSI01

1. Causes and description

Wind erosion failure of the embankment is the result

of wind detachment at.d transport of soil materials. The process elements

and description are summarized by the wind soil loss equation presented

previously w'c.n regard to the cap. Wind erosion of the embankment,

however, nay be t n severe due to steeper slopes. The actual extent of

erosion potential must be analy:ed for each specific site and disposal

plan. Wind erosion of the embankaent can be localized in " blowouts"

ccamon in beach dunes, and similar in failure extent to water formed

gullies,

ii. Interaction with other failure mechanisqs

If climatic conditiens change resulting in higher

winds than predicted, reduction or loss of vegetative cover, and/or loss

of soil moisture, wind erosion "ill increase. If blowouts occur they

have the potential to beccme large and interact with surface drainage,

causing channeling. This could lead to enlargement by water erosion and

. .e potential for significant losses of embt.nkment 2nd cap material,

and tailings.

O
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As with water erosion, any failure mechanism that ine:c-__

slope of the embankment, such as stream undercutting, Inc. 23c . .

erosion potential. Furthermore, any failure that resa.ts _ ._ .

vegetation or other protective covers (mulch, crusted surfac es , .

riprap) from the embankment will interact to increase tha . _ c. - . .

potential.

iii. Mathods of prediction

The only method for predicting scil loss ceter.; G

due to wind erosion is *.he wind soil loss equation discussed pre.';tual

with regard to the cap.

iv . Likelihood

The likelihood that wind erosion will accur c. :n

emb ankment is high and increases with time. The magnitude of reiaasc

reflects the overall effect.

v. Magnitude of release

The magnitude of release due to wind eros;:n ;' :..-

embankment will be based upon an estimate of embank..ent t h. c .c.e s ; .u.

and consequences of that loss. Losses are calculatea using tne . n <.

soil loss equation already discussed. The potential soil tos aa;

consequences of blowcuts can only be subjectively evaluated.

Since calculated soil losses are the result of sits spec;f;c evalua-

tion only a general discussion of magnitude is possible. As for sater

erosion, wind erosion of the embankment is potentially greater t!!1n on

the cap because of slope. However, this increased loss is mitiga:ed a:.

the ;reater thickness of soil in the embankment and the ;reater aistance

from the more highly radioacti/e slimes :one of the impoundment. :n

short or medium long-term ceriods erosica losses are expect 2d ta e

d '.
n
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relatively low. For the long long-term periods, wind erosion could

remove the entire embankment and tailings pile if no maintenance is

applied.

vi. Site considerations

The most important sin consideration is the direction

and force of prevailing winds, If y ssible, the impoundment should be

located so as to reduce exposure cf embankment slopes to prevailing

winds,

vii. Design considerations

Design considerations for the control of wind erosion

would u,3 r.he use of gentle slopes, windbreaks, incorporation of gravel

or cobbles in the soil matrix to prSvide armoring, and vegetation

cover. In extreme cases, irrigation of the surface to control dryness

or the use of chemical cementing agents may be required.

viii. Monitoring, maintenance and remedial measures

Monitoring could be accomplished by site inspections

or the use of remote sensing methods to identify develening wind erosion

problems or to identify changes that would predict future problems, such

as loss of vegetation cover.

Maintenance and remedial measures would include repair and stabili-

:ation of blown out areas, regrading of surfaces, repair of wind control

structures, and reestablishment of vegetation.

ix. Time dependence

Wind erosion is a continuous process occurring through-

out the w e span being considered.
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f. FLOCDING

i. Causes and descriation

The general causes and descriptiens of fir:_ ca_iare

of the embankment are the same as the cap and have been 2.c...ss el in

tb t section. The basic natural phenomena of ficoding is ;_1._; a _ .

Section 3.2 of this chapter.

ii. Interaction with other failure mechanisms

Failure of the embankment cue :o the a:curren : f

floods greater than the design flood for the bnpoundment will be

In:1uenced by several otner tallure mechanisms. tae : allure a: .. . 2rs ion
. . . - -. . .

structures, erosi an er gu11ying of the cap, gullying of the emba cnen ,

or differential settlement in the cap or in the embankmen: ccul ' resal:

in concentration of flood waters. This concentration and incr:22e in
%

flow could result in overtopping and washout of the embankmen: -.;..i:n

or di_~#erential settlement of the cap could form impcundnents f ':2r

near the crest of the embankment. Flood waters so contained :c' . raise

the phreatic surface or cause overtoppin, at times of abnormal _ c3-.

precipitation.

Erosion or gullying on the embankment itself, as well as

differential settlement or minor slope stability prchlems cou'.; r,mcva

protective vegetation or riprap. In that case, flood wat ers coming in

contact with the toe or lower slopes of the embankment could result in

sericus erosion and undercutting of the slope. If the slopes are

steepened from this erosion, gullying or slope stability failures coulc

be accelerated.

Ill. Methels of crediction

'he predicticn of occurrence of I f1;cd af ma;nitu e

greater than the design flood is ciscussed in secticn 3.2. Seci.aen:

,.
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carrying capacity of streams and erosional processes have been discussed

in an ASCE manual on sedimentation (ASCE, 1977). However, there is no

method of analysis that can predict the amount of embankment material

that may be removed during a flood. Estimates can be made from

comparisons with damage to other types of embankments during flooding

but the predictions will be subjective.

iv. Likelihood of occurrence

The likelihood of occurrence of a flood greater than

the design flood for the impoundment is discussed with regard to the

occurrence of the natural phenomena. The likelihood of occurrence for

the short long-term period wculd be low because of design, maintenance

and storm probabilities. For medium long-ters considerations the likeli-

hood of failure will be somewhat higher and will depend on the design

considerations. Fcr long long-term periods, however, it will be almost

a certainty that extre=e flooding would occur. If the impoundment is

located in an area that is susceptible to flooding, the likelihood of

failure is high.

v. Magnitude of release

The magnitude of release will be a function of the

degree of damage to the embankment, the si:e of the ficod, and the

routing of the flood water. Moderate slope failure due to undercutting

of th? embankment could result in very little release. If flood waters

are confined to flood plains and diverted away from the impcundment, a

small amount of radionuclides would be released. Conversely, if large

cuantities of water either flow over or around the embankment, major

portions of the tailings impoundment could be removed. In general, it

can be assumed that any portion of the embankment that ccmes into

9: ,
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contret with the flood waters will be removed. The consequences of that

with regard to magnitude of release must be evaluated for ea:h site

on an individual bas L .

vi. Tite considerations

Location of the site with respect to upstream drainage

areas, si:e of the catchment areas above the site, climatic conditi:ns,

and location within flood plains are the basic considerations. In

general, optimum locations would be high above potential flood plains or

at the top of watersheds close to drainage divides. At the latter

location the catchment area and runoff potential frca higher portions of

the drainage would be minimized.

It may be possible to locate the site so that floods will deposit

rather than remove material. Careful analysis, however, would be needed

to determine their potential.

vii. Design considerations

Design consideration that could reduce the potential

for flood damage to the embankment would be:

.The use of riprap or other " armor" to protect slopes against

flood erosion.

* Location at sites that are not susceptible to ficoding.

* The u;e of flood diversion structures.

viii. Monitoring, maintenance and remedial measures

>bnitoring climate and precipitation /:unoff could

provide informatien about the adequacy of original flood protection

design. Such monitoring would identify changing conditions or add to

the existin; data base used to eva'.uate floed probabilities. If failure

due to flecding 2:a occur it would occur suddenly. There fo re , there is

,,
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no directly applicable monitoring scheme that could predict potential

flood danage.

Maintenance and remedial measures would include the maintenance of

vegetation or mechanical cover of the embankment and flood diversion

st ructures . They could include design changes of diversion structures

if monitoring of climate and watersheds r:dicate a change in flood

potential.

ix. Time decendence

Although the likelihood of occurrence of a major

event greater than the design magnitude is small, such an event ca i

occur at any time during the lifetime of the Enpoundment. The likeli-

hood of occurrence will increase in direct proportion to the length of

time period in consideration. However, at any particular time, the

probability of occurrence in the year immediately following is the same

whether it be the initial one hundred or initial one thousand year

period.

g. WEATHERING AND CHEMICAL AITACK

i. Causes and descriotion

Weathering and chemical attack of the embankment

soils may alter its chemical and physical properties. These processes

may be physical, chemical or biological. Changes occur because a soil

is unstable if certain conditions change. Those changes may occur in

temperature, pressure, chenistry cr pH. Basically there are two types

of weathering:

Physical weathering is a grinding or shattering action that reduces

particle size, but does not change mineral composition. Physical

processes include :

i: |
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eloading

* temperature expansion

ecrystal growth (e.g., ice and salt in cracks of rocks)

e colloid plucking (e.g. , lichens curl up and dry and
pull out pieces of rocks)

Generally, silt, sand and gravel si:ed particles are formed by

physical weathering.

Chemical weathering yields an increase in bulk of rock, smaller

particle si:e, and a more stable mineral :caposition. Chemical

processes include:

e hydration--the chemical addition of water to minerals (this
must be distinguished from the free water that causes physical
weathering). An important hydration example is the decompo-
sition of feldspar mineral in granite to form the clay
mineral, kaolinite.

e oxidation--addition of oxygen ions to the minerals composing
the rock. Rocks containing iron are greatly affected by
oxidation.

e reduction--the opposite of oxidation. The oxygen ions are
removed from the minerals in rock.

e solution by carbonation--solution of the rock material by
water containing a considerable amount of carbon dioxide.
This is particularly detrimental to limestone.

Generally, clay sized particles are formed by chemical weathering.

Factors influencing the rate of weathering and nature of the products

include climate (temperature and rainfall), time, mineralogical .

composition, vegetation, drainage, and bacterial activity.

Physical and chemical weathering of the embankment would 5e greatest

near the surface. It may decrease the permeability, increase compres-

sibility and decrease strength. On the other hand, cementation of

particles may increase the strength of the embankment. Leaching and ica

:
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exchange from water flowing through the embankment may also alter the

physical properties of the embankment. Weathering of illites and the

release of potassium may result in cracking of the soil .

The effect of low level radiation on the exchange of capacity and

behavior of clays is unknown. Physical and chemical weathering of the

tailings may occur ind lead to physical property changes. Chemical

weathering has been discussed in more detail with regard to the cap and

the liner.

ii. Interaction with other failure mechanisms

| Seepage from a failure of the lining behind an

embankment may contribute to increased weathering of the embankment.

Weathering of the embankment may lead to changes in stability, settle-

ments, and increased or decreased wind erosion. Stability reduction or

settlement may lead to movement and cracking of the liner or cap and may

cause failure of the liner or cap.

iii. Method of prediction

Some minerals are particularly susceptible to rapid

weatherin g. .\hterials that commonly degrade are shales , siltstones,

mudstones, feldspars, and pyrite. The long-term characteristics of

weathering materials is difficult to deter-"', but accelerated degrada-

tion tests could indicate the general trena.

It is usually considered good engineering practice to use embankment

materials with a low susceptibility to weathering.

iv. Likelihood

The likelihood of occurrence of weathering is great.

However, with proper selection of embankment material the i_.elihood of

physical weathering being of the magnitude great enough to allow major

amounts of undesirable soil property changes is small.

Il i I/
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v. Magnitude of release

The magnitude of release will depend on -Se

changes that occur due to weathering. For example, if the permeabii;:)

changes, the amount of seepage will change in proportion to the change

in permeability. If the weathering contributes to slopc ins:abili:3 t'.ec

magnitude of release would be as discussed previously with regard to

stability failures.

vi. Site considerations

Site conditions that will influence weathering of the

embankment are primarily the soil types available at the site embankment

construction, the climate and the process used to leach the uranium.

vii. Design considerations

Design considerations that will influence weathering

of the embankment are the sclection of soils for construction wi:h

weathering property as a criteria, testing to anticipate weathering

problems and incorporation of test information into the embankment

design.

viii. Sknitoring, maintenance and remedial measures

.'hintenance and remedial measures are not effective

in reducing weathering or chemical attack. Remedial measures to correct

damage would consist of the addition of material to an embankmen; where

excess weathering has cccurred. Site inspection may be the only appli-

cable monitoring schemes applicable to the detection of weathering

failures.

ix. Time decendence

The time needed for weathering of soils varies grectly

The warmer that the climate is, the more moisture that is available and

i , . ,
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the further the pH of the seepage is from neutral, the faster that

weathering will occur. Free:e-thaw cycles will also increase the rate

of physical weathering. The type of soil will greatly influence ;

rate of weathering. Failure of the embankment due to weathering is

expected to be a long long-term phenomenon with little effect over'

shorter periods of time.

4. REVEGETATION

1. ele

i. Causes and description

Fires can be caused by either human activity or

natural events. Lightning is a natural fire-causing agent and is the

most probable long-term cause of fires that can affect the impoundment.

Fire potential is a function of climate, thunderstorm frequency, and

vegetation. The direct effect of fire is the destruction of living and
dead vegetation. Indirectly, fire will affect wind erosion and water

erosion potential.

ii. Interaction with other failure mechanisms

By itself, destruction of the vegetative cover may

not be significant. It is significant, however, to the extent that it

affects water erosion, wind erosion and runoff. Any change, removal or

reduction in vegetative cover can increase erosion and runoff.

Fire destruction must be considered for the entire watershed in

which an Lmpoundment is located. Removal of vegetation by fire can

affect the regional runoff, sediment yield, and flood characteristics.

These changes could have significant impacts en the impcundment area.

* .!
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iii. Methods of prediction

Methods exist for predicting the occurrence of fires

(Deeming et al . ,1977; Borro is et al . ,1977) . These methods analyze

fire occurrence in terms of lightning risk, climate and available fuel.

Agencies such as the U.S. Forest Service have gathered large quantitler

of data on fire potential and fire occurrence. Specific fire occurrence

estimates are site specific, but can be made.

iv. Likelihood

The likelihood of fire related failure of vegetation

will be high for the long periods cf time being considered.

v. Shgnitude of release

In order to evaluate the magnitude of release

related to failure of vegetation by fire, estimates =ust be made of the

potential erosional and flood consequences. From the estimates, the

potential magnitude of release can be established. Magnitude of

release by eresional mechanisms has been discussed previously.

Generally, the magnitudes of release will be small if erosion rates

are low and naturai revegetation can occur quickly. If the fire is

followed by extreme precipitation or wind storms, however, erosion rates

could be high.

vi. Site considerations

In order to reduce the potential for lightning striking

the impoundment it should not be located on a high place relative to the

surrounding topography. The fuel quality of native vegetation will

indicate whether a site would have a high fire potential. Micreclimates,

such as southern versus northern exposures, will relate to moisture

regimes and therefore inf.'uence fire potential. The likel:, path along

which a fire could spread should also be considered.
. . ,
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vii. Design considerations

The short long erm periods of fire potential may be

influenced by the selection of fire resistant or low fuel revegetation

species. Over the longer time spans, however, native species would

invade the impoundment and control the fuel quality. Since fire is

caused by lightning in a natural setting, lightning control measures may

be an effective design element. Construction of lightning rods or other

lightning control devices may be warranted en the site. The likely

effect that such control measures may have on adjacent areas =ust be

corsidered. Fire breaks can also be constructed to isolate the i= pound-

ment from fires that may start elsewhere.

viii. Sbnitoring, maintenance and remedial measures

The condition of vegetation can be monitored in terms

of fuel quantity and quality. These parameters can be usca to evaluate

fire potential. Site inspections as well as visual and infrared photo-

graphy could be used to judge changes in fuel quality and quantity.

Staintenance and remedial measures would entail management of the

vegetative cover to minimize fire potential. If vegetation is destroyed,

stabilization and revegetation may be necessary.

ix. Time dependency

The likelihood that a fire will occur and destroy

impoundment vegetatica increases as the time period of consideration

increases. The calculated fire occurrence defines the long-term proba-

bility that a fire will occur. As with floods, the likelihood that fire

will occur on any given day will be the calculated probability

!'
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b. CLDIATIC CHANGE

i. Causes and descriction

Climatic factors such as moisture, temperature, li-ht

and wind exert a limiting effect on plant life. Although they can stand

some variations, all plants have an upper limit and a lower limit of

tolerance to a change in climatic factors (Cdum,1959),

Two levels of climatic change exist. First there are very short-

term changes such as drought which occur frequently but last for only a

few years within a region. Second are long-term gradual changes in

world climate which may cause glacial advances or changes in sea level.

Vegetation is most sensitive to variations in temperature and

moisture. These two factors interact within an area to produce the

limits of climate which a plant species must tolerate. Lack of moisture

or drcught is the biggest problem associated with climatic change.

Cyclical or short-ters drought will change the vigor and percent

cover of vegetation. It may also influence the mixture of species that

will develop on a short-term basis. Cyclical drought could be severe

enough to destroy significant portions of the living vegetation. Leng-

term drought will result in permanent changes in the vegetation. At any

gi en point in time the effect of either drought type will be the same

with respect to interactive failure mechanisms. Mcwever, permanent

changes in vegetation for the medium and long long-tera pericd have

potentially more sericus consequences.

Vegetation has lower limits of tolerance to clinatic change on

disturbed soils than on natural soils f_ Carry, 1975), This phencmenon is

caused by the destruction cf the fabric of the topsoil whi:h alters the

biological, physical, and chemical characteristics of the scil . Climate
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input frca man such as irrigation may establish species that cannot

adapt to variations in the natural climate over short-term periods or

may not succeed in the same manner as natural species over long-term

periods.

ii. Interaction with other failure mechanisms

Failures of vegetation caused by climate change

interact with wind erosion, water erosion and flood failure potentials.

Drought caused by permanent climatic change is most serious because this

results in permanent changes in the erosional process. The likely

interactions are fully discussed with regard to failure of vegetation

due to fire.

A climatic change could result in the succession of a deep rooted

plant species which could resul' in uptake of radionuclides by the

plants. Thick vegetation could also cause an obstruction of water

diversion facilities.

iii. Methods of prediction

Short-term cli=atic cycles can be predicted from

historic records on a regional basis. These predictions or forecasts

must be evaluated in light of confidence limits for the data base used.

Long-term global climatic changes which cause major glacial advances

may be predictable with the " astronomical" or Milankovitch theory (Calder,

1973). The long-term projection is for the earth to warm due to the

" greenhouse" effect and then to cool into another ice age over the long

1cng-term periods due to variations in the earth's orientation with the

sun.

The best basis for evaluation of the effects of these changes may

be the development of future scenarios, evaluating the consequences af

eaCh.
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iv. Likelihood

The liketihood that failures in vegetation due to

climatic change will occur over an extended time frame is high. The

extent and duration of a drought and its resulting effect en vegetation

must be detarained based upon local climatic conditions, historical

drought cycles and scenarious about future climate.

v. Magnitude of release

The potential of release due to a climatic change

which effects vegetation comes from two sources: 1) failure of the

vegetative cover may cause other failure mechanisms to occur, or

2) success of species which can concentrate radiation in its cells.

The magnitudes of release due to failure of vegetation because

of cyclical drought is the ssme as described for fire caused failure

of vegetation. In the case of drought caused by permanent climate

change, the magnitudes for long long-term periods can be relativel:.

high. In this situation, loss or change of permanent vegetation can

potentially result in significant increases in erosion rates and flood

potential and magnitude. Reliable estimates of magnitude, changes in

erosion rates and flood potential must be evaluated on the basis of

predicted climate and vegetation changes.

It has been stated that certain deep rooted plants such as pines

can concentrate uranium within its cells (Odum, 1959). Althcugh the

magnitude of release is small, this type of release may come more

directly into contact with other life.

vi. Site considerations

Ccnsideration of site characteristics that favor

establishment of drcught resistant native vegetatian is appropriate.

l' ,
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Site considerations with respect to erosion and flood potential are also

important because of the interaction of vegetation with these failure

mechanisms. Any site feature that minimizes drought effect, such as

exposure, elevation or relief may be effectively combined to reduce

drought impact.

vii. Design considerations

Revegetation planning should consider the use of

drought resistant species. This may be effective for the short long-

term period. However, for long time periods native vegetation will

invade the area and be predominant. Grading to conserve moisture and to

capture runoff could be used to reduce drought effects. All design

considerations that were presented for wind erosion, water eresion, and

flood should be considered because of the high interaction of vegetation

failure with these failure mechanisms.

viii. Monitoring, maintenance and remedial measures

Generally the measures discussed in the previous

section with regard to fire are applicable here. However, monitoring of

weather records is of special importance for drought. Cyclical drought

predictions may be confirmed or changed as data is added to the historic

base. Likewise, indications of permanent climatic changes may be iden-

tified as weather trends are monitored and anay:ed.

Because drastic disturbcnce results in a partial destruction of the

natural fabric and chemistry of the soil strata, short-term maintenance

will be required in most cases to prevent small climatic variations from

killing revegetation effort. This type of maintenance will normally

require reseeding, fertilization and irrigaticn. It should be done in

moderation so that the species developed will be as closely suited to

the extremes of natural climate as passible.

i
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ix. Time dependency

Drought may occur at any point in the time span

ccasidered. Cyclical drought frequency =ay be identified and its timin;

predicted. Over long periods, droughts must be expected with varying

intensities. Variation will be based upon the fluctuation of climate.

5. WATER DIVERSION STRUCTURES '

>

a. SLOPE FAILURE

i. Causes and descriotions

Nater diversion structures would have been constructed

and been in use since the beginning of deposition of tailings in the

impoundment. Therefore, in cost cases, the short-term stability would

have been proved and only long-term stability of slopes above the water

diversion structures and canals would be of concern.

Many cases have been cited in the literature of slopes having

failed several years after construction. The time period for these

long-ters failures ranges from less than 100 years [Casagrande, 1949;

Skempton, 1964; Lambe and Associates, 1973) to about 1000 years (Crawford

and Eden, 1967). A review of ceveral long-term instability considera-

tions in case histories is presented in Nelson and Thompson (1974).

Long-term instability =ay result from one or both of two mechanisas.

When a slope is cut in overconsolidated clay or clayshale, negative pore

water pressures may be induced. These negative pore water pressures

result in an increase in the effective stress within the slope and an

increase in stability. Dissipation of the pore pressures occurs over

scme time perioc resulting in a gradual decrease in the shear strength

of the soils (Eigenbrod,1975; Vaughan and Walbancke,1973), The other

factor that can cause instabili::. :s the existence of creep strains

,b
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occurring within the soil. Accelerated creep and subsequent failure may

occur after cufficient deterioration of the soil strength (Campanella

and Vaid, 1974; Nelson and Thompson, 1977).

These mechanisms are of concern in clays and clayshales. In sandy

soils long-term stability does not differ appreciably from short-term

stability except as it is affected by erosion.

ii. Interaction with other failure mechanisms

Other failure mechanisms would not contribute to

long-term failure of slopes around diversion ditches. However, failure

of diversion ditches could disrupt flood routing and could enhance

erosion of the impoundment.

iii. Methods of analysis

Methods of analysis for prediction of long-term

instability are in their infancy. Eigenbrod (1975) presented a method

for analysis for pore pressure equilibration based )n two-dimensional

consolidation theory. Nelson and Thompson L1977) indicated how slope

failure due to creep may be predicted if the creep properties of the

soil are known. In general, it has been observed that the peak strength

of soil deteriorates over long periods of time. Therefore, for medium

icng-term considerations and longer, slopes should be designed such that

the shear stresses within the slopes do not exceed the residual strength.

iv. Likelihoed of failure

The likelihood of failure due to slumping of the

slopes above the diversion ditches is of concern primarily in over-

consolidated clays and clayshales caly. occurrence will depend on

-
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the rate of dissipation of pore water pressures and the creep

characteristics of the materials. If the structures are adequately

designed, however, it is expected that the likelihood of failure wculd

be small.

v. Magnitude of radiation release

from fa. lure of4No direct release could result

water diversion structures. The release would result only because

this failure mechanism is coupled with other potential failure

mechanisms. Thus, the magnitude of release must be considered in

context with the potential failure mechanism (e.g. , erosion of the

embankment toe, erosion of the cap, im; ~andment of waters, etc.) that

it accelerates.

vi. Site considerations

This failure mechanism is obviously of concern only

for sites requiring relatively large slopes above diversion ditches or

extensive water diversion systems. Furthermore, it is of concern only

in areas where materials conducive to long-term instability exist.

Those materials are relatively impermeable materials. Their properties

are characterized by a high peak shear strength relative to the residual

shear strength. .\bterials of this type are ccamenly overconsolidated

clays and clayshales.

vii. Design consideraticas

In order to achieve stability in icng long-term

periods, slopes around diversion structures should be designed so that

either the stresses within the slopes are everywhere less -han the

residual shear strength of the soil,or else,such that conditicas can be

reached,through creep.wherein the stresses are everywhere belcw the

.
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residual shear strength (Nelson and Thompson,1977) . The stresses to be

considered in the design are those that will exist after drainage and

complete dissipation of the excess pore water pressures.

viii. >bnitoring , maintenance and remedial measures

>bnitoring of progressive fai" : e and slumping of

diversion ditches can be accomplished through various surveying tech-

niques or photogrammetry. Some success has been achieved in the use of

infrared photography for the prediction of the onset of progressive

failure using color slicing techniques (5tcKean,1976) . This technique,

howe /er, is currently in an initial stage of development.

>bnitoring of slopes at the Ft. Peck das spillway has been done by

the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers utili:ing tiltmeters and inclinometers.

The occurrence of progressive failure is noted by the acceleration of

rates of movement of the slopes. Those monitoring schemes, however,

require continuous observation by personnel.

If relatively rapid movements in slopes are observed, maintenance

or remedial measures would consist of excavation to flatten the slopes.

If a slope failure does occur, regrading and reconstruction of the

diversion ditch is possible.

ix. Time dependence

Equilibr' tion of pare water pressures would probably

occur within a short long-term Sericd. On the other hand, creep failures

may occur at any time from the saort long-term up to the long long-term

time periods. Furthermore, since it has been shown that the creep rates

will decrease to a particular minimum value prior to the onset of the

accelerated creep (Campanella and Vaid,1974), the fact that slopes may

be decreasing in rate of movement does not indicate that pot 2ntial

i-
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long-term instability does not exist. However, after tae onset of

accelerated creep, actual slope failure does not occur until some time

later (Nelson and Thompson, 1977). There fo re , if accelerated movements

are detected, there does exist some time period within which remedial

measures and maintenance can be taken.

b. CBSTRUCTION

i. Causes and description

Obstruction failures of water diversion structures

may occur from three major sources; soil, ice and vegetation. Each of

these mechanisms can cause a partial or total restriction, thus reducing

the water carrying capacity of the facility.

Soil obstructions can occur in two ways, either as a buildup in a

sediment or as a landslide into a diversion channel. Sedimentation is

caused by more soil particles being transported into the channel than is

removed by erosion by the water in the channel. The soil can be trans-

ported into the channel by the bedload of an intercepted stream, by

mechanical weathering, by erosion along the banks of the channat, or by

windblown sediments. The accumulation of sediments is s function of the

amount and particle size distribution of the sediments and the velocity

of flow. The velocity of ficw is a function of the quantity of water,

the area of the channel, the slope of the channel, and the roughness of

the channel perimeter.

Landslides which involve a mass soil movement into a channel can

occur as a result of bank slope instability as discussed in the previcus

section or as a geologic phenomenon in rocks or soils above the facility

Ice and snow accumulation can also cause obstructica to water

diversicn structures. Ice blockage can occur as a builaup in fact 1 ties

such as pipes, open :hannels, or spillways. The buildup :an cause a

,
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blockage during extended cold perio's or can cause blockage as ice jams

when snow melting occ2rs. In cold cli=ates snow accumulations can cause

almost complete flow restriction during the early weeks of the annual

spring thaw. Glacial activity could be an additional source of ice

obstr bien in water diversion facilities.

The third source of obstruction is vegetation. Both living and

dead vegetation are potential problems. Trees and shrubs can root and

grow along channel banks. During extended periods of low flow, they can

develop within the channel bottom. Within the channel, they reduce flow

and provide places for waterborne objects such as dead vegetatic, to

accumulate. Grasses and other grcund cover can also increase the rougn-

ness of a channel and reduce flow.

Dead vegetation can be carried into water diversion works by wind,

water, or by animals and man. Floods typically carry large a=ounts of

dead trees and assorted vegetation into water courses which can csuse

blockage. Benana leaves carried by flood water posed a problem at one

tailings dam in the Phillipines (Brawner,1973) . Animals such as beavers

and muskrats can build dams in diversion canals frca vegetation and mud.

Stan-caused blockages can be caused by fences, inadequate culverts or

crossings, and the placement of fill or discarded material in channels.

ii. Interaction with other failure mechanisms

Obstruction of water diversion facilities can cause

failure of tailings impoundments due to gullying, sheet eresion or

overtopping.

iii. Methods of prediction

Metheds of predicting sedimentation and ercsion of

channels have been discussed by Einstein G930), Calby (195c;, Colby and
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Hubbell (1961); and Simons and Albertson (1953) . These techniques are

based on modeling the velocity of flew, the amount of solids and the

settling velocity of the particles. The 1 cunt of solids and partic.e

size distribution can be predicted by comparitive analysis of bedicads

carried by streams in the area. Velocity prediction is based on the

estimated quantity of flow, the slope of the channel, the area of the

channel cross-section, and roughness of the channel . A =cdel can then

be developed based on an energy balance in the stream or canal.

Slope st bility analysis and prediction was discussed in the

previous section. Landslide potential above the ditches can be evaluated

by a geotechnical engineering analysis of the slopes above the facilities.

Short ters ic a % ri snow obstruction potential can be predicted from

a knowledge of local climate, projected weather patterns, and experience

of others operating water diversion facilities such as hi;hway maintenance

personnel or local irrig_. ors.

A field study of natural vegetation recovery along old reads,

canals, and abandoned disturbances can be useful tools in predicting the

_ mes and quantities of vegetation that will invade new diversica canals,

in the short and long-term. A field assessment is also useful in pre-

dicting vegetation that may be transported into the facilities .

iv. Likelihood

The likelihood of at fuction of water diversion

facilities is great. Inspection and =ain ; nance at frecuent interval s

will be required to prevent failure. Depending on the design and site

conditions and the secondary effects of flood routing, failure of .,ater

diversion facilities may or may not cause a release of taitin;s or

ra:ionuclides. Thus, the lixelihood af failure could assu;..e 2ither a hi;h

or a low '/alue. g
;';a
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v. Magnitude of release

The potential magnitude of release due to a water

diversion obstruction failure is site and event specific. The release

will depend on the exact location of the obstruction, the quantity of

water that is diverted to an unplanned location, and the susceptibility

of that location to water-induced failure mechanisms. The largest

po.tential for release would be during the occurrence of a larger flood

than the tailings impoundment can store or bypass by alternate means.

An overtopping failure and removal of the embankment could release 50

to 60 percent of the tailings during the initial event and eventually

all of the tailing if the dam breach was not corrected.

vi. Site considerations

Site considerations that will influence obstruction

potential of diversion facilities are climate, topegraphy, geology, and

hydrology. The interrelationships between these factors at each site

will determine the obstruction potential of a planned diversion facility.

In general, the smaller the drainage area above a tailings impound-

ment in relation to the size of the impoundment , the safer the impound-

ment site against overtopping. Flatter terrain is most often less

susceptible to landslides. Drier climates are less conducive to vegeta-

tion obstruction, but may be more susceptible to windblown sedimentation.

vii. Design considerations

If diversion canals are a permanent part of the

abandonment plan, they shoulc - designed to be self-cleaning as much as

possible. This wculd mean designing the canals so that the water

velocity wculd purge che excess bedload from the canal pericdicall',

This can be done only if the original bottcm 2nd sides of the canal are

protected from erosion. Methcds commonly used are:

pr ,
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Concrete lining and gabion protection. Both of these methodse

are also effective in reducing plant encroachment. Synthetic

linings have been use, to prevent seepage but are usually act

considered to be abrasica resistant. The potential for long-

term degradation of synthetic linings is not known. Ccncrete

is also subject to deterioration from both chemical and

physical attack,

e Buried conduit instead of open canals can be used to minimi:e

slope stability obstruction potential for water diversica

canals. Although this is an effective short-term provision,

maintenance around inlets to the buried conduit is still

required.

e sedimentation basins in diversion canals are recommended when

canals intercept streams (Neuhauser,1974) . These basins

would also require cleanout in icng-term usage.

viii. Monitoring, maintenance and remedial measures

Inspection and maintenance will be required to scae

degree on all water diversion works. The degree of effort which will be

required after 50 or 100 years will be a function of the number and

severity of mechanisms that can cause obstruction or related failure.

ix. Time decendence

Sedimentation and deterioration of water diversion

structures may occur continuously, but other mechanisms could cause

obstruction at any time after construction. The likelihood of in

obstructica occurring La the short to medium long-term perieds is high

unless some maint; nance is performed.

r - <.
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B. NATURAL PHENOMENA

1. EARTHQUAKES

a. Description of Phenomenon

Large earthquakes are basically caused by " global plate

tectonics" which involve the movement of plates comprising the surface

of the earth. Global plate tectonics is linked to the theory of conti-

nental drift. The majority of large earthquakes occur along the edges

of plates where the plate movement has resulted in the development of

faults in the rock masses. Earthquakes can also be caused by other

mechanisms, such as crustal readjustment from loading or unloading,

filling of large reservoirs, volcanoes,1. quid injection along pre-

existing faults, and nuclear explosions.

Movement along one side of a fault results in elastic strain energy

slowly accumulating in the crustal rock on either side of the fault.

When the stress develcped along the fault exceeds the strength of the

rock, rupture occurs and spreads in all directions along the fault in a

series of erratic movements. The elastic strain energy is liberated in

the form of elastic stress waves that propagate outward from the fault

and comprise the earthquake.

The interaction of the earthquake with the tailings impoundment may

be accelerations, and hence stresses, induced in the it .oundment struc-

ture or actual relative displacement of parts of the impoundment.

Accelerations and induced stresses may cause slope instability, cracking

of embank =ents, caps or liners, differential settlement within the

tailings or liquefaction and subsequent mobilization of the tailings
material. Relative displacement may be caused by construction close to

or on faults. Location on active faults shculd be avoided if the fault

can be identified during the ;eological reconnaissance of the site.

t,
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b. Interaction with other failure mechanisms

Table 7 lists a number of large reservoirs that may have

induced earthquakes due to fillings. The two likely causes for the

triggering effect are the extra load en the earth's crust or an increase

in the water pressure along fractures below the reservoir. For tailings

impoundments, if the lining fails and excessive seepage can enter faults,

the probability of an earthquake may be increased. '

.

An earthquake can damage any or all components of the impoundment.

If the impoundment is placed above an active fault, movement along the

fault may cause differential settlement, strain and possible weak shear

:cnes or cracks in the liner, cap or impoundment. Structures such as

spillways or decant lines crossing the fault could be damaged or failed.

However, groundshaking is probably the largest earthquake ha:ard

because it occurs over wide areas and at large distances from the fault

movement. Damage and failure to a tailings impoundment from ground-

shaking may include damage to structures and equipment, ground failure,

oscillation of water and wave generation in the impoundment or failure

of water retention structures upstream fr:m the tailings impoundment.

Ground failure could cause liquefaction of tailings or embankments or it

may involve differential settlement of foundatien failure (Seed , 1967 ;

Youd, 1973).

c. Methods of prediction and analysis

Prediction of earthquake-related geologic and seismic

ha:ards can be based en the regional geology, available data on past

earthquakes, aerial reconnaissance to locate faults, subsurface explora-

tion, and laboratory testing. An estimate of the maximum credible

earthquakes may be made for a selected fault based cn the fault length

., n
5b d (
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Table 7. Man-made reservoirs with induced seismicity,
(Frem Horn and Scott, 1977.)

_

Location Dam Capacity Basement Date Date of Seismie
(dam-country) he:ght im x 10*) geology im- first erTect

(m) pounded earth-
quake

L'Oued Fodda. 101 0.223 Dolomitic 1932 1/33 Felt
Algens mari

Hoos er. 221 38.3 Gramtes 1935 9/36 Noticeable
USA and Pre- t M = 5)

cambnan
shales

Ta! bingo, 102 0.92 1971 1972 Seismic
Australia (M < 3 5,
Hsinfengkiang. 105 11.5 Granites 1959 Hign actmty
China ( M = 6.1 )
Grands al. 73 0.29 1959/60 1%l MM intensity
France V in 1963
Monteynard. I30 0.27 Limestone 1962 4,63 M =4 9
France

.

Kanba. 123 160 Archean 1953 7,61 Seisrme
Rhodesia gne:ss (M=5 S)

and Karoo
sediments

Vogert o. 230 0.08 Si64 5,65
Switzer and

Koyna. 103 2.78 Basalt 1962 1963 Strong
India flows of i M = 6.5)

Deccan 19 people
Trap ki;!ed

Benmore. I10 2ht Greywackes 12,64 2,65 Sigmticant
N. Zealand and ! M = 5 0)

argilhtes
K remasta. 160 , 4.75 Fly sch 1965 12.65 Strong
Greece 6t = o 2)

I death.
@ injunes

Nurek Tadzik. 317 10.5 1972 1972 Increased
USSR (to luo m) actmty

(M =4 5)
K urobe. 136 0.199 1960 1961 Se:smic
Japan iM =4 9)

I
'

'

.) is,
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and type of faulting. The predominant frequency and duration of strong

motion, and the peak acceleration are important factors in assessing

damage and failure to structures, soils, and slopes. Sene important

factors and characteristics of earthquakes are discussed below.

i. Earthquake records

Horizontal acceleration is usually recorded in two

directions. The vertical component can also be recorded. Maximum

accelerations are widely quoted and published after earthcuakes. However,

duration of accelerations above a certain level and the frequency spec-

trum must also be considered. The maxi =um acceleration recorded for

most earchquakes is about 0.6g in the hori: ental direction and less in

the vertical (Bolt,1973) .

ii. Earthquake intensity and magnitude

Two different scales to describe earthquake magnitude

are commonly employed in earthquake engineering. These two scales are

the Modified Mercalli Scale and the Richter Magnitude.

The >bdified Mercalli Scale is a subjective intensity scale which

ranks earthquakes according to the damage incurred. A gi/en earthquake

can have many different intensities according to this scale depending on

the location at which the earthquake is described. Table 3 describes

the Modified Mercalli Scale.

The Richter Magnitude is a measure of the total energy released

during an earthquake. A given earthquake has only one magnitude. An

increase in Richter >bgnitude by 1 means a 30 fold increase in energy

released as seismic waves. The relationship between the energy release

and the magnitude M is:

q,

t_) i
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.

Ta' ole S. Modified Mercalli (MI) intensity scale of 1931.
(From Horn and Scott , 1977.)

Not felt except by a very few under espeaally favorable circumstances.i

11 Felt only by a few persons at rest, especially on upper doors of butidmgs. Dehea ely
suspended objects may swing.

!!! Feir quite noticeably mdoors. especially on upper doors of buildings but many peope
do not recognize it as an earthquake. Standmg motor cars may rock slightly. Vibration
like passmg of truck. Duration estimated.

IV Dunng the day felt mdoors by many. outdoors by few. At night some awakened.
Dishes. wmdows. doors disturtxd; walls make crac. king sound. Sensation like heavy
truck stnkmg building. Standmg metor cars rocked noticeably.

v Felt by nearly everyone many awakened. Some dish s. wmdows. etc. broken; a
few instances of crscked plaster: unstable objects overturned. Disturbances of trees,
poles, and other tall objects sometimes noticed. Pendulum clocks may stop.

VI Felt by all, many fngntened and run outdoors. Some heavy furniture mosed; a few
instances of fallen plaster or damaged chimneys. Damage shght.

VII Every body runs outdoors. Damage neg!igible m buildmgs of good design and construc-
tion; slight to moderate m we!!-built ordmary structures; considerable in poorly built
or badly designed structures: some chimneys broken. Noticed by persons dnymg
motor cars.

VI!! Damage slight in specially designed structures; considerable m ordinary substantial
buildmgs, with partial collapse; great in poorly built structures. Panel walls thrown
out of frame structures. Fall of chimneys. factorv stacks. columns. monuments. walls.
Heavy furniture overturned. Sand and mud ejected in small amounts. Changes in
well water. Persons drnmg motor cars disturbed.

IX Damage considerable in specially designed structures: weil. designed frame structures
thrown out of plumb; great in substaritul buildmgs. with partui collap>c. Buildings
shifted otT foundations. Ground cracked conspicuously. Underground pipes broks:-

X Some weil-built wooden structures destroyed, most masonry and frame structures
destroyed with foundations. ground badly cracked. Rails bent. Landshdes considerable
from nver banks and steep slopes. Shifted sand and mud. 'Aater splashed (slopped)
over banks.

XI Few. if any. (masonry) structures remam ganding. Bndges destroyed. Broad Ossures
m ground. Underground pipehnes compieten out of seruce Earth slumps and !and
slips in soft 3round. 7 ails bent greatly.

XII Damage total. Practically all works ofconstruction are damaged greatly or destroyed
Waves seen on grounc surface. Lmes of signt and :esel are distorted. Objects are
thrown mto the air

_

4
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log E = 11.4 + 1.5M

where E = energy in ergs.

Some examples of Richter >bgnitude are given in Table 9.

iii. Location of faults

Some information on fault locations can be obtained

from geologic =aps of an area of interest. Detailed maps of faults have

been prepared for areas near nuclear power plants (Ancn,1973), If

reliable maps are not available, field work, photo interpretation and/or

geophysical techniques can be employed to locate faults. The location

of faults is particularly important since tailings impoundments should

not be located on an active fault.

iv. Maximum credible earthquake; design earthauakes

After faults have been located in an area, the magni-

tude of the largest earthquake that is likely to occur shculd be deter-

mined . The magnitude of a large certh;gake is proportional to the fault

rupture length and to the square of the fault offset (Bonilla and

Buchanan, 1970). Studies by Albee and Smith (1967) suggest that a fault

does not rupture over its entire length. Generally the area of rupture

is less than about 50% of the fault length (Albee and Smith,1967),

Using curves developed by Tocher (1958), Iida (1965), Albee and Smith

(1967), Bcnilla (1967), or Benilla and Buchanan (1970), an estimate can

be made of the maximum credible earthquake. The probability of a large

earthquake occurring on a small fault is very low. Table 10 lists

approximate relationships between Richter Magnitude and fault rupture

length. Table 10 can be used to make a preliminary estimate of the

maximum credible earthquake on a fault. The maximu.n crecible earthquake

is defined as the maximum earthquake that appears reascnably capable of
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Table 9. Examples of Richter magnitude (after Horn and Scott, 197~, p. 306),

Year Reg 2on Deaths Nf ag. Comments

June I:,1897 India. Assam 1.500 3.7
September 3 & 10. 1899 Alaska, Yakutat Bay 78&3.6
Apnl 18,1906 Calif., San Francisco 700 3%
December 28.1908 Italy. Messma 1:0.000 7'|2
January 13,1915 Italy. Avezzano 30.000 7
December 16.1920 Chma. Kaasu 130.000 88/ 2
September I,1923 Japan. Kwanto 143.000 8.2 Great Tokyo tire
December 26,193 China. Kansu 70.000 7. 6
May 31,1935 India. Quetta 60.000 7.5
January 24.1939 Chile Chillan 30.000 7%
December 27,1939 Turkey. Erancan 23.000 30
June 23,1948 Japan. Fukui 5.131
August 5.1949 Ecuador. Pehleo e.000
February 29,1960 Morocco, Agadir 14.000 59
May :)-30.1960 Southern Chile 5.700 3.5
September 1,1962 Northwest Iran 14.000 7.3
July 26.1963 Yiigoslavia. Skopje 1.200 6.0 See text
March 23.1964 Alaska 131 3.6 Pnnce William

Sound, Tsunami
August 31. 1968 Iran i1.600 7.4 Surface faulung
May 31,1970 Peru 66,000 73 5530.000.000 dam-

age. Great rock
slide. See text

February 9.1971 Calif., San Fernande 65 6.5 5550.000 000 dam-
ace. See text

December 22,197 Nicaragua. Managua 5.000 6.2 See text
February 4,1975 Liaorung, Chma Some 7.4 Much damage
Septemer 6,1975 Lice, Turkey 2.400 6.8 12.000 homes

damaged
February 4,1976 Guatemala 23.000 7.9 Slotagua fault breax
May 6,1976 Fnuli Italy 1.000 6.5 E.xtensive damage.

Aftershocks
July 27,19~6 Tangshan. Chma 600.000' 7.6 Great econonue

loss
March 4,1977 Roumania 1.500 7.2 Fe!t Moscow to

Rome

., ,

*j $
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Table 10. Relationship between magnitude and fault rupture length
(Horn and Scott , 1977, p. 27).

Magnitude (M) Ruoture Length
, Richter) (km)(

5.5 5 - 10

6.0 10 - 15

6.5 15 - 30

7.0 30 - 60

7.5 60 - 100

8.0 100 - 200

8.5 200 - 400

t}!);
,

4
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occurring under conditions of the presently known geological framework

and earthquake history. The assignment of a design earthquake Qaf

magnitude less than or equal to the maximum credible earthquake) must be

based on the consequences of failure and the level of acceptable ria..

Duration of strong ground shakingv.

The duration of strong motion may be the most

important factor in causing damage and failure to structures, soils and

slopes. The velocity of propagation of a fault break is approximately

one to two miles per second. Hence, if the length of the fault break is

known, the duration of an earthquake can be calculated. The duration of

strong motion is approximately equal to the length of the Z_ ult divided

by the velocity of propagition.

vi. Estimation of rock motion for design purposes

The significant characteristics of rock motions for

purposes of analysis include the maximum amplitude of the accelerations,

the predominant frequency or period of the strong motions, and the

duration of the motion. The rock moticns at any particular site will

depend on the amount of energy released along the fault during the

earthquake and the distance of the site from the :ene of energy release.

In general, both maximum acceleration and the frequency decrease '

I

with increasing distance from the :one of energy release. The attenua-

tien of the maximum acceleration and predominant frequency is due to

geometric and material damping. Schnabel S Seed (1972) and Bolt (1973)

have developed graphs which relate maximum acceleratica, and Richter

magnitude with distance from the causative faul [ Fig. 10).

Estimates of duration of strong action have been made by 3. A. Salt

(1973, 1977) frco available strong motien records and assumed attenua-

tions. These are shown in Table 11.

i /
'J

*
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Table 11. Duration of ground rations (seconds) (acceleration > 0.05 g;
frequency > 2 H:) versus magnitude and distance from fault
rupture (after Bolt, 1973, 1977).

-
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Figure 10. Attenuation of maximum acceleration of ground shaking
with distance from fault rupture. The ground conditions
are rock or firm overburden (after Bolt, 1973),
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Seed, Idriss and Kiefer (1969) have developed relationships between

the predominant period, magnitude and distance from the causative fault.

These are shown in Fig.11. S. T. Algeraissen (1969) has developed an

effective peak acceleration map of the United States as shown in Fig.12.

This map should be used with caution on a regional scale since local

factors may increase or decrease actual acceleration.

These relationships can be used to estimate the peak acceleration, ,

duration of strong ground motion and frequency of shaking resulting at a

site due to movement of a fault located a particular distance from the

site.

vii. Influence of soil conditions on ground motions

The ground motion is controlled by the rock motion

and the nature and depth of the soils underlying the site. The pre-

dominant period of ground motion increases as the ground conditions

become softer.

Soil conditions can modify both the amplitude and frequency charac-

teristics of the underlying rock motion. Analytical rethods to predict

ground motion, employing laboratory determined dynamic soil properties

and predicted rock motions, have been developed by Idriss et al. (1973),

viii. Soil structure interaction effects

The presence of a massive impoundmen may cause

ground motions at the base of the impoundment to be different from the

predicted free field motions. Also, the response of the impoundment

itself resulting from the ground motion is necessary for analysis.

ix. Earthcuake induced licuefaction of sands and tailings

During an earthquake, a soil element is subjected to

a series of alternating shear stresses. If a sample of saturated sand

(, f ,) /
. r.

i,
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Fig. 11. Predominant periods for maximum acceleration in rock.
(From Seed et al., 1969.)
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is subjected to cyclic loading, it may remain stable for sont number of

cycles and then suddenly become unstable. The loss of strength results

from the buildup of pore water pressures in the sand due to a tendency

for the soil volume to decrease during shaking. The point of instability

is reached when the pore water pressure becomes equal to the total

stress. At this point the effective stress in the soil and its strength
becomes :ero.

The liquefaction potential of a soil deposit from ground motions

depends on many relationships. A review of case histories of earthquake-

induced soil liquefaction has shown the following factors to be signifi-

cant.

. Soil Type--Liquefaction occurs in saturated cohesionless

soils. Uniformly graded soils appear to be more prone to

liquefaction than well graded soils (Ross et al. ,1969; Lee

and Fitton,1969) . For uniformly graded soils, fine sands

tend to have a higher liquefaction potential than coarse

sands, gravelly soils, silts or clays. An increase in the

clay fraction appears to reduce the liquefaction potential

(Seed , 1967 ) .

. Initial Relative Density--For other factors remaining constant,

an increase in the relative density decreases the liquefaction

potential (Seed and Idriss,1971) . Soils with a relative

density less that about 60's are most susceptible to

liquefaction.

e Initial Effective Stress--The liquefaction potential is 1:wer

for higher initial ef fective stress [ Lee and Fitton,1969) .

,
-

1
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e Intensity of Ground Shaking--As the intensity of ground shaking

(accelerations or stress changes) increases, the liquefaction

potential increases (Seed and Idriss,1971) .

e Duration of Ground Shaking--As the duration of shaking (i.e. ,

more strain cycles) increases, liquefaction potential increases

(Seed and Idriss ,1971) . One large stress cycle or many

smaller stress cycles can cause liquefaction.

eInitial Shear Stress--Liquefaction will be induced more easily

under level ground conditions than in sloping :ones of a

deposit (Seed , 1967) .

e Fore Water Pressure--Liquefaction can only persist as long as

high excess pore water pressures persist in a soil. Therefore ,

the permeability of the saturated soil, the nature of soils

above and below it and the presence of drains are important to

the onset and duration of liquefaction.

x. Analysis of soil licuefaction potential

Any method for evaluating liquefaction potential

should take the above significant factors into account. Seed and Idriss

(1971) proposed a method for evaluating liquefaction potential from

earthquakes. That method provides an indication for the potential of a

deposit to liquefy mainly on the basis of relative density and intensity.

Standard penetration test data can be used to estimate the relative

densitf and therefore the liquefaction potential of a deposit.

Finite element analyses have also been used to predict the onset of

liquefaction in deposits or embankments (Seed,1963; Schnabel, Lysmer

and Seed, 1972). Those methods provide a basis on which to estimate the

liquefaction potential of an impoundment. They are generally

.-

.! .I
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conservative. However, considerably more research is needed before

accurate predictions of liquefaction of tailings Enpoundments can be

made with much confidence. Also, considerably more research is needed

on the liquefaction potential of materials having typical gradations and

grain sizes characteristic of tailing-

d. LIKELIHOOD OF FAILURE
.

The number and magnitude of earthquakes that have occurred

in an area provide b1 formation on the probability of occurrence of

earthquakes in the future. Along with regional geology, regional

tectonics and detailed site studies, recurrence intervals for earthquakes

of various magnitudes can be developed (Wallace, 1970 ; Blume , 1973) ,

The procedure for determining recurrence intervals is similar to that

used for hydraulic design. As with any natural phenomenon, the confidence

that can be placed on the predicted recurrence interval increases with

the time period over which reliable earthquake and faulting information

is available. An example of a curve showing the recurrence interval of
.

earthquakes of different magnitudes is shown in Fig.13. That curve is

based on the data shown in Table 12.

On the basis of the nature of the potential source of earthquakes

La that area (i.e. , distance frc= a fault , length of the fault, etc.),

the maximum credible earthquake for the St. Vrain site was considered to

be of magnitude 5.5 and is marked on Fig.13.

Data en recurrence intervals of earthquakes have been collected for

all nuclear power plant sites. Therefore, typical data is available for

many areas around the United States.

The likeliheed of a failure due to the occurrence of an earthquake

wculd depend on the likelihood of occurrence of an earthquake of magnitude

- i)~
,
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Table 12. Earthquake magnitude versus frequency at the C. H. Green
Observatory, Colorado.

Richter Average Mean Annual
Magnitude Recurrence Interval Frecuence (Number

of Earthquakes
per year

0.2 1 day 363

2 7 days 50

3 50 days 7

4 1 year 1

5.3 7 years 0.1

5.5 50 years 0.02
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greater than the design earthquake. The probability of occurrence can

be obtained from a curve similar to that shown in Fig. 13. Howev er ,

even if a disposal plan was designed on the basis of the maximum credible

earthquake there does exist a finite probability of occurrence of a

larger earthquake. The likelihood of that happening is small for short

time periods and increases as the time period being considered increases.

The determination of that likelihood is somewhat subjective and depends

on the confidence level of the data available for the site.

If an earthquake does occur at a site, the likelihood of release of

radioactive material is a function of the nature of the disposal plan.

If clay embankments are used and if the embankment is not saturated, the

likelihood of liquefaction is very low. For medium long-term and long

long-term considerations, it may be assumed that the tailings would no

longer be saturated. Thus, liquefaction would be of concern only tor

short long-term periods.

If disposal plans other than deposition of the tailings behind an

embankment are used, the likelihood of failure will depend on the suscep-

tibility of the impounding structures to earthquake damage.

In general, the likelihood of failure due to earthquakes would be

high. The magnitude of release, however, may not be great. That is

discussed below.

e. MAGNITUDE OF RELEASE

The potential magnitude of release due to failure of any

portion of the impcundment as a result of earthquakes will be influenced

by the magnitude of the earthquake, the distance frca the impcundment to

the earthquake epicenter, the soil conditions under the site, the nature

of the tailings, and the disposal plan employed. Tailings impoundments

fi 77
;, ae I
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in seismically active areas will be designed for some level of ground

motion. Consequently, only earthquake intensities that exceed the

design magnitude should cause failure.

The release can be quantified on the basis of the type of failure

that would be induced by various magnitudes of earthquakes. A very

large earthquake may cause an impoundment to fail. If the tailings ,

liquefy, they may move large distances downstream. Dobrey and Alvare:

(1967) discuss liquefaction of tailings dans during an earthquake. They

presented examples in which liquefied tailings flowed 10 to 20 miles

downstream. Other examples also have been observed where liquefied

tailings have flowed long distances (10 to 20 miles), but those have

not been published in the literature. The magnitude of release would

be high if liquefaction occurs.

In order to liquefy to the extent mentioned above, however, the

tailings must be Iturated. That may be the case for short long-term

periods. However, for periods of time greater than about several

hundred vaars, it is not expected that the tailings would remain

saturated.

Release due to the occurrence of a major earthquake, therefore,

would be more likely to occur through cracks in the cap or liner or

through areas of slope instability of the embankment.

f. SITE CONSIDERATICNS

Site considerations that will influence the response to

earthquakes are the magnitude and distance from a probably epicenter

(i.e. , a major fault) and the subsurface profiles. The potential far

liquefacticn of subsurface foundation soils may influence the stability

of the impoundments.

!} [ G,
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The si:e et the bnpoundment may also influence the ground motion.

For an impoundment of relatively low height the predicted ground motion

will not be changed appreciably by the stresses induced by the tailings.

However, for inpoundments that are several hundred feet high the inter-

action between the impoundment and the subsurface materials may modify

the ground motions. Very high impoundments (several hundred feet) may

also induce seisnicity.

If the surrounding topography is steep, the possibility of large

earthquake induced landslides of natural soil and rock falling into and

displacing the tailings should be considered. The location of the

impoundment with respect to upstream water reten* ion structures or

tailings dams that may fail during earthquakes should be considered with

respect to their possible effect on the tailings Unpoundment.

g. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

If liquefaction of the subscil is possible at a site,

recommendations should be made in the desi.gn to either remove or

stabili:e the potentially liquefiable deposits in soue way such as

compaction or vibroflation. The design of the liner and cap to enable

them to withstand differential movements caused by an earthquake would

involve the use of materials that are self-healing and capable of with-

standing possible movements. For example the use of a clay liner and

cap.

The use of drains within the embankment or tailings to facilitate

dissipation of pore water pressures induced during an earthquake ma:.

decrease the liquefacticn potential.

Methods employed in the design and construction of dans in

seismically active areas to withstand stresses caused by accelerat ca or

11
'
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liquefaction would be applicable (Lee and Roth, 1977; Lee, 1974, Seed et

al., 1975). In general, the design of impoundments in seismically

active areas would utilize nonliquefiable materials and would consider

the stresses induced by the acceleration of the earthquake. To attempt

to consider effects that may result from an earthquake of magnitude

greater than a design earthquake or the maximum credible earthquake may

be difficult and not practical. For long term considerations, however,

the possibility of such an occurrence must be recogni:ed. Because the

greatest problems may result from liquefaction and subsequent mobili-

:ation of the taillags, it is desirable to facilitate drainage of the

tailings. Consequently, the major design consideration would be the

removal of water from the impoundment as soon as would be practical

after abandonment. This could be accomplished by drainage into evapora-

tion ponds or by natural seepage. Although the seepage of water from

tailings is not considered to be desirable at this time, the existence

of large impoundments of saturated, fine grained, hydraulically placed

tailings for periods of hundreds of years may pose potential earthquake

hazards. If the tailings impoundments can be drained, their ha:ard from

the standpoint of earthquake loading would be decreased appreciaoly.

h. MCNITORING, MAINTENANCE AND PEMEDIAL MEASURES

Menitoring schemes to detect potential radionuclids

release due to damage to a particular element of the tailings impound-

ment would be the same as discussed previously with regard to that

particular element of the impoundment.

In seismically active areas the relationship between recurrence

interval and probable earthquake magnitude may change due to the existence

of acre complete data and more site specific data. For that reascn,

... '
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seismic records taken either on-sate or at a nearby site may be useful

in updating the recurrence interval versus magnitude relationship and

may result in some revision of the maximum credible earthquake. Se ismo -

graphs, however, would require a certain amount of of continual main-

tenance and may not be practical for medium or long-term periods.

Maintenance and remedial measures to repair damage to various

elements of the impoundment structure may or may not be possible (e.g. ,

cracks in the cap may be filled but liners would generally be

inaccessible). However, if liquefaction and mobilization of the tailings

occurs, remedial measures to contain the tailings would be extensive and

impractical. Some clean-up operations may be possible but the effect1/e-

ness of the remedial action would depend en the extent to which the

tailings were mobilized.

i. TIME DEPENDENCE

The probability of occurrence of an earthquake decreases

as the magnitude of the earthquake increases. The occurrence of an

earthquake larger than the design magnitude would always be possible and

the likelihood of occurrence would increase as the time period of con-

sideration increases.

Ine seismicity of an area is not constant and will change with

time. Earthquakes of significant magnitude may occur in areas that have

not experienced appreciable earthquakes previously. Earthquakes may

recur in those areas for periods of time and then cease. Such was the

case for the Denver area in the early 1970's. (In that situation the

seismicity was said to have been induced by dcwn-hole pumping of waste.)

In the last ten years the Chicago area and central Illinois, which are

not seismically active areas, have experienced two earthquakes of

,-
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magnitude near 3. Thus, the seismicity of an area is difficult to

predict over medium and long long-term periods. It may increase or

decrease with time. The state of the art of earthquake prediction does

not allow for changes in seismicity to be predicted with much accuracy.

It must be considered that earthquakes may occur at any time after

abandonment of the impoundment.

However, after a sufficient period of time the wacer content of

the tailings will, decrease. Liquefaction potential of the tailings

would, therefore, be of concern only over short long-term periods.

For medium and long long-term periods earthquake caused damage would

be of less severe nature.

2. FLOODS

a. DESCRIPTION OF PHENOSENON

Flooding can result from large rainstorms, rapidly

melting snow or from localized cloudburst storms. Rain floods

characteristically have high peak flows and moderate volume and duration.

Flooding from rapidly melting snow is characteri:ed by moderate peak

flows, large volume, long duration and diurnal fluctuation of flow.

Cloudburst storms can be expec*.ed to occur frequently during summer

in the vestern region. The rainfall intensity of cloudburst s to rms

is high and the resulting runoff is characterized by hign peak

discharge, shorc duration and small volume. Sometimes snownelt runo ff

may be augmented by rain which leads to very high peak flows and

severe flooding. Flooding is more severe when the ground is fro:en

and infiltration is mir.imal.

The failure mechanism 1ssociated with floods for ta:1:ngs

impcundments is erosion. Floods can damage tailings structures by

,s
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erosion along the toe of an embankment or by overtopping. Any erosion

of tailings during flooding will result in the transportation of solids

for great distances. Tailings impoundments built across natural

drainages are usually more susceptible to flood damage.

b. INTERACTION WITH OTHER FAILURE SECHANISMS

Floods can interact with many of the other failure

mechanisms, especially those which involve erosion or slope stability.

Small floods associated with high intensity rainfall can cause gullying,

sheet erosion, increased sediment transport into diversion structures,

and damage to vegetation on reclaimed surfaces. Large floods can

result in embankment instability due to erosion of the toe, overtopping

and washout of diversion facilities, or overtopping and washout of

tailing embankments.

Increases in soil moisture which may be associated with a flood

m3y also contribute to instability of slopes. Landslides often occur

in natural slo, es folicwing peri ls of heavy rainfall.

c. METHODS OF PREDICTICN CF DISTRESS

The potential for flood distress to a tailings impoundment

can be predicted with conventional streamflow and weather prediction

techniques. Ac.tual flood caused distres can be observed by physical

inspections or by aerit' photography. Some flood warning cc. tces could

be employed for short-term warning applications, but would not be effec-

tive for 1cng *erm usage. In general, it may be assumed that any

portien of the impoundment that extends above the level surface would

be ccepletely washed away by a major floed.

,:.1
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d. LIKELIHOOD OF OCCURRENCE

Prediction of floods involves a determination of the

amount of water that may occur at a point in a watershed and a statis-

tical prediction of how often that same event is likely to occur. The

determination of the quantity is based on historical streamflow records,

precipitation records, and an analysis of the topography of a particular

site.

Frequencies are normally expressed as an "x-year" flood. This

implies that over a long time period as many floods of "x-year" magnitude

or larger can be expected to occur as there are "x-year" long periods

within the time span consicered. For example, a 100-year flood i= plies

that there may be 10 floods of equal or greate. magnitude that may eccur

over the next 1000 years. It should not be taken to mean that the time

period between the 10 floods would be equally dictributed at every 100

years over that time period.

A maximum probable flood is the largest flood that is expected to

occur at a particular site. The =agnitude of this flood is based on

hydro-me eorological data rather than historical streamflow records.

The maximum prcbable storm for the watershed is evaluated for this

analysis. The conditions that are assumed c produce the maximum prob' le

flow are subjective. Over the extremely Ivag time periods considered

herein, there is a definite possibility that even the maximum probable

flood can be exceeded.

As more data is collected and as climate may change over long time

periods, the magnitude of certain frequency ficods ind the r..aximun

probable flood may have to be adjusted.

;;O,
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e. MAGNITUDE OF RELEASE

The magnitude of release due to flooding is related

to the type of erosional process which is involved. Erosion of

the cap leads to an increase in the emanation of radon gas and could

lead to erosion of the tailings underneath if deep gullying occurred

without maintenance.

. The largest magnitude of release would result from overtopping

the embankment. During overtopping, the water cuickly becomes

channeled into a few deep gullies which progress headward. If the

slimes are unconsolidated and uncemented, it is likely that 30-90's of

the slimes (-200 mesh) would be released. Although most of the coarse

material would not be lost during the initial event, centinued erosien

could occur unless re=edial action was taken.

f. SITE CONSIDERATIONS

Regional assessment of hydrological conditions is the

first step in tailings dam siting with respect to ficods. This analysis

will include streamflow records of major streams, precipitation records,

and assessment of other relevant factors such as tcpography, geology,

and type of vegetatien. This assessment can be refined for the assess-

ment of potential damage frca flooding for each disposal site alternative

within that regien.

Depending on regional location, ficod ficw originates from rainfall,

from snowmelt er from a combination of varying a cunts of rainfall and

snowmelt. In southwest Colorado, for example, flooding results from

large frontal type rainstorms approaching from the scuthwest, frca

rapidly melting snow, and frca locali:ed cicudburst storms. Flooding

frca rain can generally be expected frca mid-June thrcugh December, but

..)\ ] U >,Ji
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records shew that rainstorms producing major floods occur most frequently

during September and October.

In determining the critical design storm rainfall estima+e for a

particular drainage area, it is necessary to consider the si:e, con-

figuration and runoff characteristics of the basin as well as the

meteorological characteristics of major storms in the area or region.

As this is done for each particular disposal site, design floods would

be developed. The effects of the design ficod at each site can then be

analyzed to minimize the risk of tailings release.

Generally, minimi:ing the catchment area above a tailings dam will

reduce the flood potential. Factors such as slope and vegetatien will

also influence floed magnitude.

Generally, a tailings dam constructed across a drainage has a

greater potential for flooding than a perimeter type dam which is more

isolated frca large drainages. A cross-valley type tailings disposal

sites, water diversion facilities such as spillways, decant lines , and

bypass canals are often required to prevent flooding. These structures

will normally require scoe maintenance even for short-term uses.

If a tailing site is located such that the toe of the retaining

embankment can be eroded during the flood stage of an adjacent stream,

this portion of the retaining embankment shculd be protected with riprap.

g. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

The magnitude of the design f1ced is the primary design

consideration for flooding. The selection of the design f1 cod should be

based on the evaluation of the relative risks and consequences of the

tailing failure under both present and future conditions.

p ;-
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The design flood should be based on reccrds which are truly repre-

sentative of the average condition and, to provide useful answers, it

must be based with a data series that is relevant, adequate and

accurate. Adequacy refers primarily to the length of the record.

Sparsity cf data is often a problem. If the collected data is too small

the probabilities derived cannot be expected to be reliable.

Other design considerations will involve methods to minimi:e

erosional effects such as establishment of vegetation and placement of

riprap on exposed slopes. If diversion facilities are required, they

should be designed so that minimal maintenance is required.

h. MONITORING, MAINTENANCE AND REMEDIAL MEASURES

Maintenance needs will be site specific depending on the

climate and design of the facilities. If water diversion is required,

scme degree of maintenance for long-term flood protection will likely be

required. Remedial measures may or may not be possible depending on the

nature of the failure,

i. TIME DEFENDENCE

Large ficods are not time dependent. Two large ficods can

happen in successive years if conditions are right. Hcwever, the like-

liheed or probability o,f this occurring is small.

The effects of floods can be ::ce dependent because of additive

effects if the need for maintenance or remedial action is not satisfied.

3. WINDSTORMS

In general, the winds at a site are controlled by:

e Large-scale and regional atmospheric pressure distributicn.

U' O /
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e Local effects produced by the topographic configuration of the

surrounding area, surface friction, structures, warming and

cooling of mountain slopes, large bodies of water and thermal '

i

instability.

Extensive studies of wind velocities related to geographical
5

location have resulted in detailed wind velocity maps. Wind probability i

i
.

maps for various mean recurrence intervals have been developed. The {
1

100-year mean recurrence interval wind velocity is typically used for

design when an unusually high degree of ha:ard to life and property

exists in case of failure. Wind velocity maps for varicus mean

recurrence intervals are given by Thom (1963) .

Wind velocities reported by Thom (1963) are for a height of 30 ft

and it is necessary to modify the velocity for other heights. In

addition, the above velocities may be greater due to wind gusts.

Generally, wind velocities near the ground will be lower than those at

a 30 foot height.

Typical wind information available from the U.S. Weather Bureau is

peak gust, 1 and 3-hour mean speeds and directions (vectors), mean daily

wind vectors, 2nd prevailing wind directions. To determine the wind

speed versus return period, the highest mean hourly wind speed occurring

each year is recorded to provide a set of maximum values which is then

analyzed using extreme value statistics. For any particular location

where annual extreme data is available, the wind speed relating to any

chosen probability can be determined (Harris ,1970) ,

Generally wind velocities near the ground would be lower than those

reported for the 30-ft height. Wind damage by waves and ice movement

could be severe to a tailings impcundment during operation of the mill.

a1 t
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However, af ter abandonment, if the pond has been drained and capped, the

effect of strong winds would be much less. If a cap or cover exists, no

actual release of radionuclides would be likely to occur. Rates of wind

erosion as a function of wind velocity and other factors is considered

with respect to erosion. In those sections of the report, isolated wind

storms were considered in the Wind Soil Loss Equation. Consequently,

they are not evaluated separately here.

Wind erosien, the major problem related to winds, is discussed

fully in sections A.1d and A.3e of this chapter. For consideration of

long-term wind erosion potential it may be important to develop

predictions about the future wind environment at a site. Radionuclide

release due to high winds over an abandoned impound =ent would be small

for all time periods for impoundments having a suitable cover or cap.

If the tailings are exposed (e.g. , the Base C'.ce), dispersed

radionuclides may be transported for short periods of time.

4. TCRNACCES

In general, tornadoes are caused by regional atmospheric

pressure distribution and thermal instability in the air. Until

recently very little was known regarding wind speeds within a tornado.

The intensity of tornadoes may vary and, therefore, the expression of

probability of occurrence of a tornado must also take into account the

intensity of the tornado.

In 1971 a rating scale for tornadoes was developed by Fu;ita (1971)

that was based on observed damage in the path of the storm. The rating

is called the F-scale. It depends on the severity of damage and relates

to naximum windspeed. Ratings vary from F 0 to F 6. Since 1971 all

tcrnadoes have been rated according to the C-scale. Pertinent data on

, :, .
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tornadoes is compiled at the National Severe Storms Fcrecast Center of

the National Weather Service in Kansas City, Missouri.

Mcdonald, Minor and Mehta (1973) have used that data to predict the

probability of occurrence of tornadoes with windspeeds exceeding a

particular magnitude, V . The curve so obtained for the geographical

area east of the Continental Divide is shown in Fig.14 From Fig.14

it can be seen that the probability of occurrence of a tornado with
-5winds exceeding about 250 mph is less than 10 for a 50-year period.

However, in their article they state that the va.ues in Fig.14 are for

the probability of winds exceeding a given value in a year, not 50 years

as listed on the figure. The probability of tornado occurrence fer the

one-degree square in which the Sweetwater uranium project is located is

roughly 1.6 x 10^ / year (U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commissien, 1977). The

point probabilities of tornado occurrence for the Fort St. Vrain nuclear
-3generating station is roughly 1 x 10 / year (Public Service of

Colorado). Similar site specific data can be used to predict the

recurrence of tornadoes for a specific impoundment site in a manner

similar to that used for earthquakes. Figure 15 shows the mean annual

frequency of occurrence for the entire U.S. for the period 1953-1962

Generally, however, tornado activity is lower than that shown ir.

Fig.14 for most areas in which uranium is currently being milled.

Tornado damage could be severe tc a mill or the tailings

impoundment during operation of the mill. However, after abancenment,

if the pond has been drained, the effect of a tornado would be much

less. The high winds in the tornado could cause wind erosion. However,

the duration of the winds would be relatively short and the : rnadc

would not, in itself, rencve much material . It may, however, cause scme

local erosion that culd be magnified by other erosional processes.
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If the tornado is able to pick up radioactive material, it may be

transported over large distances. However, en an abandoned impoundment

the only relatively small amounts of tailings could be dispersed by

to rnadoes . Consequently, the release of radioactive material would be

minimal. If a cap or some form of cover exists on the tailings no

actual release of radioactive material would occur.

It may be concluded, therefore, that release due to a tornado

passing over an abandoned impoundment would be of little concern even

for the long time periods considered herein.

5. CLACIkTICN

a. DESCRIPTION OF FHENC5ENON

A glacier is a mass of ice that is moving or has moved due

to the force of gravity. Glaciers are formed where the climatic con-

ditions favor snowfall precipitation in quantities exceeding the quanti-

ties depleted by sublimation or melting. As the depth increases, the

snow recrystali:es into ice crystals and then into solid glacial ice.

When the weight of the mass exceeds the static resisting forces, the

mass begins to move and a glacier is formed.

Glaciers occur in mountain valleys and as ice sheets. Valley

;11ciers are formed at high elevations 2nd flow down existing valleys to

an elevation where the ice flow rate is in equilibrium with the rate of

dissipation. Since these rates are functions of climatic variation, the

equilibrium front may advance or recede with slight changes in the

climate (Leet ind Judson, 1971). Ice sheets cover broad areas and flow

radially from a central scund. The largest ice sheets are the continen-

tal glaciers of Greenland and the Antarctic.

The characteristic movement of glacial ice would be the phencmencn

which cculd damaze a tailings impcundment. The individual sand ; rains

o.
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would be picked up by the glacier and tra.Tsported to the :ene of wastage

where they would either be deposited or be transported by water-

b. INTERACTION WITH OTHER FAILURE MECHANISMS
~

The movement of a glacier of even a small si:e would
.

trigger several other failure mechanisms of a tailings dam. Blockage or

destruction of diversion canals could cause a failure due to

overtopping, erosion, or flood. The weight of the glacial ice could

cause differential settlement or embankment instability. All vegetation

could be destroyed, leaving any remaining tailings subject to erosion by

wind and water. Because of the magnitude of the forces associated with

glaciation and the related failure mechanisms that could occur due to a

glacier, it is very doubtful that any portion of a tailiags impoundment

could survive even a small, relatively short-term glacier.

c. LIKELIHOOD OF OCCURRENCE

Climatic conditions favoring glaciation are the reduction

of mean temperature and an increase in precipitation in the form of

Climatic changes may occur due to a change in the solar energysnow.

which reaches the surface of the earth (Lamb,1972; . '/ariations in

solar energy which have effected the earth's climate over geologic

history may have been caused by volcanic pollution, dust, or by cyclic

changes in solar activity. Other theories concerning the causes- of

glaciation involve continental drift, variations in the orbit of the

earth, and fluctuations in the oceanic circulation patterns (Leet and

Judson, 1971), Although the causes of long term climatic changes are

not known, there will be changes in the future.

The likelihood of occurrence of continental glaciation in the

Nestern United States even within a long long-term pericd is remote.

.
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Although there have been four major advances of glaciers in the past one

million years (Pleistocene Epoch), there is no evidence of continental

glaciation south or west of the Missouri River.

There is, however, a possibility of increased valley glaciation in

the mountainous regions in the Nest. A climatic change over a much

smaller area could result in an increase in valley glaciers or small ice

caps at higher elevations. There exist several glaciers at high

elevations in the Rocky Mountain area today. Heavy glacial activity

existed in the =cuntains as recent as 10,000 years ago. A significant

increase in valley glaciation is considered to be remote within the

short long-term periods, possible within medium long-term periods and

likely within a long long-term period.

d. MAGNITUDE OF RELEASE

The magnitude of release of tailings due to glaciation

would depend on the location of the impoundment in relation to the

equilibrium front at the forward edge of a valley glacier. If the

equilibrium front did not reach the impoundment, release water could be

diverted around the structure without release of tailings. If the

glacier moved onto or past the tailings impoundment, the entire impound-

ment would probably be released by one of the failure mechanisms des-

cribed above. However, because of the slow annual movement of glaciers,

it may be possible to collect and reimpound radioactive material being

released by the glacier.

e. SITE CONSICERAT CNS

Previously glaciated acuntain valleys aculd be less

desirable for tailings disposal sites than ncn-glaciated sites such as

flat terrain or valleys created entirely by erosien.

., ,-
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f. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

At the present time, technology does not exist to design

any facility to withstand forces of glaciation.

6. FIRES AND PESTILENCE

The discussion of failure due to the natural phencmena of fire

or pestilence parallels that found in Section A.4, Revegetative Failure.

Fire is referred to specifically in this section, while pestilence,

defined as any disease or organism induced failure of vegetation, would

result in similar effects. The ability to predict or anticipate a

pestilence failure is based on an analysis of the vegetation type, its

resistance to disease or predation, and the climate. Future vegetation

types that result because of changes in climate or invasion of native

species will form the basis for evaluation of potential future problems.

The likelihood, =agnitude of release and interactions would be

identical to those identified and discussed in Secticn A.4. No general

predictive model appears to be available for pestilence-caused failure

of vegetation,

i
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V. A 31ETHODOLOGY FOR THE CCMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF DISPOSAL ALTERNATIVES

This methodology has been developed to allow comparative evaluation

of alternative uranium tailings disposal schemes on the basis of a weight-

ed score of all potential modes of failure. The weighted score is an

ordinal scale which represents the undesirable expected outcomes as high

values desirable outcomes with low values. The synthesis of the scores

and the theoretical basis for the methodology are described in the follow-

ing.

A. Theoretical Fr1mework

The theoretical basis for the methodology lies in the assumption

that the level of long-term risk of a disposal alternative can be ana-

ly:ed as a function of the expected and predictable consequences of a

set of potential modes of failure. The consequences of these potential

modes of failure for each alternative can be valued in several different

ways for comparison purposes. The most useful and defensible scale for

measuring perfornance would be an ordinal scale. This scale describes

quantities in terms of greater or smaller, but does not in.p l y distances

between values. Such a scale will be used for measurement in this

methodology. However, quanitification of pertinent variables will be

used to define the position along the ordinal scale to which a particular
item belongs.

The severity of failure is defined as a function of the likelihood

of failure, the expected magnitude of failure, and the negative utility

of failure (F ig . 16).

The expected severity of failure for each potential failure mode

will be scored and added for each disposal alternative. The scores

can then be compared to suggest relative differences in the aggregate

performance of alternatives (Fig. 1~)

>r,
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Likelihood of Expected Magnitude Negative Utilityy 'z
Failure of Failure of Failure

.
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+

Severity of Failure

Fig. 16. Severity of failure

Potential Modes of Failure Expected Severity of Failure
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Ranking of Scores of Different Alternatives

A > A, > A >A - A
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Fig. 17. Scoring of alternatives
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3. Likelihood of Failure (L. )
1

The likelihood of failure is a function of design, engineering,
_

material, site, climate, maintenance, and monitoring characteristics of

a disposal plan alternative and probability of occurrences of failure

mechanisa. In this report the likelihood of failure is described by an

ordinal scale.

The likelihood of failure is a term that will be used to describe,

in as quantitative terms as possible, the probability that a particular

mode of failure will occur. In some instances the occurrence of a

natural phenomenon may in itself constitute a form of failure (e. g.,

tornade, earthquake of magnitude "R", flood larger than maximum probably

flood, glacier advance, etc.). In those cases the probability of occur-

rence can be fairly well defined in quantitative terms if statistical

data is available.

On the ot7er hand, phenomena such as creep failure of embankment

slopes, slumping of diversion ditches, etc., are not easily quantified

and the determination of a probability of failure is, to a large extent,

subjective. Consequently, to assign a value of " probability" may be

misleading and the term " likelihood" is chosen as being less specific.

For sudden occurrences such as are listed above, a likelihood of

occurrence may be defined. However, if a quantitative value is to be

used the interval values that may be assigned should reflect the confi-

dence with which the likelihood can be determined. It is intended at

this time to describe likelihood on the basis of a scale ranging frcm

0 to 10 with 0 representing a probabilio of oc urrence of 0.0 and 10

representing a prcbability of occurrence of 1.0. However, because of

the subjectiveness involved in assigning many prooabilities it is

intended to only use the numoers 1, 3 , 5 , ~, 3 2nd 10. This implies

] '|
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that the confidence interval corresponds to a probability of 20 percent

and the selection of that interval is in itself somcwhat arbitrary.

For continuous processes such as wind erosion of the cap, gullying

of the embankment, etc., the probability of occurrence is 1.0. However,

the extent to which the continuing process may result in an increased

radiation release, within the time frame being considered, will define

the severity of failure.

The severity may be expressed at different points of time as well.

For example, over a period of 100 years a cap may be reduced in thick-

ners by a predictable amount resulting in a particular amount of increas-

ed radon gas diffusing through the c.p. Over a 1000 year period the

amount of cap loss may change and interaction with other failure modes

such as seepage or differential settlement may increase radon gas emana-

tion. The result is that the severity at the end of the 100 tars and

1000 years may be different.

In assessing the severity for continuous processes, the maintenance

and monitoring programs may have a pronounced influence.

C. Expected Magnitude of Failure (M.)
1

This value describes the expected amount of radioactive

material that could be released if a particular mode of failure

should occur. A value for magnitude of failure was assigned for

each potential mode of failure.

Four discrete modes of release are described. It was considered

that radioactive material or gamma-ray emission could be released in

the form of randon emanation, generally through the exposed or

covered surface of the impoundment, dissolved rccianuc1 Lies esca,in;

1 :o s ,',
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in seepage from the impoundment, undissolved radionuclides escaping

by physical transport, i.e., mass movement, wind-blown dust, flood

transport, and a reduction in gamma-ray attenuation. Although these

four modes of release are not independent of each other they were

considered separately for cuantification of release.

For each mode, the magnit..de was determined as a percentage of the

maximum amount of radioactivity (er reduced gamma-ray attenuation) that

could bc ::1 cased via that mode. So as act to imply a confidence level

of greater ace'tracy than exists, only values of 0, 1, 3, 3, 7, 9 and 10

were assigned. The magnitude was then presented as a matrix as shown

below.

"w" w = radon emanation
x x = dissolved radionuclide releasey, ,

1
y y = undissolved radionuclide release

reduction in gamma-ray emission: : =
~

attenuation

D. Negative Utility of Failure Mode OJ.)
1

The negative utility is a weighting factor which considers the

extent of the problem posed by a pcrticular failure mode. Because

pathways of escape of radiation are different for different potential

modes c' failura, they imply different kinds of ha:ards , different

levels of ha:ard, and different control problems. These are considered

in the development of :ne negative utility factor. To a large extent

the determinaticn of U. is a subjective evaluation.
1

;) -
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For example, slope failure and mass movement of material frca a

waste embankment may result in much material movement. However, in

terms of control and problems created, it may not be great. The

material that is moved may not travel far and it will be relatively

easy to recapture. The failure can be anticipated, and is easily

identified and remedied once it occurs. A slope failure, without lique-

faction would, therefore, have a low value of negative utility.

By way of comparison, a seepage failure may result in large

quantities of radiation release that may be difficult to detect. In

addition, maintenance and remedial measures are very difficult. There-

fore, the negative utility would be high.

The subparts of the negative utility function would be

1) Consequences of potential failure (C.),
t

2) Response to and ease of maintenance Of.), and
1

3) Response to and ease of monitoring ?!O . ) .
1

Maintenance and monitoring are assumed for the purpose of defining

the negative utility to be independent of the disposal alternative.

It should be noted that maintenance and monitoring are part of the

disposal alternative affecting the likelihood of failure.

The negative utility will be the same for all the potential failure

mechanisms within a failure mede. The negative utility factors. are

shown in Table 13. The values presented were arrived at as the best

estimate of the project team.
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Table 13. Negative utility of failure.

Potential Negative
Failure Mode utility, u

Cap 0.5

Liner 2.0

Embankment 1.0

Revegetation 0.25

Diversion Structures 0.75

Earthquakes 2.0

Floods 1.75

Winds 1.5

Tornadoes 1.75

Glaciation 1.0

Fire and Pestilence 0.25

4 '
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E. Discussion of Methodology

A point that should be noted is the relationship between likelihood

and probability of failure. These are essentially the same thing.

However, because there may not be a statistical basis for describing

a probability of failure for all failure modes and in order to avoid the

suggestion of a statistically accurate quantity, the term " likelihood"

of failure would be the best wording.

The entire methodology is summarized in Fig. 18. The methodology

is designed :: provide a means of comparing alternative disposal plans

on the basis of expected risk for the aggregate failure modes. The

application of this methodology provides a valuable tool for management

decision making. It provides insight into the sensitivity, and to some

extent, cost effectiveness of design, siting and operational options

that may be available for each disposal alternative. The decision

maker can evaluate the effect of changes within his control for a

particular alternative. The methodology also provides a consistent

basis for evaluating the effectiveness or performance of alternative

disposal plans. The scores or indexes are based upon ordinal values

and subj ective judgments, but within the state ot the art they provide

a realistic and appropriate framework for judgment and decision making.

The methodology also provides a clear description of procedure in order

that new information can be integrated into the process as it is devel-

oped.

, i
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STEP 1

)
Engineering Design

Site Selection

Climate
k+ModeofFailure:>LikelihoodofFailure (L.)

Maintenance 1

Monitoring

Natural Phenomena
)

Likelihood of Failure X Magnitude of X Negative _Ess Severity of
(L ) Failure (M.) Utility Failure (S.)1 *Factor (U )g

STEP 2

n
i S. Alternative Index, A.=

5 111 3

n = Number of Potential Failure Medes

STEP 3

A. for various alternatives may then be compared.
J (Low A. desirable)]

Fig. 13. Methcdology for Comparison of Disposal Plan Alternatives

i -' < (1 7
). |

~
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VI. APPLICATION OF METHCDOLOGY TO BASE CASE AND ALTERNATIVES

In this chapter the methodology for assessment of the long-tern

reliability of tailings impoundments (Chapter V) was applied to the

Base Case and the eight alternatives presented by the Argonne National

Laboratories. These various alternatives are shown in Figures 19 through

27. In the following discussion, general comments pertaining to the

application of the methodology for each potential failure mode are fol-

lowed by a short discussion or computation to justify the selection of

a particular value for Likelihood or Magnitude of failure. The values

are shown in Table 14

For each failure mode four values of magnicude of failure are shown.

These four values represent the four separate release modes discussed in

the previous chapter on methodology. Corresponding to these four values,

four severity of failure values are developed. In most cases not all the

release modes are significant. Therefore some mode values will be :ero.

An example of this would be cap failures which result only in changes in

radon emanation and gamma emission. In contrast would be a flood failure

which results in release due to all four modes.

For each potential failure mode the negative utility factor would

be the same for the Base Case and all eight alternatives. The selection

of a negative utility factor is subjective and was arrived at by dis-

cussion among members of the proj ect team. The values used herein are

presented in Table 13 and are not discussed at this point any further

than w~s presented in conjunction with Table 13. Further experience,

developments in technology or differing opinions of investi;ators may

indicate the desirability of changing the negative utilit:, factors. The

values shown in Table 13 represent onl, the best estimates for present

conditions of the project team,
, ,,
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The depiction of tailings disposal in Figures 19 through 27 are

considered to be schematic. For example, it is assumed that deposition

of tailings would be done, with or without the use of cyclones, to ensure

that the coarse tailings are placed near the embankment and that the

slimes :one is near the middle of the impoundment. Also the embankment

(where shown) may exist over any number of sides (1 to 4) of the impound-

ment. For disposal plans that may require maintenance the required

maintenance is considered to be a part of the design plan. It is also

assumed that the maintenance is carried for the short long-term period

only.

The value of severity listed in Table 14 was arrived at by

multiplying the likelihood, magnitude and negative utility factors.

Four values of severity are developed because there are four values

for magnitude of failure. These four values are not added to arrive

at total severity. This could be done but caution must be exercised in

the use and interpretation of such a total. The individual values for

those factors were ordinal and the product of ordinal numbers may not

result in another ordinal scale. For that reads scme subjective adjust-

ment of the severity was made in certain cases to more reflect the

severity on an ordinal scale. The values of likelihood, magnitude and

utility factor were not changed, hewever. In order to reflect the

accuracy of predicting likelihood and magnitude, only values of 0, 1, 3,

5, 7, 9 or 10 were used. The negative utility factor was purely sub-

jective. Therefore, the value of severity computed was rounded off to

the nearest whole number. Caution should be exercised in determining

what difference in severity actually constitutes a significant

difference. The writers make no attempt to quantify that.

, .
,
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In t!.a following discussion some repetition exists between failure

modes. That repetition was left in the text to minimi:e the amount of

cross-referencing needed if the reader is considering only a particular
failure mode.

1. Cao Failure Due to Differential Settlement (Ala)
a. General Comments

The general thickness of the alluvium is about 150 to 300

ft thick. The soil association to which this belongs is the Petula-

Tomahawk Association which is underlain by sandy clay loam and fine

sandy loam. These soils are typically fairly free draining and in the

geologic setting shown for the UNCGES would contain layers of clay, silt,

and combinations of these soils. The clay content however, is expected

to be fairly low because it is a relatively recent soil. Because the

site is in a fairly wide floodplain, isolated pockets of soil having

variations in propercies are expected to occur within the 250 acre area

of the tailings impoundment.

The release modes ot .mportance for all cap related ces are

radon emanation and gamma ray emission. Each release is attenuated by

a soil cover. However, radon emanation is much more signif. cant because

its half thickness (the thickness of soil cover required to reduce

emanation by 50*$) is 4 feet compared to the gamma ray half thickness of

4 inches. Only in case where no cover exists or is entirely re=cved is

gamma ray a release of concern.

< ~ ',
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b. Base Case

i) Likelihood -

Because no cap will be used the likelihcod of failure

is 10 for all tin.e periods. The absence of a cap is tantamount to

certain failure of a cap.

ii) Magnitude -

Because no cap will be used the magnitude of radon

emanation and gamma ray emission is 10 for all time periods. The

absence of a cap is tantamcunt to release of the maximum amount of air-

born activity possible.

c. Alternative 1

It is assumed that the cap for Alternative I will consist

of approximately 10 inches of clay and several feet of overburden vary-

ing in depth from shallow (3 to 6 ft) over the coarse tailings near

the embankment to deep (10 to 20 ft) over the slimes :ene. It is

assumed that the thickness of the cap has been designed to permit some

differential shear displacement of a predicted amount. Because all

settlement will occur during the short long-term period, the likelihood

will not change for other time periods.

i) Likelihood -

Because of the existence of pockets of different

soils in the alluvium some differential settlement will occur. However,

much of the settlement will have been completed before placement of

the cap. Consolidation of the tailings will result in uniformly distri-

buted differential settlement contributing to tension type cracking.

The likelihood of occurrence of settlement of an amount greater than

allcwed for in the design was estimated to be ~
,.

=
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ii) Macnitude -

On the basis of the computations shown in Example 1

of the discussion of this failure mechanism, the magnitude of release

is considered to be low. A value of 1 has been assigned. This value

could increase if a brittle cap liner with no addition 2 cover is used.

For example, if an asphalt or concrete cap of inadequate thickness is

used, the magnitude may increase to 3 or greater if large shear type

differential settlement can occur.

d. Alternative 2

i) Likelihood -

Decause the weight of tailings will be less than the

weight of the overburden removed from the open pit mine, differential

settlement cf the foundation subsoils will be small. Some elastic re-

bound due to unloading may occur but should be minimal. Settlement

due to compression of fixed tailings will be minimal. Total differen-

tial settlement will be minimal and a value of 1 was assigned.

ii) Magnitude -

Similarly to Alternative 1, the magnitude of release

wculd be small (1) if failure did occur.

e. Alternative 3

i) Likelihood -

Scme set ment of the overburden placed in the open

pit may occur. The dried tailings would consclidate during placement

and before the cap is placed. Because of the more uniform nature of

the overburden and the dry :ailings, shear ::.ge dif f erential sc .tlement

would be small. Differential settlement would have a minimal likelihced

-li of causing failure. . ' <'i i
._ i
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11) Maznitude -

Similarly to Alternative 1 the magnitude of release

would be mini =al (1).

f. Alternative 4

i) Likelihood -

Differential settlement in the overburden at the
,

bottom of the pit would be small but could occur. Consolidation of the

untreated tailings will occur after placement of the cap. Differential

settlement between the slimes zone and the coarse tailings is expected

but large shear type displacements are not expected. The likelihood of

differential setticment causing failure is less than for Alternative 1.,

A value of 5 was assigned.

11) Magnitude -

Similarly to Alternative 1 the =agnitude of release

would be small (1).

g. Alternative 5

i) Likelihood -

There will probably be sece predictable differential

settlement of the untreated tailings between the slimes zone and the

coarse tailings. The likelihood of differential movement of the imper-

vious shale is remote. The likelihood of failure due to differential

settlement is therefore somewhat greater than Alternatives 2 and 3 but

less than Alternative 4. A value of 3 was assig: led.

11) Ma2nitude -

Similarly to alternative 1, the magnitude of release

wculd be small.

, ,
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h. Alternative 6

i) Likelihood -

Because of the uniform nature of the deposition of

tailings differencial compression of the tailings will be small.

Placement of tailings into a lined, excavated trench would =ake settle-

ment of the foundation soils minimal. The likeliho 4 sf failure is

therefore minimal (1).

11) Magnitude -

The magnitude of cracking and hence, release would

be minimal (1) particularly in view of the shorter distances over which

uniform settlement would occur.

1. Alternatives 7 and S

Because the tailings are stored in the deep mine, no cap

is necessary and failure of a cap does not apply to these alternatives.

Values of zero have been applied to the severity.

2. Cao Failure Due to Gu11ying (Alb)

a. General Ccmments

Because there exists no predictive model other than the

threshold concept discussed in sections Alb and A3b, the prediction and

evaluation of likelihood and magnitude for this mode of failure are the

result of a subjective analysis of the site and design factors.

Radon emanation and direct ga=ma-ray radiation are the

two modes of release considered significant. They are assumed to be of

about the same proportionate release magnitude. Cully failure is

assumed to remove cover material down to the tailing surface.

| z). 1
'<-
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b. Base Case

i) Likelihood -

Because no cap or cover is specified the likelihood

of failure is 10 for all the time periods. The lack of a cap is tanta-

mount to certain failure of a cap.

ii) Magnitude -

Because no cap will be used the magnitude will be 10.

The absence of a cap is tantamount to release of the maximum amount of

activity possible.

c. Alternative 1

i) Likelihood -

The likelihood that a gully would form on the cap is

moderate for short-long term periods and increases with time as shown

in Table 14

ii) Magnitude -

For the short long-term M will be low. The level is

a function of the maintenance, monitoring, and remedial effort applied.

It is assumed that a reasonable level is provided for this period. The

nagnitude is assigned a value of 1. For the medium and long long-term

periods the magnitude could increase. For those time periods no main-

tenance, monitoring, or remedial effort was assumed. Significant por-

tions of the cap and tailings could be exposed and removed by gullying.

Severe storms can occur at the model site and could cause severe gully

problems. The magnitude of release with no maintenance, therefore, was

set at 5 for medium long-term periods and 9 for long long-term periods.

1),

a, 1~
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d. Alternatives 2 throu2h 5

i) Likelihood -

These alternatives do not include an embankment,

which could contribute significantly to the potential for gullying on

the cap. The likelihood of gullying on the gentle slopes on the cap

will be reduced with respect to Alternative 1 for all time periods. A

likelihood of 3 was assigned.

ii) Magnitude -

If gullying did occur the magnitude of release would

be the same as for Alternative 1.

e. Alternative 6

This alternative describes a highly engineered disposal

plan. It is likely that a greater lineal extent will be required by

the impoundsents. This fact could increase the chance for gullying

because it increases the chance for crossing or coming in contact with

a drainage or potentially susceptible ares. Those two considerations

would be compensating and the result wculd be the same as for Alterna-

tive 2 through 5.

f. Alternatives 7 and S

There is no possibility that surface erosion related

failures would influence the underground disposal. The severity was

set at tero.

3. Can Failure Due to Water Sheet Erosion (Alc)

a. General Comments

The base case does not .nciude a cap and therefore

radon emanation and g1mma emission is considered to be 100 percent. 'e

magnitude is set at 10 and ser'/es as the base reference for a;. atner rians.

a.
'3 tNN
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Because the different half thickness for these two radioactive sources

are so different, 4 feet for radon and 4 inches for gacma-ray,

ga=ma-ray emission only becomes important when significant thicknesses

of cap are removed. This will be the case only in the long long-term

period.

Where a cap is employed it will be assumed to vary from about

3 - 6 feet over the sands to about 10 - 20 feet over the slime cnd

have a 10 Lach liner of clay. This is similar to the Bear Creek Project

(NRC, 1977a) and the Sweetwater Proj ect (NRC, 1977b). The universal

soil loss equation (USLE) was used to evaluate erosion reduction of cap

thickness. This reduction was then used to estimate the magnitude of

release based on the relationship of radon emanation and gamma-ray

emission to cover thickness. Soil and climate factors used in the USLE

were estimated on the basis of the model site description. Maintenance,

monitoring and remedial measures will influence the amount of erosion

loss as will long-term changes in climate. Repair to the cover was not

accounted for in the USLE calculations. Important to the application of

the USLE is the assumption that soil loss is constant over the entire

site. That will probably not be the case. Some areas may receive

material while others =ay erede. The most appropriate use of the USLE

=ay be to show relative differences in erosion control plans (Heil,

1977), not to calculate absolute =agnitudes of soil loss. However, it

is the best tool available and can be useful if judiciously applied.

L.
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b. Estimate of Soil Loss using the Universal Soil Loss Equation

As described in Section Alb of Chapter IV, the USLE is:

A = RKLSP

From th = SCS (1977) guide the factors are:

R--raintoll iactor--will be taken as 40 for the average condition,
over 75 percent of the time. For twenty percent of the time R will

increase to 100, and for the remnining 5 percent R will be 150. In

this manner infrequent but highly erosive storms were included.

K--soil erodibility factor--the cover soil was assumed to be a
clay loam. K was assumed to equal 0.37, No attempt was made to estimate

short tern changes in K due to disturbance.
LS--tocograchic factor--slopes on the cover were assumed to be

gentle, approximately 2 percent and the maximum slope length was 1650 ft.

LS would then be equal to 0.46 [ Table 2).

C--cover factor--for the semiarid environment, natural cover will

probably be sparse. C factors for pasture or rangeland can range from

1.0 with zero percent cover to 0.003 for 100 percent cover with grasses.

The value of C was considered to be 0.25 for covers of approximately

20 percent.

P--erosion control cractices factor--it is assumed that no continu-

ous erosion control practices are employed because of gentle slopes.

P will be 1.0.

Using these values, the calculated soil loss is:

A = KLSCP = tons soil loss / acre / year

A = 75'i(40) (0.37) (0. 46) (0.25) (1) = 1.23

A = 20% (100) (0.37) (0. 46) (0.25) (1) = 0. 557

A. = 5*5 (150) (0. 37) (3.16) (0. 25) (1) = 0. 3 2a

'otal Soil Loss = 2.25 tons, aere/ earf

,9-
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For a 250-acre impoundment:

Soil loss / year = 612.5 tons

If the bulk density of the soil is assumed to be 120 pounds per

cubic foot the loss in cubic feet per year would be 10,200 ft Over.

250 acres the deptn of soil loss would be 0.011 inches / year.

For the time periods considered herein the rate of loss would

result in total soil losses of 2.2 inches in 200 years, 22 inches in

2000 years and 93 feet in 100,000 years.

c. Base Case

1) Likelihood -

Sir :e no cap exists, failure is a certainty.

Therefore, C is 10 or all periods.

11) Magnitude -

Since no cap is specified the magnitude of release

is set at 10.

d. Alternatives 1 through 6

i) Likelihood -

The likelihood of erosion is high (10),

11) Magnitude -

Based on the estimate of soil loss for the short

long-term period the magnitude of release for radon and gn=ma-ray was

taken to be zero. Even if the rates of soil loss doubled the esti=ated

reduction in co"er thickness would not be significant. For the medium

period, the estimated soil loss is 22 inches. This loss of thickness

results in an increase in the radon attenuation f actor to a value cf

less than 0.01 near the center and a value less than 0.20 using the

i <.i;,
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data for varved clay shown in Figure 6. For a release of radon between

0 and 20 percent of the activity, a value of 1 would apply With no

maintenance and interaction with other failure modes this value could

increase to 3. Gamma-ray emission remains zero. For the long long-

term period total removal of the cap and probable removal of tailings is

indicated. A value of 10 was used for both radon and gamma-ray. All

of these estimates assume that site relief can accommodate complete

removal and that there is no deposition on the impoundment from external

sources.

e. Alternatives 7 and 8

There is no possibility of erosion failure for

underground disposal, therefore severity is zero.

4. Can Failure Due to Wind Erosion (Ald)

a. General Cctments

The likelihood of the occurrence of wind erosion at the

cap of the impoundment is not dependent upon the design concepts of

the disposal plan. It is a function of climatic conditions. A value

of 10 is assigned based upon the assumption that wind erosion will

occur. It does not imply the seriousness of the potential. That is

a function of magnitude.

The magnitude of release due to radon emanation and gamma-ray

emission will be a function of the reduction in thickness of the cover

due to removal of soil by wind. The amounts of reduction will be

predicted by use of the wind soil loss equation discussed in Chapter IV.

T'.ie specific magnitude w '1 se estimated based upon the relationship of

cap thickness to diffusion of radon gas and gamma-ray emission. Radon

. s
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emanation is predicted using Figure 6. Gamma-ray emission will only be

important if significant thicknesses of cap are removed. Th~. is

because of its low (4 inch) half thickness.

b. Wind Soil Loss Equation

The wind soil loss equation calculates the tons / acre / year

of soil loss from a specific site based on the parameters discussed in

Chapter IV. In order to apply the equation to demonstrate its applica-

tion, values of pertinent factors were based upon judgment and model

site information. The equation and the factor values -re:

E = f(I, C, K, V, L)

where

I= soil sind erodibility factor. The cap is assumed to be

a compacted clay loam. It has reasonably good aggregate

characteristics, which should improve with time after

initial placement. The wind erodibility group would be

six (Table 3) and an estimated 40 percent of the dry soil

is coarser than 0.84 mm. I, therefore, equals 47

(Table 3) .

I = windward knoll erodibility factor. I w uld equal
s s

150 percent based upon a 2 percent maximum grade (Fig. 7).

C = local wind erosion climatic factor. This factor was

assumed equal to 60 percent based upon general wind and

climate of model site (UKRL,1976) .

K = soil surface roughness factor equal to 0.6, an estimated

value.

,:
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V = vegetative factor equal to approximately 8000 equivalent

pcunds per acre (Fig. 2Sa). This is based on herbage and

mulch of approximately 2000 lbs. Data for this estimate

is for similar precipitation areas in the western U. S.

(USD A , 1963).

L = unshielded wind fetch distance. This value would equal

1650 ft. based on a square 250 acre impoundment with no

wind barriers.

Based on these values the soil loss is determined by the method described

in Woodruff (1965) and UNRL (1976) and presented in Figure 235 of this

section, next page.

Yearly soil loss due to wind erosion using Fig. 2Sa is calculated to

be less then 0.5 tons per acre. For a bulk density of 120 lbs/cu f t the

soil loss would be less than 0.002 inches / year.

For the time periods under esnsideration the cummulative totals

of the thickness lost would be less than 0.5 inches in 200 years, less

than 5 inches in 2000 years and about 20 feet in 100,000 years.

The correction factor for knoll erodibility has been neglected

because initia; soil loss was below the readable limits of Figure 282.

The procedure cannot predict the possibility of blowouts forming.

c. Base Case

i) Likelihood -

No cap exists, therefore failure is a certainty and

L was set equal to 10 for all time periods.

ii) Magnitude -

Since no cap or cove exists, magnitude is set at 10.

i
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d. Alternatives 1 through 6

i) Likelihood -

The likelihood is the same for these alternatives
as for the base case.

11) Magnitude -

The magnitude of release is based on the soil loss

calculated above.

For the short long-term period wind erosion caused soil losses are

very low. The magnitude was considered to be unity reflecting the

chance for an extreme soil loss due to an extreme event.

For the medium period losses are also low. From Figure 6 it can

be seen that the increase in radon e=anation resulting from a 5 inch

soil loss is negligible. Increases in gamma-ray emission would also be

negligible. A minimal value of 1 was used.

Over the long long-tern period wind erosion could remove the entire

cover and possibly some tailing. For that period the magnitude was

taken to be 10.

e. Alternatives 7 and S

Wind erosion cannot effect underground disposal.

Severity is zero.

5. Failure of Cao Due to Floods (Ale)

a. General Considerations

Flood damage to the cap consists of the erosion and

removal of major portions of the cap due to inadvertent routing of

large quantities of flood water over the cap. It is differentiated

from sheet erosion by the fact that major quantities of flood water

would remove all of the particular cap material with which it comes

into contact.

I
-
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On the geologic cross section for the model site it is indicated

the tailings impoundment is place approximately 200 ft higher in eleva-

tion than the tributary river floodplain. It is assumed, therefore,

that flood waters from the tributary river wculd not come into contact

with the impoundment. Flooding fron ephemeral streams feeding into

the tributary river, however, is possible. If a flood larger than the

design flood or failure of diversion structures occurs, the magnitude

of the failure will depend on the extent of flood water contact. For

purposes of this application it has arbitrarily been assumed that flood

waters could contact about 25 percent of the cap and erode 25 percent

of the impoundment. Those assumptions are arbitrary and site specific

considerations may change them.

The modes of release that are considered as radon emanation and

gacma-ray emission. This is based on the assumption that only the cap

sacerial is removed and no other failure modes interact to cause

significant removal of tailings, such as an embank =ent failure. This

is highly idealized, other interactions must occur, but for purposes

of this evaluation the assumption is necessary,

b. Base case

3ecause no cap is placed both the likelihood and =agnitude

have values of 10 which is tantamount to release of the maximum amount

of activity possible.

c. Alternatives 1 through 6

i) Likalthood -

The likelihood of failure depends on the occurrence

of a flood of ragnitude greater than the design flood and/or failure of

flood control measures. It is assumed that the design flood would be

t . <
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larger than a 100-year flood, and hence, the likelihood of short

long-term failure was assigned a value of 1. Over a medium long-term

period there ir a considerably higher probability of occurrence and a

value of 5 was assigned. This value could change depending on the

recurrence interval data for the area. Over a long long-term period

it is highly proba' ale that a flood higher than the design =agnitude

and failure of flood control structures would occur. Recurring floods

would also compound the damage. A value of 9 was assigned.

11) Magnitude -

The release by failure of 25 percent of the cap

would be 25 percent of the potential activity. A value of 3 was

therefore assigned for the short long-term. That value can increase

with time as further interaction with other failure mechanisms occurs

or if the events are repeated without remedial measures. For the medium

long-term and long long-term the magnitudes are therefore increased to

5 and 9, respectively.

d. Alternatives 7 and S

Because the tallings are deposited in the deep mine and

no cap exists there can be no failure. The severity was then taken as 0.

6. Failure of Cap due to Chemical Attack (Alf)

a. Base Case

Because no cap exists both the likelihood and =agnitude

are equal to 10, which is tantamount to maximum possible a=ount of radon

e=anation and ga==a-ray emission. For e.ll alternatives that include a

cap ga==a-ray emission is reduced to a level equivalent to a zero

release magnitude.
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b. Alternatives 1, 4 5 and 6

i) Likelihood -

The likelihood of chemical attack on the cover

occurring is great. However, the likelihood that chemical attack would

be of a rate and nature that would lead to failure is probably remote

for short long-term periods. Therefore, the likelihood of failure for

the short long-term will be assigned a value equal to unity. Chemical

changes may continue to occur. However, as the water in the tailings

drains over long time periods (the liner will leak to some extent) the

contact of chemicals from the tailings will decrease. It is probable,

therefore, that the chemical attack on the cap would diminish. The

likelihood of failure was considered to be 1 for all time periods.

11) Magnitude -

The magnitude of radon e=anation will depend en the

nature of the chemical changes that occur. If sandy and silty soils

are changed into clay soils the permeability may decrease and radon

emanation may actually decrease. If leaching and ion exchange occur

the permeability of the cap may increase. A value of 1 for all three

time cases was assumed. This value is conservative and may in fact be

:ero.

c. Alternatives 2 and 3

i) Likelihood -

The likelihood of chemical attack on the cap would

be less than for Alternative 1 because the tailings are fixed or dry

. -,- ,
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in these alternatives. The chemicals in the tailings would, therefore,

be less mobile and less water to facilitate transport of ions would be

present. A minimal value of unity was assigned to the likelihood.

11) Magnitude -

The magnitude of release for these two alternatives

would be similar to that for alternative 1. A value of unity was

therefore assigned.

d. Alternatives 7 and 8

Because the tailings are deposited in the deep mine and

because there is no cap or release due to failure of a cap, the severity

of this failure mode is zero.

7. Failure of Cao due to Shrinkage (Alg)

a. General Comments

With respect to a shrinkage failure of the cap, all

alternatives which incorporate a cap can respond in the same manner

and are therefore discussed as a group. The base case does not include

a cap, and as discussed previously, the likelihood and magnitude were

set at 10 for all three time periods.

b. Altecnatives 1 through 6

i) Likelihocd -

The likelihood of a shrinkage failure of the cap is

moderate in the short long-term period. The value will increase with

time rising to a maximum at the medium and long long-tara periods.

This reflects the judgement that the cap would be desicated within

several hundred years. The , characteristics of the material used for

the cap would influence the likelihood : hat it would shrink.

t
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If cohesive material is used for the cap and cover the likelihood

of shrinkage is high. For this discussion a cohesive material is

assumed to be used. This represents the worst and most conservative

If a noncohesive material is used the likelihood and magnitudecase.

of a shrinkage failure is zero.

11) Maenitude -

The mechanism of release would be increased

emanation of radon gas through shrinkage cracks in the cap. If a

cohesive material is used, as assumed, the likelihood that lineal

shrinkage of about 2 percent is great. This is fulla explained in

Example 1, Chapter IV. If this magnitude of shrinkage occur e=anation

of racon would be at almost as great a level as in the base case.

Therefore, a value of 9 is applied for all time periods. If a

non-cohesive material is used shrinkage would not occur. It is

estimated that gamma-ray emission will not increase due to shrinkage of

the cap and cover.

c. Alternatives 7 and 3

Because no cap exists and because there is no release of

airborn activity the severity is :ero.

3. Failure of the Liner Due to Differential Settlement (A2a)

a. General Comments

It is assumed that the liner under an impoundment on the

ground or in a pit consists of a ccmpacted clay liner approximately

three feet thick that consists of bentonite mixed with the natural

alluvium and rtcompacted. In the deep mine it was assumed that the

liner was shotcrete or similar material. The only mcde of release

.
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considered significant for all liner failures is the release of

dissolved radionuclides in seepage. The amount of dissolved radio-

nuclides released is considered to be proportional to the amount of

seepage increase due to failure,

b. Base Case

i) Likelihood -

Because no liner exists and the ground is permeable

and not prepared, the likelihood of failure was assigned a value of 10.

ii) Magnitude -

The magnitude of seepage released is equal to the

maximum possible and was assigned a value of 10.

c. Alternative 1

i) Likelihood -

Differential settlement in the alluvial subsoils is

to be expected for the sxne reasons discussed with reference to differ-

ential settlement of the cap. If the liner thickness has been chosen

so as to be thicker than the amount of differential settlement with an

appropriate factor of safety, the likelihcod that excessive differential

settlement will occur is moderate. Because consolidation would be com-

pleted in the short long-term period a value of 5 was assigned to the

likelihood for all three periods of time. This value could increase

if a thin, brittle liner is installed such as asphalt or if a thin

synthetic liner is used. It may decrease if the allu atm is very

uniform.

11) Ma2nitude -

Based on the computations shown in example 2 in the

discussion of this failure made (Chapter It') the magnitude of release

/ t
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was assigned a minimal value of 1. If large shear t>7e displacements

or if a thin, brittle liner is used (asphalt, for example) the

magnitude could increase. However, with proper foundation design the

value would probably not exceed 3.

d. Alternative 2

i) Likelihood -

Because no liner is placed, any seepage that is

possible could escape. The likelihood of seepage is 10, similar to the

Base Case.

ii) Magnitude -

The magnitude of release will depend on the amount

of watez in the tailings that may escape. It is assumed that no free

water exists in the fixed tailings. Because the open pit mine inter-

sects the water table it is expected that leaching of radioactive

mate 7.a1 could occur. Leaching, however, would only occur from that

portion of the tailings in which the groundwater comes in contact.

It appears reasonable that the groundwater could contact about 50 per-

cent of the tailings and a value of 5 was assigned. This value could

increase or decrease with a rise or lowerf.,, of the water table and

with more access to surface water that may infiltrate.

e. Alternative 3

i) Likelihood -

The weight of tailings and overburden would be

equal to or less than the weight of material excavated. Differential

settlement in the open pit mine, therefore, would be minimal. value'

of 1 was assigned.

/
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ii) Magnitude -

Because the tailings are dry and in view of the

calculations presented in example 2, the release of dissolved radio-

active material due to failure of the liner would be minimal (1) .

f. Alternative 4

i) Likelihood -

The likelihood of failure is the same as for

Alternative 3 (1) ,

ii) Magnitude -

On the basis of the computations shcwn in example 2,

the fact that displacements would cause primarily tension type failures

and the fact that the tailings would not contact the groundwater

directly, a minimal value of 1 was assigned.

g. Alternative 5

i) Likelihood -

If the shale is impervious, the seepage should be

less than for an intact liner of thinner dimensions. The likelihood of

seepage being released is very low (1).

ii) Magnitude -

Even if differential settlement did occur in the

underlying shale there would be few or no discontinuities or cracks

through which seepage would occur. A value of unity was assigned.

h. Alternative 6

i) Likelihood -

The weight of tailings sculd not exceed the weight

of excavated material. The likelihccd of differential .settlettent would

be minimal (1),

.
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ii) Magnitude -

Similar to Alternative 4 a minimal value of unity
was assigned.

i. Alternative 7

i) Likelihood -

Because no liner is placed and the sandstone is

permeable there is a certainty that the maximum seepage possible will

be released. A value of 10 was assigned.

ii) Magnitude -

The magnitude of release will depend on the amount

of leaching possible and the extent of contact with the groundwater.

Similar to Alternative 2, a value of 5 was assigned. This value may

increase depending on the position of the mine relative to aquifers.

j. Alternative 8

i) Likelihood -

There is an almost certain likelihood that ground

displacements around the mine will occur even within short long-term

periods. The brittle nature of the lining material (shotcrete) makes

it susceptible to cracking. A value of 9 was assigned,

ii) Magnitude -

The amount of radioactive release wi]1 depend en the

interaction between the groundwater and the water in the tailings. Over

short periods there may not be much leaching or seepage release thr;u;h

cracks in the liner. A value of 1 was assigned. Over medium 1cng-term

periods a greater extent of cracking due to creep would cccur and more

seepage or leaching would have occurred. A value of 5 was therefore

;
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assigned. Over long long-term periods the mine ma: evel collapse,

and the maximum amount of seepage possible is to be expected, a value

of 9 was assigned.

9. Failure of the Liner due to Subsidence (A b)

a. Base Case

Since no liner exists, the likelihood and magnitude

of failure will be ten for all time periods.

b. Alternative 1

i) Likelihood -

The likelihood of sink holes or caverns occurring in

alluvium is very small. Since the impoundment is located on a thick

deposit of alluvium, the likelihood for subsidence is small and will be

assigned a value of one for the short long-term. However, if subsurface

mining takes place below or near the impoundment, the likelihood for

subsidence could increase. It is assumed, however, that adequate

design would minimi:e the potential for subsidence. The value of unity

was used for all three time periods.

ii) Magnitude -

The potential magnitude of release due to large

values of locali:ed subsidence is large. If it is assumed that ten

percent of the liner were to fail by subsidence, a magnitude of 1 would

be appropriate for a short long-term period. However, over medium and

long long-term periods the entire impoundment could be drained through

a single hole of that size. Therefore, the magnitude of release will

be considered to be equal to one for the short long-term period and

nine for both the medium and long long-term periods.

,
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c. Alternative 2

Because no liner exists and the subsoil is permeable,

the likelihood of failure is 10. However, because the tailings are

fixed the magnitude would be the same as for the previous failure

mode (A2a) , 5.

d. Alternative 3

This alternative is the same as Alternative 1 except

the tailings are dry. The magnitude of release would be small even

even if subsidence did occur because there would be no seepage. The

likelihood could increase if deep mining commenced nearby.

e. Alternative 4

This alternative is similar to Alternative 1. The

likelihood of failure could increase if deep mining commenced nearby.

If arching occurred in the overburden placed in the bottom of the pit

and the upper liner did not fail, the magnitude could decrease.

f. Alternative 5

i) Likelihood -

If the tailings are placed on the cretacecus shale

it is possible that some deep mining could have occurred in the sandstone.

If the mine is sufficiently shallcw to be of concern for short long-

term periods its presence would probaal:. be known. The impoundment

therefore would be located elsewhere or adequate design to avoid subs:-

dence would be employed. Over medium and long 1cng-term periods subsi-

dence from deeper mines may occur, but this can not be predicted. A

value of unity was assigned for all three periods.

'|
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ii) Magnitude -

Similar to Alternative 1, a value of unity was

assigned for the short long-term period and 9 for the other two time

periods.

g. Alternative 6

This alternative is similar to Alternative 1 both in

terms of likelihood and magnitude.

h. Alternative '

i) Likelihood -

There is a relatively higher likelihood that subsidence

due to collapse of the deep eine itself could occur. A value of 3 for

the short long-term period was assigned. Over the medium and long

long-term periods the existence of creep and creep failure in the sand-

stone would increase the likelihood to about 7.

ii) Magnitude -

Over a short long-term period only a portien of the

tailings may be exposed to the groundwater and leaching. A value of 5

was used for that time period. That value would change, however, if

larger or smaller aquifers were intercepted. Over medium and long

long-term periods, however, more leaching would occur and the magnitude

was assigned a value of 7.

i. Alternative 3

i) Likelihood -

This alternative is similar to Alternative 7 The

same values of likelihood were assi;ned.

-
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ii) Magnitude -

If subsidence of the mine occurs water may seep from

the tailings into the aquifer. For a short long-term period a value of

similar magnitude to that for Alternative 7 was assigned. However, over

medium and long long-term periods it would be expected that nearly all

of the water in the tailings would be drained. A value of 9 was there-

fore assigned for those two time periods.

10. Failure of Liner due to Chemical Attack (A2c)

a. Base Case

Since no liner is incorporated in this disposal plan the

likelihood and magnitude are set at 10.

b. Alternative 1

i) Likelihood -

The likelihood of some level of chemical attack on

the liner is great. The likelihood of failure resulting from this

chemical attack is very dependent on the thickness and properties of

the soil used for the liner, as well as the chemical properties of the

tailings. The likelihood of failure for the short long-term will be

set equal to three assuming that compatibility of the liner to the

tailings was pretested. Chemical attack will continue over time until

equilibrium is reached or reagent quantities dissipated. Therefore in

the medium long-term the likelihood of failure will increas e but remain

stable thereatter.

t
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ii) Magnitude -

The magnitude of release through a liner due to

chemical attack will be due to changes in the Jiners permeability.

(This assumes a natural soil liner. If a synthetic liner is used

chemical or radiation attack could cause disintegration of the liner,

not a change in permeability) . The change in the amount of seepage is

therefore a function of the rate of chemical change and the thickness

of the liner. For the short long-term period the change in seepage is

expected to be relatively low and the magnitude is therefore set at 1.0.

For the medium long-term chemical changes could have altered a signif-

icant thickness of the liner with :orresponding increases in permeability
magnitude. For this period is estimated at 3.0. For the long long-term

it is expected that chemical changes would probably have ceased and

seepage stabilized at levels not much higher than for the medium

long-term period. The long long-term magnitude is, therefore, set at 5.0.

c. Alternative 2

Because no liner is used the likelihood of seepage is 10.

However, because the tailings are fixed, a value of 3 is assigned for

the magnitude. This value assumes that the groundwater teaches radio-

nuclides from only half of the tailings.

d. Alternative 3

i) Likelihocd

The likelihood of chemical attack on the liner

occurring will be reduced by drying the tailings. However, some chemical

attack will occur over time and the rate will likely be speeded by infil-
trating surface water. The likelihocd of failure for the shcrt-long term

will be assigned a value equal to one, for the medium-long term equal

to three and for the long long-term equal to fi-ce.
. ,
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ii) Magnitude -

The potential magnitude of release will be les;

since the tailings are initally dry and seepage would not occur. This

is assuming the cover is restricting the flow of surface water into

the tailings. The magnitude of release will be considered to be small

during the short long-term and have a value of one. The possibility

that surface water will infiltrate the impoun6aent over time causes the

magnitude to increase. A value of three is assigned for the medium-

long term and five for the long-long term.

e. Alternative 4

i) Likelihood

The likelihood of failure of both liners in the short-

long term is very dependent on the thickness and soil type of the liners,

temperature and the pH of the tailings. Since two liners are used, the

likelihood of seepage increases during the short-term is small and will

be set equal to one. Since chemical attack will continue to occur, the

likelihood of failure will continue to increase with time. Therefore,

the medium long-term likelihood of failure will be assigned the value

of three while the long long-term will be assigned a value of five.

ii) Magnitude

The magnitude of release to the groundwater would

be reduced by using two liners and the intervening overburden layer, and

therefore, are set at the same values as for Alternative 3.

f. Alternative 5

i) Likelihood

Since no liner was used likelihced is 10.

,
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ii) Magnitude -

Since the impervious shale acts as a liner the

magnitude of release will be small for all time periods. This assumes

that the shale thickness and uniformity are sufficient to preclude

significant chemical change. Therefore a magnitude of one will be

assigned for all time periods.

g. Alternative 6

This alternative is basically the same as Alternative 1.

Therefore evaluation of likelihood and magnitude for Alternative 1 applies

here.

h. Alternative 7

i) Likelihood -

Since no liner is used likelihood is 10.
.

ii) Magnitude -

The magnitude of release will depend on the amount of

leaching possible and the extent of contact with the groundwater. This

is similar to Alternative 2, therefore a value of 5 is assigned. This

value may increase depending on the position of the mine relative to

aquifers.

i. Alternative 3

i) Likelihood -

The likelihood of failure will be the one level higher

than for the other alternatives with liners 2 and 6. This is based on

the assumption that a rchanical failure of the shoterete liner will

interact with che- al attack to produce failure.

a,
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ii) Magnitude -

The magnitude of release will be moderate for the

short long-term period. ..as is based on the~ assumption that scme

period of time will be needed for the shoterete lining to deteriorate.
.

Chemical attack and mechanical failure will be complete by the medium

long-term period and release will be high and about the same as if no

liner was used. The magnitude will not change for the long long-term.

11. Failure of the Liner due to Physical Penetration (A2d)

a. General Comments

In this particular failure mode it has been assumed that

the liner is a synthetic (non self-healing) liner. A clay liner as

described for other failure modes would not be susceptible to this

type of failure. A shotcrete liner, such as was assumed for the deep

mine, would not be susceptible to this failure mode either,

b. Base Case

Because no liner is placed the likelihood and magnitude

of failure were both assigned values of 10. This is tantamount to

assuming that the maximum amount of seepage possible will occur.

c. Alternatives 1, 3 and 6

i) Likelihood -

During placement of the liner some punctures and

small failures of the seams are almost inevitable. A value of 9

therefore was assumed.

ii) Magnitude -

On the basis of the computatiens presented in

example 2 in Chapter IV a minimal value of unity was assigned. The

seepage thrcugh small holes in the liner woulu Se even less than

thrcugh shrinkage cracks and the value of 1 is even semewhat conserrative.

.,
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d) Alternative 2

Because no liner is used the likelihood of seepage is 10.

However, because the tailings were fixed a value of 5 was assigned for

the magnitude. The value of 5 assumes that the groundwater leaches

radionuclides from only half of the tailings.

e. Alternative 4

Because two liners were used the likelihood of puncture

was decreased to 7. The magnitude is minimal as was true in Alternative 1.

f. Alternative 5

Although there is no liner the shale is impervious.

Therefore, the severity was assigned a value of :ero.

g. Alternative 7 and 8

This failure mode is not applicable to these alternatives

and a severity of zero was assigned.

12, Failure of the Embankment due to Differential Settlement
and Cracking (A3a)

a. General Comments

The cabankment is constructed of compacted material and

is relatively long. It is not a " cross-valley" embankment and is

situated on fairly deep alluvium, It is assumed that when a liner is

used the liner extends up the upstream face of the embankment. When no

liner is used it is assumed that a compacted clay loam was used for the

embankment. For this failure mechanism all modes of release could be

important. However, in most cases failure reduces the thickness of the

embankme,t and does not increase teepage or cause transport of tailings.

Therefore, radon emanation and gamma-ray caission are considered most

important. If flocd erosion or sicpe failure are of sufficient ma;nitude

then dissolved radionuclides and tailings could be removed, In the

.
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case of cracking due to differential settlement seepage of dissolved

radionuclides is the important mode of release. Radon emanation and

gamma-ray emission remain at design levels because of the large relative

embankment thicknesses. The specific modes of release are identified

in the individual discussions and shown in Table 14

b. Base Case and Alternative 1

i) Likelihood

Because the foundation soils below the embankment are

fairly uniform in contrast to a cross-valley embankment on irregular

bedrock, cracking due to differential settlement would not be expected

to be high. Furthermore, much of the settlement vnuld occur during

construction. Nevertheless, the fact that the borrow is probably dry in

its natural state and the uniform mixing of water is difficult some

cracking is expected to occur. A moderate value for likelihoed (3)

was assigned.

ii) Ma gnitude

If cracking did occur the amount of radioactive

seepage would be small. However, cracking could progress and seepage

couid continue over extended periods of time. A value of I was assigned

for the short long-term period and a value of 3 was assigned for the

medium long-term period. Over long long-term periods it is not expected

that water would remain in the tailings and the value of 3 was not

chan ged.

c. Alternatives 2 through 3

3ecause no embankment exists there is no severity of

failure.

,.
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13. Failure of the Embankment Due to Sloce Failures (A3bl

a. Base Case and Alternative 1

i) Likelihood

Because the embankment was assumed to be constructed

of compacted clay soil there does exist some possibility of creep

movements of the slopes. If longitudinal cracks form and can fill with

water there may be some possibility of slope instability. However,

proper design could minimize that. Some embankments and nounds have

been observed to rec.ain stable over several thousand years. Slope

instability is not considered to be a likely mode of failure. A value

of unity was a; signed.

ii) Ma gnitude
.

If slope failure occurs it would be on the downstream

face. It is doubtful that the failure surface would intersect the

tailings and the amount and thickness of material cannot be estimated

with any accuracy. For purposes of this discussion it is assumed radon

emanation and gamma-ray emission could increase to a release magnitude

of 3.

b. Alternatives 2 through 8

Because there is no embankment for these alternatives

d:ere is no severity of failure.

14. Failure of the Embankment Due to Gu11ying ( A3c)

a. Base Case and Alternative 1

i) Likelihood

The likelihecd of failure is moderately high initially

and increases with time. In accordance with the discussions presented

,
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in Chapter IV values of 5, 7 and 9 were assumed for shoct, medium and

long long-tern periods. These values couli change with different

maintenance and cover plans.

ii) Maenitude

As with gullying of the cap, maintenance, monitoring

and remedial operations are significant in estimating the pctential

release for the short long-term period. Radon emanation and gamma-ray

emission are the release modes most likely to occur, A value of unity

was assumed for that period. Without maintenance, monitoring and

remedial measures, gullying of the embankment lead to total failure of

the impoundment. In this case all modes of release are important.

Site specific cor.ditions are extremely important in the interpretation

of long term potential for failure magnitudes. However, without

maintenance, potential release magnitudes are high for the longer

periods. For the medium long-term period a value of 3 was s.ssigned and

for the long long-term period a value of 9 was assigned.

a. Alternatives 2 thrcuch 3

No embankments are specified. Therefore the severity is

:ero.

15. Failure of Embankment Due to Water Sheet Erosion (A3d)

a. Estimation of Soil Loss

The Universal Soil Loss Eqtution (USLE) will be used to

estimate the amount of soil loss due to water erosion on the embankment.

For purposes of calculation the following assumptions were made:

eThe average height of the embankment is 60 ft.

e The length of the embankment is '500 ft,

eThe sicpe is 3 to 1 or 13 degrees. The emoankment sicpe is

therefore approximately 225 feet long.
-- 4 9
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e Vegetation is usca to stabili:e slopes.

OEmbankment soils are the same as used on the cap.

e Terraces are used to reduce slope length to 40 feet.

Following the same procedure as described for failure mode, A lc,

the soil loss calculation using the USLE is as follows:

(Note that the LS factor is the only quantity that changes)

A = RKLSCP

A = 75% (40) (.37) (2.2) (0.25) (1) = 6.11

A = 20's (100) (.37) (2.2) (0.25) (1) = 4.07

A = 5% (150) (.37) (2.2) (0.25) (1) = 1.53

Total soil loss = 11.70 tons / acre / year or 0.0076 inches / year.

Over the time periods considered this rate of soil loss would remove

1.5 inches in 200 years,15.1 inches in 2000 years and 63 feet in

100,000 years.

b. Base case and Alternative 1

i) Likelihood

The likelihood of crosion on the embankment will be

high and increase with time as previously discussed

ii) Magnitude

The magnitude of failure will be a f metion of the

amount of soil loss calculated in relation to the thickness of the

embankment. The 'JSLE which was used to calculate soil loss assumes a

uniform loss. This is not entirely correct for the relatively steep

slopes of the embankment. More loss will occur at the head of the slope

while accumulation is likely to occur at the toe. Judgment will have

to be used to evaluate the quantities of soil loss calculated and their

effect on release.
.
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The losses and thickness reduction for the short and medium

long-term periods are not significant. Even if 3 or 4 times that amount

of material is removed from the embankment no increase in radon emanation

or gamma-ray emission is expected. Clearly, the long long-term loss is

excessive. Flatter slopes or stabili:ation with nonerodible material

such as rock may reduce the long long-term effect. The entire embankment

equid fail. Radon emanation and gamma-ray emission would increase

significantly, and seepage and tailings release could occur. For

purposes of this discussion total failure is assumed. Magnitude 9 is

assigned for all release modes.

For the short and medium long-term periods values of 1 were

assigned. For the long long-term period a value of 9 was assigned.

c. Alternatives 2 t:irough 8

Embankments are not part of the design plan; therefore the
severity is :ero.

16. Failure of Embankment Due to Wind Erosion (A3e)

a. Wind soil loss ecuatien '

The steep slopes of the embankment adds to the soil loss

potential due to wind. The embankment characteristics assumed here are

the same as for the water sheet erosion evaluation presented previously.

The calculation of soil loss will use the same factors for the wind

soil loss equation as were used for wind erosion of the cap (Ald), ex-

cept for the knoll erodibility factor, Is , and the wind fetch factor,
L. For an 13 degree, windward sicpe I_ is approximately 1300 percent.3

The wind fetch factor, L, is equal to the length of the slope, 225 feet.

3 :
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From Figure 27 the soil loss is calculated to be significantly

less than 0.5 tens / acre / year before applying I Taking into account,.

s

Is, in Figure 27 the soil loss rate is about 4000 pounds / acre / year.

That loss rate is equal to a thickness reduction of 0.0013 inches / year.

For the periods being considered, 0.26 inches would be lost in 200 years,

2.6 inches in 2000 years, and 10.3 feet in 100,000 years.

These values do not include the possiblity of " blowouts" or local-

i:ed erosion from occuring. It will be assumed that blowouts would

appear within a short long-term period and would be stabilized during

maintenance throughout that initial pericd. It should be noted that the

use of a coarse rock cover may prevent blowouts and can reduce water

sheet erosion as well,

b. Base Case and Alternative 1

i) Likelihood

The likelihood of wind erosion is certain. A value

of 10 was assigned.

ii) Ma gnitude

Based upon the estimated soil loss and thickness

reductions computed above the ma-nitudes of release would be similar to

those for water sheet erosion. The magnitude of erosion over both

short and medium long-term periods was set at 1. Although the calcul-

ated values would indicate that a value of 0 is appropriate this value

recognizes that some blowouts may occur that are not repaired.

For the long long-term period the calculated soil loss would remove

major portions of the embankment. In connection with other erosion

mechanisms after removal of the embankment the entire impoundment could

be destroyed. The magnitude fer all modes of release is set at 9.

.
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c. General Comments

The above values of magnitude are based upon "best-estimate"

values of soil loss. The methods e= ployed, for both wind and water

erosion, assume that the scil loss will occur uniformly. They cannot

predict or evaluate gullying or blowout potential. Those events could

occur at any time and without remedial action significant erosion loss

could results.

It is emphasi:ed that the most appropriate use of the wind and

water erosion equations may be to compare alternative control practices

or design concepts, rather than to calculate finite amounts of soil loss.

d. Alternatives 2 through 8

These alternatives do not include embankments. The

severity is zero.

17. Failure of Embankment Due to Flooding (A3f)

a. General comments

It was assumed previously that for the model site regional

flooding of the tributary river would not contact the impoundment.

Flooding of the impoundment area, therefore, would occur only due to

runoff or floods from the ephemeral streams greater than the design

magnitude or by runoff overfilling previously failed diversion structures.

If periodic maintenance is performed as part of the plan, failure would

only result from runoff. Ma'ntenance is assumed only for the short

long-tern period. For a failure of the embankment due to floeding all

modes of release are included. This is based on the assumption that

flood failure of the embankment will remove entire portions of the

embankment as well as tailings. The magnitude talues represent an

estimate of the percent of the total encankment and tailings remcved.

/
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b. Base Case and Alternative 1

i) Likelihood

The likelihood of failure is set at 1, 7 and 9 for

the short, medium and long long-term periods respectively. These values

are based on the assumptions that short long-term periods ould be less

than the recurrence intervai of the design flood, the likelihood for

floods greater than the design flood will increase time, and that over

very long periods the chance for diversion failure increase.

ii) Magnitude

Because of the lower likelihood of a very severe

flood occurring in the SLT period, and because maintenance is employed,

M is set at 5, This is rel.atively high and reflects the chance that

the event that may possibly occur be of very large magnitude. For

medium and long long-term periods a value of 9 was assigned. This value

reflects the fact that there is no maintenance and over long periods

large events can reoccur.

c. Alternatives 2 thorugh 8

Embankments are not included in the disposal plan; therefore

the severity is :ero.

18. Failure of Embankment Due to Chemical Weathering (A3g)

2. Base case

i. Likelihood

All materials will be subjected to physical and

chemical weathering. The rate of weathering will depend on the embank-

ment materials, climate, and pH of seepage. The likelihood of weather-

ing will increase with time. In view of the large ancunt of material in

the enbankment, the likelihood of failure frca weathering ;hould be

,-
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small in the short long-term periods and will be assigned a value of

unity. Cince no liner or core is assumed for the base case embankment,

the chemical composition of the seepage would be that in the tailings

and may lead to conditions where active weathering from external factors

could take place (e.g. clays may be dissolved and erosion could then be

accentuated). Therefore, the likelihood of failure in medium long-term

periods would increase and a value of three will be assigned. For the

long icng-term period a value of five will be assigned. The type of

soil used in the embankment and the nature of the seepage could increase.

ii) Magnitude

The potential magnitude of release by a failure of

the embankment will be influenced by the nature of the failure caused

by weathering. In the short long-term period the effect would probably

be just to allow more seepage. If the chemical action changes some of

the minerals into clay minerals the seepage could even decrease. The

release is expected to be small. A value of unity was ass gned. For.

medium and long long-term periods the effect could be increased erosion

and loss of tailings. All modes of release are considered possible

and a value of 3 was assigned. This value, however, is subjective and

in the absence of any typical long term observations it nust be consid-

ered to be very approximate.

b. Alternative 1

i. Likelihood

All materials will be subjected to chemical weathering.

The use of the liner will reduce seepage rates and reduce the area of

the embankment subjected to seepage. The outer shell of the embankment

would be less subject to weathering. Therefore, the likelihood of

.
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failure by weathering of the embankment will be less than for the base

case which has no liner or core. However, the use of the liner will

maintain a high water level in the tailings for a longer period of time

and subject the embankment to seepage for a longer time period. There-

fore, the short long-term likelihood of failure was assigned a value

of one, whereas the medium and long long-term periods were values of

five and seven, respectively.

ii Magnitude

The magnitudes of failure were considered to be the

same as for the Base Case.

c. Alternatives 3 through 8

Because no embankment exists in these alternatives the

severity is zero.

19. Failure of Revegetation Due to Fire (A4a)

a. General comments

Fire caused failure of the revegetation plan will have

limited consequences just by itself. The most important effects will

be as in interaction with the erosional processes. If long term changes

in climate do not occur, vegetative reestablishment after fire can be

expected to take place within a few years. For these short periods of

denudation some erosional soil loss will occur.

The base case is the only above ground disposal plant that does

not specify a cover. In that case it was assumed that vegetation wculd

be established, naturally or by planting, but the effect of the vegeta-

tion on the magnitude of release is negligible. The cap is considered

to be the element that reduces gam:na-ray emission and raden emanation,

the two T.edes of release being considered. Consequent 1:,, loss of

i
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vegetation would influence the magnitude of release only to the extent

that the cover's effectiveness is decreased. The base case release

would be the 100 percent basis for comparison.

b. General likelihood

The likelihood of fire failure will be low initially but

will increase with time. The likelihood would be the same for the Base

C.ase and Alternatives 1 through 6 because the fire danger is based on

natural circumstances and is not plan related. It is also assumed that

all revegetation or natural vegetation would be the same regardless of

alte rnatives . That may not be exactly true, however, if top soil is

placed as part of the cap.

The quantification of likelihood of brush fires in uranium mining

areas is somewhat subjective. It would be less than the probability of

forest fires. However, brush fires do occur and in the past large brush

fires burned the Great Plains. Values of likelihood of 3, 7 and 9 were

therefore assigned for the short, medium and long long-term periods

respectively.

c. Base Case

For the Base Case, because no cap is placed the likelihood

and magnitude of radon emanation and g1mma-ray emission is the maximum that

could occur,

d. Alternatives 1 thrcuch 6

The suitable cover may not include vegetation. The values

of likelihood and magnitude shown in Table 14, therefore, only apply to

the situations in which the cover dpends on vegetation for stabili:atien.

The likelihood was discussed above.

'
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The magnitudes of release would be those resulting from wind and

water erosion during the periods of vegetation failure. On the basis

of the computations of soil loss for erosion of the cap (Alc and Ald)

it may be assumed that the amount of cover or embankment loss would be

minimal until revegetation can be reestablished. Gu11ying and blowouts

would be possible but existing root systems would prevent that to some

extent. Minimal values of nagnitude (1) were therefore assigned.

e. Alternatives 7 and S

Because loss of cover on the surface would have no effect

on release of radioactive material the severity is :ero.

20. Revegetation Failure due to Climate Change (A4b)

a. General Comments

The likelihood of failure of vegetation on the tailings due

to a change in climate will depend cn the type of vegetation that has

been established, the growth medium, and the rate of climatic change.

The model site is semiarid and will be revegetated with desert shrub

species such as sagebrush, rabbitbrush, and greasewood. When established,

these species should be resistant to periods of low rainfall. Increased

rainfall will stimulate growth and will not cause failure. However,

periods of drought are certain to occur even within the short long-term

period. Consequently, the likelihood of short periods (less than about

5 years) of vegetation failure are very likely to occur. General

failure of the vegetation to a situation such as the Sahara Desert is

considered to be remote.

Values of likelihcod were assigned to be 5, 7 and 9 for the short,

medium and long long-term periods. These values reflect the fact that

short drought periods will almost certainly occur but the may or may

not be of sufficient duration to cause failure of the vegetation.

r,'5
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b. Base Case

Because there is no cover the likelihood and magnitude

of radon emanation and gamma-ray emission would be the maximum possible.

The magnitudes of release was assigned a value of 10.

c. Alternatives 1 through 6

If vegetation failure occurs release would also require

erosion of the cap and embankment similarly to failure of vegetation due

to fire. Magnitudes of release were, therefore, considered to be unity.

d. Alternatives 7 and 3

Because surface erosion would release no radionuclides

from the tailings, the severity is :ero.

21. Failure of Water Diversion Structures Due to Slumuing (A32)

a. General comments

For the setting of the tailings impoundment in the alluvial

plain, flooding would occur only from small streams flowing into the

Tributary river. Diversion structures would therefore be relatively

low and would not exist on steep slopes.

b. Base case and Alternatives 1 thrcugh 6

i) Likelihood

The general setting for all of these cases is similar.

Because the slopes above the diversion ditches and the cut slopes for

the ditches themselves are not high or steep, the likelihood of failure

is small. The likelihood of slumping of diversion ditches is small for

all time periods and was assigned a value of unity.

1 ,,
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ii) Magnitude

The magnitude of felease due to failure of a

diversion ditch would depend on the nature of the impoundment failure

that it induced by that. A value of 3 for radon emanation and gamma-ray

emission was assigned on the same assumptions used for flood damage to

the cap (i.e. that 25 percent of the impoundment would be washed out by

a flood). That value could change considerably, depending on the

consequences of inadequate flood routing,

c. Alternatives 7 and 3

i) Likelihood

Similarly to the tase case the likelihood of failure

would be the same as for the base case, It was assigned a value of

unity.

ii) Magnitude

Because the tailings would be below ground there

would be no consequences of a surface flood.

22. Failure of Water Diversion Structures Joe to Obstructions (A5b)

Base Case and Alternatives 1 throurh_6a.

i) Likelihood

Flood diversion ditches have been assumed to intercept

surface runoff from above the tailings disposal site to prevent local

flooding. The diversion ditches are considered herein to be intact and

cbstruction would be due to external factors such as sedimentation,

snow, ice, or debris.

4
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The likelihood of failure will be the same for the base case and

Alternati .cs 1 through 6. Obstruction is very lixely to occur but with

maintenance during the short long-term it may be remedied. There fore ,

a value of 3 was assigned. During medium and long long-term periods

the likelihood increases considerably because of the absence of

maintenance,

ii) Magnitude

The magnitude of release was assigned a value of 3

for the same reasons as for failure due to slumping.

b. Alternatives 7 and 3

Erosion at the surface would have no influence on the

tailings in the deep mine. The severity, therefore, is zero.

23. Failure of the Imooundment due to Earthquakes (BI)

a. General Comments

An earthquake of magnitude greater than the design earth-

quake could lead to failure of the cap, liner, or embankment. If

liquefaction occurs the tailings themselves may be released and trans-

ported over significant distances. The medel site is not, in general,

in a tone of great seismisity but earthqu .kes of magnitude 4 can be

expected. It will be assumed that the site was designed to resist an

earthquake of magnitude somewhat greater than 4 and failure of the

impcundment therefore would involve the cccurrence of an earthquake of

magnitude greater than that for which it was designed.

The tailings themselves would be most subject to liquefaction when

they are saturated. Also, the embankment wculd be most subject to

earthquake damage when water is impounded behind it and seepage is

. .
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occurring through it. Even if a liner is used the tailin;s will probably

become unsaturated in medium and long long-term periods. There fo re ,

for those periods the likelihood of liquefaction is :ero and failure

would only be the result of cracks and discontinuities in the liner,

cap or embankment.

In general, all modes of release are likely for an earthquake

caused failure of the impounament. The magnitude of release for each

will depend upon the design elements of the disposal plan and the

period in which failure occurs. The discussion of the base case and

alternatives describes each situation.

To predict the probability of occurrence of an earthquake of a

particular magnitude a recurrence chart of the form shown in Figure 13

would be used. Earthquake data is not available for the model site that

contains sufficient detail to construct a recurrence chart such as
Fig. 13. One earthquake of magnitude 4.1 has been observed at the site

in the past 5 years. The data shown in Fig.13 is for a site in a fairly

similar setting and in an area of similar seismicity. For purposes of

this application the data shown in Fig. 13 will be used for reference.

That data indicates that four earthquakes of magnitude 4 to 4.3 have

been observed in the five year observation period. It is believed that

the data shown is conservative for the model site.

The maximum credible earthquake for the site considered in Fig. 13

was estimated to be of magnitede 3.3. The impoundment c1n be designed

for an earthquake of ' hat magnitude without undue conservatism and it

will, therefore, be assumed that 3.3 was the design magnitude. The

likelihood of an earthquake of magnitude greater than 3.3 would be cen-

sidered to be ninimal (1) for the short long-term period. The lixel. hood

.
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would not be much greater for the medium long-term period because 5.5

is the maximum credible earthquake. A value of 3 is consider'd *c be
conse rvat ive . For the long long-tern period the seismicity 3f the

region could change or a major fault movement could cccur. A value for

likelihood of 7 was assigned. These likelihood 3 of occurrence would

be the same for each alternative. The nature and magnitude of potential

release, however, may differ for different alternatives.

b. pase case

For the base case, failure would be in the form of

cracking of the embankment or potential slope failure if the earthquake

were large enough. Clay embankments are not susceptible to liquefaction

and liquefaction of the tailings without embankment failure would not

be of much consequence. If slope failure of the embankment did occur

a large amount of tailings could be released. For purposes of discussion,

it is assumed that 50 percent of the impoundment is released. Th e re fore ,

the magnitude of release of undissolved radionuclides will be set at 5.

The release magnitude dissolved radionuclides will be almost complete

because it is likely that almost all impounded water will be released.

value for this mode of release is set at 9. Because no cap existeda

in the base case values of 10 are set for radon emanation an. gamma-ray

emission. Dispersion of tailings due to failure will increase the

magnitude af release of both radon emanation and g1maa emission above

the nonfailed condition. However, an estimate of this i; difficult

without more comolete information.

For the medium and lung long-term periods the tailings woulc be

dry and would not be susceptible to liquefictiar. Changes in the

;ecaetry cuuld secelerate erosion out little other failure auld occar \

4 *
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minimal value of unity was assigned for the dissolved and undissolved

radionuclide modes of release. Radon emanation and gamma-ray emission

remain at 10.

c. Alternative 1

The presence of the cap and the liner would cause the

tailings to remain saturated for a greater period of t'me thereby
i

increasing the possibility of liquefaction, If liquefaction of the

tailings occurs and even if the embankment does rat fail, differential

settlement may cause the cap to crack thereby increasing the release of
radon gas. If settlement or displacement in the alluvium occurs, the

liner could also crack thereby increasing the seepage rate. Because of

the increased possibility of liquefaction it is assumed that an earth-

quake caused impoundment failure would release 70 percent of the confined

tailings. Therefore, the undissolved radionuclide magnitude is set at 7

As in the base case, the dissolved radionuclide release magnitude remains
at 9. Since a cover and liner are specified the increase in radon

e:nanation and gamma-ray emission is considered proportional to the

amount of tailings released. A value of 7 is assigned.

For medium and long long-term periods liquefaction is not likely

to occur. Cracking of the cap and embankment is likely and would

increase radon emanation and glama-ray emission. However, the magnitudes

of release are expected to be minimal. A value of 1 is set for both.

Since the tailings are assumed to be dry in these periods seepage will
not be a factor,

The release of dissolved radionuclides is :ero. The

magnitude of release of undissolved radionuclides is also set at :ero
since liquefaction is unlikely.

.,-
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d. Alternatives 2 and 3

For all three time periods the possibility of liquefaction

is cero because the tailings are either fixed or dry The only release

mode would be some gamma-ray emission and radon emanation due to cracking

on the cap. Values of unity were therefore assigned for these modes for

all three time periods. Furthermore, the nature of the failure is more

similar to failure of the cap and the negative utility factor should

therefore be 0.5 (the same as for failure of the cap),

e. Alternative 4

Failure in this case may result from settlement due to

liquefaction of the tailings which would cause cracking in the cco.

Shear stresses induced by the ground shaking could also cause failure

of the liner. The conceivable magnitude of cracking, however, would not

justify assigning a value greater than unity for increases in gamma-ray

emission and radon emanation through the cap, and seepage of dissolved

radionuclides through the liner. .No release of tailings is expected in

any period. For the meditm and long long-term tailings are assumed to

be dry, therefore increased seepage will not occur.

f. Alternative 5

Failure would only be due to increased radon emanation

and g1mma-ray emi' an because of cap cracking. The magnitude was

assigned a . unity 2nd a negative utility factor of 0.5 was used.

, ath
,

,

in view <,. tae complex geometry of this site, failure

due to cracking of the liner wculu cccur, Scme cracking of the cap

would also occur. Because of the long thin nature of the impoundment

a crack over the surface could cover a greater percentage of the area.

'1 i
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For the short long-term increase gamma-ray emission and radon emanation

through the cap, and seepage of dissolved radionuclides through the

liner result in a magnitude of 3 for each. For the medium and long

long-term seepage is no longer a problem, but gamma-ray emission and

radon emanation remain at 3.

h. Alternatives 7 and 3

The earthquake would have a high probability of causing -

subsidence and caving of the mine. Seepage would be released and

leaching of radionuclides by groundwater would occur. Over long long-

term periods it is conceivable that leaching of all radionuclides could

Cracking of the fixed tailings would also facilitate groundwateroccur.

intrusion and leaching. A value of 9 was assigned for the long long-term

period for release of dissolved radionuclides. This is the only mode of

release considered.

Lower values of 3 and 3 were assigned for the short and medium

long-term periods respectively. These lower values reflect the fact

that leaching is a time dependent process and recurrence of earthquakes

would accelerate leaching over longer time periods. The negative

utility factor would be 2.0 as for all seepage fa. tures.

24. Failure of the Imcoundment due to Floods (B21

a. Likelihood

In order for flooding of the Tributary River to be a

threat to the model site a flood level in excess of 200 ft would be
necessary. However, the potential for extreme precipitation events

in the local watorshed above the site cculd cause severe problems. The

likelihcod of this occurring is low in the short long-term period be-

cause of ditersion structure raintenance and the low probabili::. of

,,
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occurrence of an event greater than the design magnitude. Over the

longer periods, the likelihood of occurrence would increase to near

certainty for the long long-term. In fact, within the long long-term

period a flood greater than the probable maximum flood may be expected.

Values of 1, 5, and 9 were assigned fer the three time periods reflecting

the higher likelihood of occurrence over longer time periods.

b. Magnitude

i) Base Case

Because no cap is incorporated in this disposal plan

the magnitude of release for radon emanation and gamma-ray emission are

set at 10. As stated in the discussion on earthquake failures of the

impoundment, dispersion due to flooding would undoubtedly increase the

release of both. However, it is difficult to estimate this and the

value of 10 is assigned. Also, because there is no cap, flood waters

could remove significant portions of tailings, releasing dissolved and

undissolved radionuclides. For the short long-term, with maintenance

applied a value of 5 is assigned for the magnitude of release of

undissolved radionuclides and 9 for dissolved. A high value for the

magnitude of release for dissolved radionuclides is assigned on the

assumption that flood waters would liberate most of this potential.

For the medium and long long-term complete release of both the undissolved

and dissolved radionuclides is expected. Values of 9 are assigned for

both magnitudes .

ii) Alternatives 1 through 6

5ecause of the presence of the cap increases in

radon emanation and gamma-ray emissica are assumed proportional to the

amount of tailings released due to flooding. For the short long-term,

1
*
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with the cap and maintenance flood release of tailings is set at a

magnitude of 3. The magnitude of release for the dissolved radionuclides

is assumed slightly higher, 5, based on the previous discussion. For

the larger periods the beneficial effects of the cover will diminish

with time. The magnitude of release of tailings is set at 70 percent

for the medium long-term and 90 percent (essentially total release)

for the long long-term. Corresponding magnitudes for the release modes

arc shown in Table 14

iii) Alternatives 7 and S

Flooding on the surface would have no influence in

the deep mine. The severity is :ero.

iv) Negative Utility

The negative utility for flood failure of the impound-

ment is high, 1.75. This reflects the almost impossible task of recovering

tailings dispersed over wide areas by extensive flooding. It also is

based upon the ability to control the failure once it begins, i.e.,

flooding is a sudden catastrophic event, and the inability to design

or maintain control elements against the extreme event that is likely

over the long periods considered.

25. Failure of the Incoundment due to Wind Storms (32)

The application of the Wind Soil Loss Equaticn previously with

regard to wind erosion has indicated that soil loss due to wind would

be small for any time period other than the long long-term period.

The occurrence of abnormally high velocity wind storms for periods of

even several days would have a small influence and the severity is

considered to be :ero.

- i
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26. Failure of the Imcoundment due to Tornadoes

a. General Considerations

i) Likelihood

From Figure 14 it can be seen that the probability of

tornado winds exceeding about 150 mph is less than 1 x 10'# (Although.

the axis label on the figure indicates that the probability is for a

50 year period the text of the reference uses these values as probabili-

ties for a year). The value is considered for the probability quoted for

the Sweetwater Uranium Project (NRC, 1977b). That windspeed is about

the minimum speed that needs to be considered for erosion possibilities

because other windspeeds would be considered with regard to wind storms

and wind erosion. The probability of occurrence over a 1,000 year
~4period would then be 1,000 x 10 or 10%. Furthermore, Fig. 14 is

prepared for the area east of the Continental Divide and may be conserva-

tive for uranium mining areas. Consequently, a likelihood of occurrence

of 1 will be assigned for the short and medium long-term period, but

for the long long-term the likelihood will be 10. This will be for the

base case and all alternatives.

ii) Magnitude

The magnitude of release of radioactive material due

to a tornado on or near the tailings deposit will be a function of the

size and speed of movement of the tornado. Structures above ground will

tend to suffer more damage by tornadces than below grade impoundments.

Underground disposal plans will suffer no release.

The magnitude of release due to tornadoes vill be a function of

transported tailings only Radon emanation and gamma-ray emission, due

to the presence or absence of a cover is not included, but adecuately

'tT>
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addressed in wind and water erosion of the cap. The presence or absence

of a cover does, however, dramatically effect tailing transport and is

reflected in magnitude of release for the base case and alternatives.

Because of the limited duration of contact and reduced surface effects

the erosion power of tornadoes is limited.

b. Base Case

Without a cover tailings are exposed to potential

transport by tornadoes. However, the erosive effects would be small.

The magnitude for all time periods was assigned a value of unity.

c. Alternatives 1 through 6

Covers are specified for all alternatives. Therefore the

ability of a tornado to transport tailings is :ero as long as the cover

is intact. This is assumed to be the case for the short and medium

long-term periods . For long long-term periods the cover may no longer

exist. Therefore the magnitude is 1.0, to an uncovered impoundment.

Fixing of tailings does not reduce the magnitude of release for this

period because it is assumed that weathering will nave destroyed any

cementation that was accomplished. This is especially true at the

surface where tornadoes would be effective.

27 Failure of the Imnoundment due to Glaciation (53)

For the model site the likelihood of a glacier occurring in

this area is considered to be very remote even in the long long-term.

Therefore, the severity of glaciers was :ero for all alternatives.

28. Failure of the Impoundment due to Fire and Pestilence

inese natural phencuena could cause failure of the vegetation.

There fore , the discussion and values developed in Sections 19 and 20

for fire and drought apply here.
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Table 14 Application of Methodology to Base Case and Alternative icont inuea,
1. Cap Failure Due to Differential Settlement (Ala)

_,Likelihooc fL1 Magnitude (M) ';e gat iv e Severity (S1
Utility

case Short "ed. loneIchert ' fad . r ~, 7 on Shor- ' fe d . Len?
'

.
-

Base (1) 10 10 10
~'

~6 10 O.5
~' ~'

'56
~'

10 1 50 50
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

10 10 10 50 50 _50_. ..

Alt 1 (2) 7 7 7
~' ~' ~'

1 1 1 O.5 "I ~l ' 4'
O O C 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 .0 0_ _ 0_ 0

. .. ..

Alt 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.5
.. .. ..

1 1 1

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0. 0 . C. ..

0

Alt 3 1 1 1
.. .. ..

0.5
.. .. __

1 1 1 1 1 1

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0

, _ 0_ 0 0 0
-

_ _ .
.- ,_ _. . , _ __ _,Alt 4 a a a 1 1 1

.

0.a_ a a a
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0. 0

.. .-
Alt a a a 3 1 1 1- 0 . a_

. . . ,. . , . . , ,

. . -

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0. .

0 0_
~' ~' ~'

Alt 6 1 1 1 l l 1 O.5
~' ~' ~'

l 1 1

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 [u C

Alt 753 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

|
C : .re.e n t s

(1 ?,o cap installed.

::') 'tay increase if thin, brittle cap aaed.

t
,' i | J
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Table 14 Application of Methodology to Base Case and Alternative (continued'

2. Cap Failure Due to Cullying (Alb)

Likelihood (L) Ma <zn it ud e (M) Negative Severity f$1

Utility
case Short Med. Lon e Shor- Med. r nen an Shor* ' ted . Lon2-

Base (3) 10 10 10
.. ..

10 0.5 ,. 0-
__

010 10 3 20
_

2

0 0 1 0 0 0
'

0 0 C 0 0 0
10 10 10 50 50 50

Alt 1 5 7 9
~"

~i 9 O.5 ~i
~'

~i '4 2'1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

_ 1_ _ 5_ _ 9, _ 3, _13, _4 2,

Alt 2-6 3 5 7
~' ~' r- ~~

1 5 9 0.5 2 ~i '3 2',

(4) 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
1 5J 9 2 8 32

Alt 7&8 - - - - - - 0 0 0

1

Ceraents
(3) No cap L & " equate to certain failure and 100" release

r e sp e c tivel:.-
, '

' '

',,,

( ') L reduced for Alt 2-6 because of the absences cf ambankment
intaraction.
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Tarle 14 Application of Methodology to 3ase Case and Alter.ative : cont in ued l
3. Cap Failure Due to "Jater Sheet Erosion (Alc)

I

Likelihood (L) !!agn it ud e (?ti ';egat ' ve Severit. 6:t

Utility
'

Cise Short ved. r. .'9 c Shor vd r ne , op Sho rt 'ted . icq2e

Base (3) 10 10 10 10'
~'

"10' O.5
~'

~50' 610 50 5

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

10 ,1Q ,10, ,5q .50, ,5 0,

.

Alt 1-6 10 10 10 0
.. . .

0.5
.. . . ..

3 10 0 15 50
(5) 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 10 0 . 0 50

Alt 7&S - - - - - - 0 0 0

Co =en t s
(5) These levels of sagnitude assume cnly soi_ loss and no depcsition.

. ; .
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Table '4 Application of .4etacdology to Base Case and Alt emat ece f cont inued
4. Cap Failure Due to '4ind Erosion (Ald)

Likelihood (L1 'tagnit :de t' Negative Severity rgi-

'

Utility
-

LongL~ hor-cua Short 'f ad . ' ted . r eno or' Shor- ' ted . t.o-- -

. . .. ._ .

Base (3) 10 10 10 10 10 10 0.5 50_ _50.
__

50
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

10 10 10 50 50 _5 0_

Alt 1-6
, 11

,, __

0.3 5 5 50
_ _ _ _ __

(5) 10 10 10 1 10
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

1_ _ 1_ _10_ 3- 5_ _50-

Alt 7&8 - - - - - - 0 0 0

Ca m.aen t s

,

! -
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Table 14 Applicaric, of Methodology to Base Case and .\l:erna: ice . ,:an t in ued ',
5. Cap Failure Due to Floods (Ale)

Likelihood (L) ?ta pitude ( ? i '; Negative Severi v 'S1

'
Utilitv

.ve Shor- Med. Iong Shor- h3 '- o _n Shor- ' te d _ r

'

- e,2

~ '~

~1 0.5
~~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Base (3) 10 10 10 10 10 10 50 50 50
.

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

_10_ 10_ _10_ -50- 50- -50-

Alt 1-6 1 5 9 . 3 . 5.
--

0.5
--

-13 41-
.

- -

9 2
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
3 5 9 2 13 41

- - -

Alt 7&8 - - - - - - 0 0 0

Cc r.en t s

*
, , i

4 f
,

,i i'
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Table 14 Application of :lethodolo<;y to Base Case and Mt e:- at ive f con t in ued

6. Cap Failure Due to Chemical Attack (Alf)

>
i

t
Like' ! hood (L) ? fan it ud e r;t) Negati.e Se erity iS1

| Utilit}
a _: e 9hort ' fed . Ton 2 9 e r- ' ted f_ r, a e Shor- ' ted Ic--

,
-

-
-

I
Base (3) 10 10 10 10 10

..

0.5 [50. -50-
-- i-- -,

10 50
3

0 0 0 0 0 0 |
0 0 0 0 0 0 1

10 10 10 50 50 50 ta . - --

Alt 1-6 1 1 1 . 1.
._ ..

0.5 1. _ 1_ 1_
,

1 1

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0_ _ 0 0

Alt 7 58 - - - - - - 0 0 0

,

Carments

a<
k '.) '),t
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Table l'. Application of Methodology to Base Case ana Alte: :a: . ce cont inuer
7. Cap Failure Due to Shrinkage (Alg)

Likelihood /L1 'ta gn i t ud e 'il Negative Se'cerirr 51

Utilit:.
r2 m Short ' fed . ,Mn a < h o -* 'f ed . Ec- " ' ' - Sh o r' "ed- ''"?-

3ase (3) 10 10 10
__ __ __

_50_ _50_
__10 10 10 0.5 50

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

10 10_ _10_ _5 0_ _5 0_ _5 0_
4

Alt 1-6 5 9 9 9-
-- -- --

9 9 0.5 23
-- --

42 42
(6) 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0_ _0_ L 0_ _0_

5

Mt 7&S - - - - - - 0 0 0

l

t

C: nents
(6) Assumes cchesive cap. :f acncchesive material is used shrinkage

failure will ne: cccur.

. r; ,
.

If g
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Table 14 Appl' cation of Methodology to 3ase Case and Altena: Lve. rcont in ucd '

3. Liner Fa11ure Due to Differential Settlement (A2a)

Likelihcod fl.) !!agn it ud e ''D N e gat i,t e Severi:, i s ',.

Utility
case Short ? fed . f.on e W r- 'f ad 'ca, on .Short '4 d . ton-

Base (7) 10 10 10
._ __ __

_ 0_ 0_
_

0_0 0 0 2.0
10 10 10 200 200 200

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 . 0 . 0_ _ 0_

Alt 1 3 5 5
~~

" 0'
-'

2.0 0 '0~ ~6
--

0 O

1 1 1 10 10 10
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 .0 0

Alt 2 10 10 10
~~ ~~

~6 2.0
~

0~
~ ~ ~ ~

0 0 0 0
5 5 5 100 100 100
0 0 0 0 0 0

LOJ --
0

. 0_ _ 0_ . 00

Alt 3-6 1 1 1 ~0~
--

~6 2.0
~-

~6 ~60 0
1 1 1 2 2 2
0 0 0 0 0, 0
0 0 _ 0_ _ 0_ L 0J _ 0_

Alt 7 10 10 10
~- ~-

~6 2.0
-

0~ - 6 - 60 0

5 5 5 100 100 100
0 0 0 0 0 0'

0 0- 0
_ 0_ _ 0_ _ 0_

Alt 8 9 9 9
~~ ~~

0 0 6 2.0 ~6 6 [6
1 5 9 13 90 162
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

-- -- -.
0 0

. .a

Co.Tacn: 5
_-

(7) No liner specified.

<n,

I
i
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Table 14 Application of '!ethodology to Base Case and Alt e .ar -. 2 cont inued ,

9. Liner Failure Due to Subsidence (A25)

Likelihood (L1 ?taznitude '?ti Negative Severn- (Si
Utility

Cue Short \ted . f on ? She r* Med r,,, rrn Short '& c . Lcn2

3ase (7) 10 10 10
~~ ~~ ~'

2.0 ~ 6 ~ d
~

O'0 0 0
10 10 10 200 200 200

0 0 0 0 0 0
0_ 0_ 0_ . Q . O_ . Q

Alt 1 1 1 1
. .. . .- .- -

0 0 0 2.0 0 0 0
1 9 9 2 13 18
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0- 0 0 0 0--

Alt 2 10 10 10
.. .- ..

2.0 . 0-
-

0-
.

0-0 0 0
5 5 5 100 100 100
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 . 0 - 0- . C-

'

Alt 3 1 1 1
.- -- --

2.0
.- -- n -0 0 0 0 0 0

1 1 1 2 2 2
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0- --

0 0 0- 0

Alt 4-6 1 1 1
.. .. ..

2.0 0 0. . 0-
..

0 0 0
1 9 9 2 13 IS
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0_ 0

Alt 7 3 7 7
.. .. ..

2.0
.. .. .,

0 0 0 0 0 0
5 7 7 30 98 98
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 _ 0, 0 0 _0 , 0,

.l
. _. - - -- r - - -

Alt 8 3 7 7 O 0 0 2.0 0 0 0
5 9 9 30 126 126
0 0 0 0 0 0
0_ _ 0, 0_ 0

. O_ _ O_

r

CCTT.On:3

e r)
g !,) *
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Tacle 14 Application of 5!e-hedology to Sase Case and Altenati-ce ' con t inued !

10. Liner Failure Due to Chemical Attack (Alc)

Likelihood (L1 fia zn it ude Oil Negative S e v e r i t '. /S'

Utility
ras, S',or* 'Jed . Lone %or wd r a m, on shor- ' fed . r 3,7.

Base (7) 10 10 10
~' ~' ~~

2.0 ~ O'
~

0"
~

O'0 0 0
10 10 10 200 200 200

0 0 0 0 0 0

1 1 -Q - Q . 0_ _ Q

Alt 1 3 5 5
~~ ~'

[0' 2.0
~~ ~'

0~0 0 0 0
1 3 '5 6 30 60
0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

Alt 2 10 10 10 ' O'
~' ~'

2.0 0~
~

O' [ 0'
~

0 0
5 5 5 100 100 100
0 0 0 0 0 0
0; _ 0, _ 0, _ Q _ Q 0__

Alt 3-4 1 3 5
~'

' O' 0 2.0 f 0'
~~

O'
~'

0 0

1 3 5 2 18 50
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

Alt 5 10 10 10
~'

"0" 0' 2.0 " 0"
~~

~ O'0 0
l 1 1 20 20 20
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0. ,

0 0

Alt 6 3 5 5
~"

' O' 0 2.0 ~ 0 0' 0
~' ~~

0

1 3 5 6 30 50
0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

~'

Alt 7 10 10 10 0 " 0' " 0" 2.0
~

O'
~

O' ~ O'
5 5 5 100 100 100
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 _0, _Q 0, Q _ 0

Alt 8 5 7 7 0
~'~-

~ 'I 2.0 0
-

0' ~ O'
~"

0 ^

5 9 9 50 126 126
0 0 0 0 0 0

10 0 0 0J L 0J 0

i

Co r.en t s
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Taole 14 Application of Methodology to Base Case and .\1t er,ati. . con t ;n ued ,

11. Liner Failure Due to Physical Penetration (A2d)

|Likelihood (L) Magnitude f .' i 'i Negative Severite T
Utility

rw Shor- ' tad . fonc Shor ' fed L,,, on s,or. .te d _ r.
. c ~y

.. . __ _ _ _ _ _ _

Base (7) 10 10 10 0 0 0 2.0 0 0 0
10 10 10 200 200 200

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0_ __ 0_ _ 0_. . 00

Alt 1 9 9 9
~~

"0" ~0~ 2.0 0 0
~~~~ ~~

0 0
1 1 1 18 18 18
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0_ _ 0_ _ 0_ _ 0_ _ 0_

Alt 2 10 10 10
~~

"O]
~~ ~

0 0 2.0 ~ 0
~

0~
~ ~

0
5 5 5 100 100 100
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0_ _ 0_ 0_ _ 0__

Alt 3 9 9 9
~~

" 0" 0 2.0 0~
~~ ~ ~~'

0 0 0
l 1 1 18 13 18
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 _0 _ 0_ _ 0_

Alt 4 7 7 7 0~ " O" 0 2.0 0~ " 0" 0
~~ ~~

l 1 1 14 14 14
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0_ _0

Alt 5 - - - - - - 0 0 0
__ __ _ __ __ __

Alt 6 9 9 9 0 0 0 2.0 0 0 0
1 1 1 19 13 19
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

Alt 758 - - - - - - 0 0 0

C:.=e n 3

,!
,

! )
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Table 14 Application of lethodology to Sase Case and .ilte natice cont inu ed .

12. Embankment Failure Due to Differential Settlement (A3a)

Ln:elihood (L) !!a en it ud e /D Negative Severi:. c53
Utility

c2=a She- Sted . r eng c - , -- * ted r--- rm she- u d. r e ., ,e.

Base &
__ _. . . , __ __ __

Alt 1 3 3 3 0 0 0 1.0 0 0 0
1 3 3 3 9 9

0 0 0 0 0 0

0_ 0 _0 _0 _ 0, _0_

Alt 2-8 - - - - - - 0 0 0

,

I

I

o?u?ents

i f),

i ',
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Tab'c 14 Application of Methcdelo. ; to 3ase Case and Alt erna-i ce con t in ued :.
;

13. Embankment Failure Due to Slope Instability (A3b)
..

Likelihood (L) !1a gn it ud e (?ti Ne gat i'le S e'/ e r i t v fU
U i1it:.ra s _2 Nbort ' fed . f.on g Ch o r* \ fad f^"7 /I" Sh 0 T' ' I* d - '092

-

-

Base &
Alt i 1 1 1

__ __ __

1.0
__ __

3-3 3 3 3 3
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
3_ 3 3 _3- - 3- --

3

Alt 2-8 - - - - - - 0 0 0

g

i
C;=en t s

n,
i 'I
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Table 14 Application of Methodology to Base Case and Alternati-ce continued;

14. Embankment Failure Due to Gullying (A3c)

Likelihood (L) ?tagn it ud e ( '11 ?;egat ive S e v e r i - '- 'Si.

Utility
rue Short 5 fed . f.on r < hor + vd t_ ,a e ret' S h o r- wd . t o ~2e

Base &
__ __ __ __ _ _ __

Alt 1 5 7 9 1 3 9 1.0 5 21 81
0 3 9 0 21 81
0 3 9 0 21 31

_1_ 3, ,9_ _ 5, _21 _31_

Alt 2-8 - - - - - - 0 0 0

.

@
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Table 14 Application of ?-lethodology to Fase Case and Alt ernat i'ce continuec:

15. E=bankment Failure Due to Water Sheet Erosion (A3d)

Likelihood (L1 ?!a r. i t ud e 11 Negat ive Severi v 'S''

Utility
case Shor- ' 'e d . f.on g G o r- ' fed r 7, , ens s h o r- 'ted r-

. eng

Base S
Alt 1 5 7 9

__ __ _-

1.0 _ 5- . 7- -81-1 1 9

0 0 9 0 0 81
0 0 9 0 0 81
1 1 9 5- 7- 81

-

Alt 2-8 - - - - - - 0 0 0

Comments

] I! ' j
i . .' /
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Table 14 Application of .itethodology to B tse Case and Alt ernatice icont inued !

16. Embankment Failure Due to Wind Erosion (A3e)

Likelihood (L1 . fa gn it ud e (511 Negative Severit- fSi'

Ut i '. i t y
cue .Short Med. Long <h o r* 'ted . r-, rtn Short Med. tm2-

Base & __ _. .. . . . . . -

Alt 1 10 10 10 1 1 9 1.0 10 10 90
0 0 9 0 0 90

'
0 0 9 0 0 90
1 1 9- -10- -10- -90-

Alt 2-8 - - - - - - 0 0 0

Cc=ments
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Tabla 14 Application of .\!ethodology to Sase Case and Alternative I cont in ued ,

17. Embanic: lent Failure Due to Flooding (A3f)

Likelihcod fLT ?la rt i t ud e r?11 Negative Severity fS1
Utilitye ce Shor- Med. r ang s h o r+s ' ted i,,, c'n S'n o rt ' fe d . f. v 2.

-

Base &
Alt 1 1 7 9

__ __ __

_ 5_ _63_ _81,5 9 9 1.0
.

5 9 9 5 63 81
5 9 9 5 63 31
5 9 9 5- -63 81-- -- -- - - --

Alt 2-8 - - - - - - 0 0 0

i

(C Me"t $

1
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Table 14 Applicat ion o f .'lethodology to Base Case and .' sit emat i ce ;ontinueu

13. Embankment Failure Due to Chemical Weathering (A3g)

Likelihcod (L1 ita 2n it ude < ?t) Negative Severi v rv
'

Utility
no Shor* 'te i . ionq ch o r* .f e,! r , ,, , or s',,nr: ':a d . r one-

.

Base 1 3 5
__ _. __

1,0 0
.-

.15|
_. ,

0 3 3 9
1 3 3 1 9 15
0 3 3 0 9 15

0- 3 3 0 9 15--- -

Alt 1 1 5 7
.. __ .. _.

115, 21
,. - -

0 3 3 1.0 0
1 3 3 1 15 21
0 3 3 0 13 21
0_ 3 3 0- _15 21-

Alt 2-8 - - - - - - 0 0 0

Comments

. - ,,

I
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Table 14 Applicatica of Methodology to Base Case and . uter 1: Lce icantinued:

19. Revegetation Failure Due to Fire (A4a)

Like'ihood (L1 'ta 2n i t ud e 'M1 Negative Severi:' J S ''.

Utility
ue P.o rt %d . Lonc <bo r vad t~, f'n Short

c
v d. f.ome

--

Base (3) 3 7 9 10
-- -

10 10 0.25 f [18~
--

23
0 0 0 0 0' 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

10 10- 10- -- -13- --
8 23

Alt 1-6 3 7 9
.. .- --

0.25 1 - 2-
----

1 1 1 2
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1- 1- - - - 2-2

Alt 7&S - - - - - - 0 0 0

:cment 3

1 6

| | )
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Table 14 Application of 'tethodology to Ease Case and .\1:erna: L ce tecntinuec.

20. Revegetation Failure Due to Climate Change (A4b)

Likelihood (L1 !!a gn it ude <!11 ' egat ive Severin (Si
Utility

rag FSor* Mad. r one ch o r- tod r_,,, ni- Shor- ' fad . L, 7.

Base 5 7 9 10~ 10~ 10' O.25 ~ 'l i ~i13 l 2

0 0 0 0| 0 0

0 0 0 o' 0 0

_10_ _10_ 10 13d 18_ _25_
.

Alt 1-6 5 7 9
..

1.
..

0.25 1_
-- - -

1 1 2 2

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1_ _ 1_ _ 2_ _ 2_

Alt 7 & 8 - - - - - - 0 0 0

,

C C :"+":e n ! 3

/-4 i

, ,/ r
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Table 14 Application of Methodology to 3ase Case and .\lter.atize : continued-

21. Water Diversion Structura Failure Due to Slumping (A3a)

Likelihood iLT !!a r,it td e ''il ' egat ive Severitv 5'
| Utility

9 5 _- Shor* Med. f on g k',c r- tred r,-, on short ' ted . i~2.

Base &
Alt 1-6 1 1 1

.. .. ..

0.75 . 2.
..

. 2-3 3 3 2
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
3 3 3 2 2

- -
2

Alt 7&8 - - - - - - 0 0 0

l

C e n. .e a t s-

, ,'){ ,
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Table 14. Applica:icn o f .'iethodology to Base Ca.se and Alt ernat i,e 'continueci

22. Water Diversion Structure Failure Due to obstructions (A5b)

Likelihood (L) . fa en i t ud e Oil ';e gat iv e Seceri-. 251
'

Utility
rise iShor* ' fed . fcno <:h o -- sted r n, , nn shc r- '9 4 . r an2

-

Base &
Alt 1-6 3 9 9

~'

'3~ "3' O.75
~'

~20~
~"

3 7 20
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
3, _3J 3, _ 7_ _2 0, _20

Alt 7&8 - - - - - - 0 0 0

Comnen:s

/
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Table 14. Application of Methodc1c;y to Base Case and Alt er.at rce : centinuedi

23. I=peundment Failure Due to Earthquakes (31)

-

Likelihrjd ' !.1 Mar.itude iT ';e g at i ve Sevari . ' 31
! U t i l i t '.

A. Sh o r* %! . !cnq w '

ud r__,-, on s h e r- wd . r-,e

Base 1 3 7 10' 10' 16 2.0 ~6 ~6 ~1462 6

| 9 1 1 13 6 14
'

5 1 1 10 6 14f

i00 L10 _1q ,2 0, ,6 0, _140

Alt 1 1 3 7 7 '~f ~f 2.0 14 6 ~ 6'
~' ~~ ~'

9 0 0 13 0 0
7 0 0 14 0 0
7 1- -- 14 6 6-1--

Alt 2 1 3 7 -

F' .r t- - 1 0.5 1 2 4
-~ ~' ~~I

0 O, 0, 0 0 0
10 .l 01 0 0 0

')1- 1.<1 (Og
i

1 1 2 4a

.r -Alt 3 1 3 7 1 i- 1 2.0
-- -- ----

l 2 6 14
: 0 0 2 6 14
0 0 0 0 0 0
1- --

1 2 6 14-1

Alt 4 1 3 7 ~f ~f ~f 0.5 f ~ 2- " 4-
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1- 2 4

-

Alt 5 1 3 7 ~f ~f f I -- -'

2.0 2 6 14"
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

1- 1- 1 2 6_ _la-

Alt 6 1 3 7
-- .- --

.l
.. ..

3 3 3 0.5 S 5 11
3 0 0 2' 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
3 3 3 2 5 11

-

Alt 758 1 3 7 0~
~~

0 "O~ 2.0 " O' ~ 0'
~~

0
3 5 9 6 10 13
0 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 00 0- L- 0- u J 0.

4

I

C a r.e n t s

,e
i
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Table 14 Applicarica of '!ethodc1c;y to 2ase Case anc Alternati e " continued)

24. Impoundmen; Failure Due to Floods (32)

Likelihood (L1 ?ta vn it ud e f'i l .';egat ive severity '51
Utilitycue Sh o r* "r d . ! on .1 ch o r+ 3ea r,-, cin su- to d . t ny

Base 1 5 9 10~ 1rj ~-

1.75
~~ ~~

~15810 19 88
9 9 9 16 79 142 -

5 9 9 9 79 142 ,

10_ L10, _10, IS_ _8 8, 158,

Alt 1-6 1 5 9
~~ ~~ ~~

1.75
~~

61~ ~142~3 7 9 5
5 9 9 9 79 142
3 7 9 5 61 142

-_ _7_ _ 9_ 3 61_ _142_
3

Alt 753 - - - - - - 0 0 0

v'c ren t s

J.
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Table 14 Applitation of ':ethodology to 3ase Case and Alter .ar ive ,continuaa-

25. I.npoundment Failure Due to Wind Storns (33)

Likelihood (L' "agnitude Oil ', e g a t iv e Severit. Si

'' | Utility
-3sy Short Afed , i 7,7 Ic'n o r. wa r_7, , ti, ghe r. i.'g g . rM2

'

Base &
all Alts - - - - - - 0 0 0

t

.

I

.. = ents

1 . ,

h !
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Table 14 Application of Methodology to 3:tse Case ind Alternatire 'continuec-

26. Impound =ent Failure Due to Tornadoes (34)

Likelihood (L) ? fa gn it ud e (?t) ';e gat ive Severitv is)
Utility

r 3 ; .- Shor* NJ , r o r' ? <h o r* %d f -- - t .'< Shor- ' ta d _ r. - ,
-

-

Base 1 1 10
~'

'O' ~0" 1.5 0 'O' ~ O'
~'

0
0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 2 2 15
0 _0, _0, _ 0, _0, _ 0,

Alt 1-6 1 1 10 ' O' "0" O' l.5 ' O' '0' ~ O'
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 15
0_ _ 0, _0 0_ _0_ _ O_

Alt 758 - - - - - - 0 0 0

i

i

CO r."Ien E 5
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Table 14 Application ot' .'fethodola;;y to Ease Case and Alt ernative icentinued)

27. Impoundment Failure Due to Glaciation (35)

.'11 Negative severity , g ', |Likelihood fLI Magnitude /

'Jt i l it y

rue Short ifed . fone sker sted r~, rt n Short '.fe d . f_ on e

~

Base !

all Alts - - - - - - 0 0 0

<:mnents-

') {\ }
~

,_ u :
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Table 14 Application o f 5fethodolc3y : 3ase Case md Alt ernat i-/c (continued:

28. Impoundsent Failura Due to Fire and Pestilence (36)

Likelihood (L) ?tavnitude '1T ';e gat ive Severits tU
Utility

eve 9 hor * w.! . i.o t, 9- , r- u., d e--, .er. c;h o r- ma e e ., q

Base 3 7 9 .10-
.- ..

0.25
..

.18. .25.10 10 9
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

10 10 10 9 IS 25
- .. . - .. . . . _

Alt 1-6 3 7 9 r1.
.. _.

0.25
..

_ 2_ _ 2_1 1 1

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

1- 1 1 1 2 _ 2_

Alt 7&8 - - - - - - 0 0 0

Co m.,ent s

;;s'-

N) 1..
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VII. PHYSIOGRAPHIC REGIONS: THEIR RELATION TO LONG TERM FAILURE
MECHA.NISMS

A. Introduction

Six physiographic regions have been identified in which uranium

mining and milling is taking place or could take place. This section

identifies the general climatic, and seismic characteristics of these

regions and relates these characteristics to long-term stability. The

failure mechanisms described in section IV and the model site will serve

as the basis for discussion. Particular emphasis is placed on natural

phenomena based failure mechanisms. The purpose is to highlight those

specific regional charactieristics that would most effect tailings

disposal detign requirements and long long-term stabil.'ty. The regions

cover large ;cographic areas, therefore this discussion can only be a

very generali:ed description. It does however provide a basis for broad

comparison. Hunt (1974) and Thornbury (1965) serve as basic references.

The six physiographic regions being considered are:

o West Gulf Coastal Plain

e Great Plains

e Southern Rocky Mountains

e Nyoming Basin

# Colorado Plateau

e Columbia-Snake River Plateau

B. General Description of the Regions

1. West Gulf Ccastal Plain

This region shown in Figure 29, extends along the Gulf coast from

the Mexico border of Texas to the Mississippi River, 1r.d inland in Texas

to the 3alcones Escarpment west o f San . antonio and Austin on a line up

. :,

I.s
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to Waco and Fort Worth. Aeross the Nest Gulf Coast Plain annual average

precipitation increases from 20 inches along the Rio Grande to 60 inches

in southern Louisiana. Precipitation is highly variable in the southern

part of the region. The area is also subject to extreme precipitation

due primarily to late summer and fall hurricanes spawned storms. Figure

30, which shows 100-year, 6-hour maximum rainfall in inches based on

existing records, demonstrates this. (This figure is used to evaluate

rainfall intensity in conjunction with Hunt (1974) and Thornbury (1965)

for all the other physiographic regions discusse ' .) The southern and

western parts are semi-arid due, in part, to high evaporation rates.

The principal vegetation is mesquite, thernbushes, cacti, curly grass,

buffalo 2: ass, and various shrubs. The soils are alkaline in the

semi-arid Texas area, and contain much swelling clay. The seismic risk

potential, shown in Figure 12, Chapter IV section B1, are in the lowest

category. The tornado frequency, Figure 15 is moderate, but relatively

high compared to the other physiographic regions considered here.

Figure 31 shcws the annual extreme winds for a 100 year recurrence

interval for the U.S. The West Gulf Coastal Plain has a general

extreme wind of 30 miles per hour.

2. The Great Plains

The Great Plains, shown in Figure 32, is a belt running from

Canada to Central Texas which is generally about 400 miles wide with

its western edge along the foot of the Rocky Mountains. The climate is

semi-arid and centinental Temperature differences are extreme.

Average annual precipitation is about 15 inches. The Great Plains, like

other semi-arid areas, experiences occasicnally hard rain s:cras which

lead to flash flooding. Drcught is ccamen. Extreme winds, Figure 31,

lac
._ J J
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are in the 90 mph ranges. The tornado frequency decreases northward

and westward (Figure 15). and is low to moderate depending upon geographic

location. For the areas of uranium rilling, frequencies are low.

Another climatic hazard is hail. Native vegetation type is typically

short, tall and mixed grass communities (Oosting, 1956). Much of this

has been disturbed or replaced by agricultural and gra:ing. Soils are

variable reflecting parent material and climatic :ones. The seismic

potential, Figure 12, is generally low. Glaciation may be a factor

but only in the northern portion, Figure 33.

3. Southern Rocky Mcuntains

The Southern Rocky Mountains extend northward from north-central

New Mexico to Casper, Wyoming as shown in Figure 34. The climate is

extremely variable depending upon elevation. In this region 50 percent

of the runoff is due to thunderstorms. As with climate, vegetation is

variable going from Alpine (above timberline) to pine and aspen forests

at lower elevations. Glaciation was important in develcoing the mountain

terrains and some still exist at high elevation. Tectonic and volcanic

activity is respon :ible for the scuntain development and faulting is

widespread. Seismic risk is moderate to moderately high, Figure 12.

4 Wyoming Basin

The Wyoming Basin region, Figure 35, is in reality a group of

basins, each with its own character but having a regicnal resemblance.

Precipitation is variable within the basin but large areas are arid to

semi-arid with 10 to 15 inches annually. Like the Great Plains the

weather is extreme and winds can be strong. Figure 31 shows 90 to 100 mph

winds. Tornadoes represent a low ha:ard in the region (Figure 13) The

seismic risk is =cderate (Figure 12)

1 t,
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5. Colorado Plateau

The Colorado Plateau, which includes Grand Junction and the

Uravan Mineral Belt, is characterized by deeply incised drainages, sparse

vegetation and an arid to semi-arid climate. Precipitation is sporatic

causing maximum runoff and erosion. The physiographic province is shown

in Figure 36. Glaciation did occur at elevations of about 11,000 feet.

Volcanic activity was important among the margins of the region. Seismic

activity has been predominant along the western edge of the plateau.

The seismic risk (Figure 12) is moderate to moderately hign. Winds are

generally moderate. The general extreme from Figure 31 is 30 mph. The

tornado potential is very low (Figure 15) .

Precipitation ranges from less than 10 inches per year in the

interior sections to as =uch as 20 inches plus on the southwest rim.

Even in the higher precipitation areas effective moisture is low

because of high losses through evaporation, transpiration and infiltra-

tion. Temperature extremes are common. Geologically recent climates

appear to have been much more hospitable based upor ndian settlements

and tree ring studies. Vegetation is generally deserr shrubs and grass-

lands. Most of the plateau soils are alkaline. Sand dunes cover extensive

upland areas.

6. Columbia-Snake River Plateaus

The Columbia-Snake River plateau shown in Figure 37 is a great

lava plain. The climate ranges from arid to semi-arid and the vegetation

is chiefly shrubs (sagebrush) and grasses. The seismic risk potential

is moderately high, Figure 12. Winds are mcderate, 30 mph exrremes in

Figure 31, and tornadoes are rare. Temperatures are cool with average

annual of abcut 50*F. Precipitation is less than 10 inches in the west

.)
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due to the rain shadow of the Cascade .sfountain Range. Eastward the

precipitation increases to as much as 20 inches or more. Over geologic

time climates have fluctuated greatly. Soils are generally de;p and

mostly loessial. Glaciation did not occur in this region but the

effects of glacial melt waters are extremely important, e.g. Grand

Coulee.

C. Relation of Sbdel Site Conditions to the Six Physiograchic Regions

Table 15 summari:es the general character of each physiographic

region and the model site in terms of the natural hazard or condition.

Analysis of the information presented suggests that in general the

model site and the six regions are quite similar. Differences do exist

and are discussed below. Table 16 summari:es the comparison with respect

to potential failure mor.as using the model site as a base.

1. West Gulf Coor.a1 Flain

The apparent difference between this region and the model site

is the likelihood of receiving extreme precipitation caused by hurricane

related storms. Such storms pose the threat of severe erosion or flood

damage. Tornadoes also have a higher potential for occurrence and in-

tensities may be higher because of altitude and humidity. Higher annual

precipitation potentials =ay have a beneficial effect in vegetation

response. However, the likelihood of drought is reasonably high there-

fore vegetation performance may be cyclical. The likelihood of earth-

quake failure is lower than at the model site.

2. Great Plains

Generall:. conditions are very similar between the model site and

the generalized description of the Great Plains.
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3. Southern Rocky Mountains

The great variability in topography and elevation within

this province make comparison difficult. Elevation within the

region will control climate and precipitation. Common features are the

high intensity precipitation and climatic extremes. Seismic and glaci-

ation potential will be higher. Arid climates are not expected and

therefore vegetation will be different.

4. Wyoming Basin

The conditions in this region appear to be very similar to the

model site. Precipitation can be lower depending on the specific loca-

tion. Winds appear to be generally higher.

5. Colorado Plateau

The biggest difference is in the potential range of precipita-

tion. Very arid conditions could be encountered in areas of the Colorado

Plateau. In these areas wind and water erosion and flash flocd failure

potentials would be greater than for the model site. Seismic potential

appears to be higher. Volcanic activity is a potential along the margins

of the region. This is not mentioned for the model site. Tornado

potential is very low.

6. Columbia-Snake River Plateau

The similarity between this region and the model site is again

great. Eep _ ding upon specific location climates could become more arid.

Generally the climate and weather is more even and moderate. The poten-

tial for flash flooding appears to be reduced. Thc seismic potential is

higher. The vole nism that produced the recent landscape must be con-

si. ced a potential for the future. The tornadao potential is very Icw.

4
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VIII. SITE VISITS

The site visits described herein were made on January 23-25, 1973.

The project team consisted of J. D. Nelson and T. A. Shepherd. The

sites included both inactive and active uranium tailings piles located

in southwestern Colorado, southeastern Utah, and northwestern New Mexico.

A. New Rifle Site, Rifle, Colorado
Union Carbide Corporation, January 23, 1978

The visit was made with Hubert Miller, NRC, and George Montet,

Argonne. The project team was escorted on the visit by Harold P~per,

mill manager for the Union Carbide operation, which now processes

vanadium concentrate liquor transported from Uravan. The mill produces

no tailings at this time.

The impoundment has been inactive since December, 1973, and covers

approximately 32 acres. There are two levels, the highest being about

65 feet high and the lower about 35 feet high (Figure S-1) . Slopes

are steep, at about 1.5:1 to 1:1.

Stabili:ation has been dcne with vegetation cover only (Figure S-2).

No topsoil has been added. During operations, slopes and any inactive
*

pcnd surfaces were seeded and watered allowing vegetation to become

established before abandonment. Wind erosion and blowing dust have been

the biggest problems. The vegetation cover seems to control this very

well, but it requires constant maintenance and watering. Water is

applied daily in the summer months. The vegetation cover appears to be

complete and very healthy,

Mr. Piper said that the most impcrtant maintenance requirri is the

immediate repair of any areas of severe wind crosien that may occur.

The remedial measures comm nly empicyed are the application of mulch

and reseeding. Without constant watering, /egetation would deteriorate
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quickly. Mr. Piper estimated that if wateri.ng were stopped, extensive

wind erosion would occur in one season.

Wind is a big problem because of the location. The impoundment is

in the middle of an east-west trending portion of the Colorado River

valley. Prevailing westerly upslope winds are strong and constant.

These winds accelerate as they climb up and over the steep windward

slopes of the tailings pile. Mr. Piper said that Icwer slepe angles

would reduce the erosive power of the wind. How much this could reduce

the problem is a factor that needs to be considered as well as other

stabili:ation measures.

The pile appeared dry and drilling by Ford, Bacon and Davis confirms

this (Ford, Bacon and Davis, 19772). At the present time, vehicles can

be driven on the surface with no problem. Some slumping of the slopes

was observed, but it did not appear sericus. Several areas of severe

wind erosion were observed, but revegetation and stabili:ation appear

to have been effectively applied. It was emphasi:ed that timely and

thorough maintenance was important in these cases.

Snow fences were used for additional wind erosion centrol and

initial stabili:ation to allow vegetation to become established. The

most important element of stabili:ation was constant irrigation and

maintenance.

* Likely long-term effects--If maintenance and watering is not

continued the pile would most likely blow away. There is also

the likelihood that because of the proximity to the river,

ficoding or course changes could erode the pile. This is

especially importen if long term changes in climate to eccler

and wetter conditions should cccur.

n -) 1
a
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B. Old Rifle Site, Rifle, Colorado

Union Carbide Corporation, January 23, 1973

The site visit was made with Hubert Miller, NRC, and George Montet,

Argonne.

The site became inacrive in 1953, and covers about 11 acres. Figure

S-3 shows the site, looking east from above. Stabilization was accom-

plished by covering with 6 inches of topsoil and seeding. It appeared

that regrading had been done to slope the surface towards the river.

Irrigation is done with sprinklers only during very dry periods. Wind

erosion is not a big problem because of the location. The pile is low,

approximately 20 feet high, and located on the southeast side of a high

bluff. It is, therefore, protected from the prevailing westerly winds.

Vegetation appeared to be well established with no evidence of serious

erosion. The slopes are shallow and appeared to be stable.

The assay of this pile is sufficiently high that remining is a

possibility.

Stability would be threatened by a very large flood of the Colorado

River. However, neither a 100-year flood nor a standard project ficod

would top a railroad embankment which separates the pile from the river

(Ford, Bacon and Davis,1977a),

e Likely long-term effects--Either large flooding or changes in

the course of the river could wash the impoundment downstream.

If slopes above the pile erode or fail, the pile could be

covered with natural materials that are moved downslope.

C. Grand Junction Site, Grand Junction, Colorado
Climax Uranium. January 23, 1978

The site visit was made with Hubert Miller, NRC, and George Montet,

Argenne.

,y',
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The impoundment covers approximately 65 acres (Ford, Bacon and

Davis, 1977b) and is about 30 to 40 feet high. It is located directly

adjacent to the Colorado Ri"er on the north bank. An earth debris dike

has been placed along the riverside for protection and stabili:ation.

Slopes of this embankment are steep at about 1.5 to 1.

Approximate 1v 6 inches of silty clay topsoil has been placed and

seeded. Success of the vegetation is marginal. The vegetation present

is located in a circular area close to existing sprinkler heads.

Figure S-4 shows sprinkler system and vegetation. It appeared that

only a moderate to low level of maintenance has been provided.

Breaks in the water lines exist and local eresion from these was

evident. However, no serious erosion or slumping of the slope was

observed.

Without a concerted effort of maintenance, watering, and seeding,

it is doubtful that the vegetation will ever be very extensive on the
pile. Wind erosion was not observed, and it may be that the watering

is sufficient to control this.

* Likely lond-term effects--Wind erosion could occur or it could

be washed away by floods or changes in the river course.

D. Uravan Uranium Mill, Uravan, Colorado
Union Carbide Corporation, January 24, 1973

This is an active uranium and vanadium operation. Ores are received

from various mines throughout the Uravan mineral belt. Personnel from

Union Carbide Corporation accompanied the project team on the visit.

Two active tailings impoundme.?*o are situated about 400 feet above

the San Miguel River valley floor directly above the mill and town. The

first impoundment is about 120 feet high at the crest and was built in

7 ,>- e
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two stages. The first stage was constructed on a slope of 1.5 to 1.

The second stage was flattened to a 2:1 slope. Mine rock was added to

the second bench (2 to 1) of the first pond to increase stability.

Upstream spigotting from a single outlet is used to distribute

tailings. Embankments are do:ed up for each successive lift. Decant

water is pumped to a holding pond and reused in the wash cycle. The

water pool in the tailings pond is kept small to control phreatic

surfaces. No apparent major slope stability problems were visible.

Some erosion and gullying was apparent on the lower 1:1 slope. Seepage

at the toe is captured in a return pond and returned to the plant cycle.

Some seepage is directed along the top of a stratum of Mancos shale and

is collected at the point where the shale outcrops. The Mancos shale

stratum apparently provides an effective impervious barrier for

seepage.

The seccnd i=poundment is about 75 feet high at the crest. Pond

water is decanted back to tr. vele through an underlying decant-

line. Seepage is collected in a I . urn pond and returned to the plant

cycle. Some erosion on the face due to precipitation is evident.

* Likely long-term effects--Without maintenance, wind and water

erosion are likely. Long term slope stability could be a

potential problem, and because of the topographic location, a

major failure could result in movement into the valley.

Instability of the formations forming the valley walls could

move the pile along with them into the valley.

E. Slick Rock Site, Slick Rock, Colorado
Union Carbide Corporation, January 24, 1973

The site visit was made with Roger Jones, UCC. The tailings cover

about 19 acres (Ford, Bacon and Davis, 1977c).

-
y,
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Stabilization has been effected by placing 6 inches to 1 foot of

top soil and seeding. No irrigation is used. Vegetation was well

established until unauthorized overgrazing by cattle denuded the area.

Erosion resulted. The impoundment has been regraded and reseeding will

be done this spring.

The i= pound =ent appears stable. Regrading would have obscured any

problems. Vegetation that did exist appears reasonably well established.

The relief is low, and water erosion could be expected to be icw with

maintenance. Drainage around the pile is provided. Figure S-5 shows

the features described.

* Likely long-term effects--Wind and water erosion appear to be

the only potential problem areas.

F. North Continent Site, Slick Rock, Colorado
Union Carbide Corporation, January 24, 1978

The site visit was made with Roger Jones, UCC. The site is a fan-

shaped area i= mediately adjacent to the Dolores River, about 6 acres in

si:e, approximately 1/2 nile from the Slick Rock Site. This site, shown

in Figure S-6 was purchased by the Union Carbide Corporation for purposes

of potential remining.

The impoundment was covered with 6 inches to 2 feet of top soil in

1960 and seeded. The vegetation appears fairly well established. No

serious erosion of the surface is apparent, and the margin between the

river and toe is well vegetated. Very little maintenance is necessary.

Ine impoundment appears to be stable. It blends in well with the

surrounding geological features and would not be identifiable as a

tailings impoundment withcut kncwledge of its existance.
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* Likely long-term effects--Nater erosion of surface or removal,

either gradually or suddenly, in the event of a major flood on

the river.

G. Monticello Site, Monticello, Utah
.f anuary 24, 1978

Observations were limited due to two feet of new snow that covered i
!

'
the site. The topographic location anc relief of the oiles suggested

that water erosion would be the only major problem. Some vegetation was

visible through the snow and appeared to be about two feet high. Dis-

cussions with Department of Energy personnel indicate that unauthori:ed

grazing could be problematical.

H. Shiprock Site, Shiprock, New Mexico
January 25, 1978

Kerr McGee is the previous owner. The property is now maintained

by the Navajo Engineering and Construction Agency, a training school

for Navajo equipment operators. Personnel from NECA escorted the pro-

ject team on a tour of the site and surrounding area.

The entire site has been disturbed, decontaminated, and stabili:ed

by NECA as part of their training operatior. as shown in Figure S-7.

Blowing of dust was the major problem in the past. The pile itself has

been stabilized against wind erosion by covering with local rock and

soil and by watering. Slight erosion or gullying can be seen on

covered slopes, Figure S-8. The tailings material was initially waterec

and allowed to dry to form a fairly strong, resistant crust. Rock and

soil were then placed on top. This has effectively centro 11ed blowing.

All contaminated neighboring areas have been excavated. The exca-

vated material was piled, covered, and stabili:ed in the same manner as

the tailings. Around the mill site and raffinate ponds, up to 30 feet

'
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of material had to be re=oved. Contamination was usually found down

to the >bncos shale bedrock. Contamination of the shale usually

extended to a depth of only about one foot.

Wind blown contamination was detected to a distance of 200 to 300

yards east of the operation boundaries. Topsoil to a depth of only a

foot or two was removed to effect decontamination.

Seepage from the pile, Figure S-9, was evident along a shale

stratum (probably the Mancos shale) . This seepage is radioactive and

was captured. During su=mer months the total seepage evaporates and

does not collect.

No vegetation of the surface has been atte=pted. Some erosion

of slopes was evident but was not severe in any case,

oLikely long-term effects--Wind erosion appears to be the only

potential problem area.

I. Durango Site, Durango, Colorado
January 25, 1978

The impoundment at Durango consists of a tailings pile about 230

feet high and another lower pile nearby. Some attempt at revegetation

has been made. However, at the time of the site visit the site was

covered with snow and these efforts were not visible. On the lower

pile some material had been removed previously for reprocessing and

erosional problems may exist in that area.

Cn the higher pile the windward side appecrs to 'ee curved, indica-

tive of wind erosion. If in fact that contour is the result of wind

erosion it would appear that whereas local erosion and gullying is not

severe, overall erosion of the entire impoundment is appreciable.
- o .
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,
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Both impoundments are located immediately adjacent te the river and

in the town of Durango. A flood of major proportions could cause severe

erosion of the toe and potential instability.

* Likely long-term effects--Wind erosion of the eatire impound-

ment is likely. Major flooding may cause potential instability.

J. General Observations

Wind erosion and transport of tailings off the sites by wind appear

to be a major problem. Vegetation, sprinkling, rock or soil overburden

cover all seem to be effective control measures, employed either

separ2tely or together. However, continued maintenance seems to be

required in all cases.

In order to be maintenance-free the cover would have to be carefully

designed to take into account topographic location, relief, climate and

characteristics of the pile.

Slope stability did not appear to be a problem on the sites visited.

It is likely that steep slopes will degrade over time. This may not be

a severe stability problem in terms of mass movement, but it could

remove cover materials and expose tailings. The topographic location or

relief with respect to wind erosion potential would play a role in

determining the severity of slope stability problems. Long-term slope

stability will also be a function of the stability of the underlying

geologic materials and geomorphic processes.

._
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IX. SUM!ARY

The severity values presented in Table 14 reflect a percentage of

likely radiation release based on the nature of release caused by the

particular failure mode. Nhereas they are useful in comparing effects

of different time periods or disposal alternatives, caution must be

exercised in using those values to compare failure mechanisms. For

example, failure of the cap results in a release of radon whereas

failure of the liner results in a release of dissolved radionuclides.

No attempt has been made to compare relative magnitudes of the different

modes of release.

A. Natural Phenomena

On the basis of the likelihood of failure , the nature of the

damage that may occur, interactions with other failure modes and the

likelihood that the failure mechanism would be accentuated without

maintenance, some generali:ations regarding the long-term severity of

various failure mechanisms can be made.

Of the natural phenomena that may cause failures, flooding r.ppears

to be the most severe. Over extremely long time periods, floods in

excess of even the probable maximum ficod are possible. The interaction

of damage from several floods, even of varying magnitudes, can accentuate

the possibility of distress. These views are substantiated to a large

degree by the pronounced influence that floods and water erosien have

on geomorphological processes.

Erosion by surface water runoff and wind may also have pronour.ced

effects. The Universal Soil loss Equation and the Wind Soil Loss

Equation did not predict large amounts of soil loss in the cases

'
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considered. However, gullying and blowouts can result in large amounts

of locali:ed erosion. Unfortunately, there are no predictive models

that apply to gullying and blowouts.

Surface erosion can be controlled by vegetation or non-erodible

cover. In arid and semiarid climates vegetation is sparse and subject

to periods of failure (e.g. droughts) . However, the placement of coarse

material on the surface appears to be affective in reducing erosion and

requires little maintenance. This has been used successfullf at Shiprock,

New Mexico. Also the formation ;f " pavements" or armoring on

desert terraces over several thousand years indicates the effectiveness

of those methods of stabili:ation.

Earthquakes can cause damage during short long-term periods due to

liquefaction. However, the use of clay materials in the embankment or

alternatives that do not employ an embankment reduce the possibility of

liquefaction. From this standpoint as well as from the standpoint of

controlling seepage it would be desirable to dry the tailings or drain

the impoundment as soon after abandonment as is feasible. Drainage may

be possible by means of underdrains that lead to points where the seepage

can be evaporated.

Over medium and long long-term periods the tailings will become

unsaturated and liquefaction would not be of =uch conc.ern. In rhose

time periods, failure due to earthquakes would consist primarily of

cracking of caps and liners and potential instability of the embankment.

Magnitudes of radiation release would not be great.

Windstorms and tornadoes have the ability to cause minor erosion

amcunts for short periods of time. They did not appear to be of serious

concern with regard to the long term stability of tailing impoundments.
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The occurrence of glaciers in areas where uranium is currently

being mined is remote. However, if future uranium mining is conducted

in northern or mountainous areas, glaciation could affect a tailing

impoundment over long long-term periods. The effect of a glacier would

be to completely remove any portion of the impoundment that it contacts.

However, release of the radioactive material may not occur until the

glacier recedes and considerable dispersion of the radioactivity would

occur.

Climate changes are to be expected over medium and long long-term

periods. The general opinion at present is that the climate will get

warmer for the next several thousand years after which a cooling period

is expected.

Changes in climate may influence vegetation schemes that are employed

to provide stability. Because the present climates in the uranium

mining areas are generally arid or semiarid, species of vegetation that

do not require =uch water would be introduced. Climatic changes to cooler

and wetter climates would increase the vegetative cover. Neve rtheles s ,

vegetative cover requires fairly extensive maintenance during early

periods and is susceptible to even short term (a few years) climate

changes. For that reason it is considered to be less reliable than such

schemes as rock or riprap.

3. Impcundment Elements

Some impoundment alternatives involved the use of a cover or cap

on the tailings. The purpose of that cap is primarily to reduce radon

emanation to acceptable values. The previous discussion and applicaticas

of predictive models indicate that whereas stabilization schemes may

praside for a cap that is stable through the median long-tern period

,q
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(except if major flooding occurs), it is doubtful that any cap would be

effective for long long-term periods (100,000 years) . Over short long-

term periods maintenance and remedial measures on the cap are not

difficult.

Liners were employed in some alternatives to control seepage. In

general, it =ust be assumed that some seepage will occur through liners.

Liners constructed of soils tend to be self-healing ind less susceptible

to differential scvements. Synthetic liners will contain some imperfec-

tions and potential punctures. The susceptibility of liners (soil or

synthetic) to chemical attack is not known for even short long-term

periods. The extent to which radionuclides are " fixed" in soil and

their mobility in clays is an area in which considerable research is

needed.

The concept of ":ero seepage" must be thought of in terms of

" minimal seepage." It appears that from a seepage standpoint, placement

on " impervious" shale is most desirable. On the other hand, drainage

of tailings (which is desirable from a strength and liquefaction stand-

point) would mini =i:e the dependence on a liner for seepage control.

The embankment of an i=poundment is perhaps the most predictable

element. Past experience of the engineering co=munity with a large

number of water retention dass has provided a good background of

knowledge. With good design and appropriate factors of safety,

stability and earthquake resistance can be optimi:ed. The main dis-

advantage of impoundments that are placed abos' ground, and hence,

utili:e embankments is that they are more exposed co erosive elenents

such as wind.
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C. General Considerations of Alternatives

1. Base Case

The base case represents a :onventional tailing disposal

impcundment with no control measures over radon emanation or seepage.

It is expected that within the short long-term period most of the water

in the tailings will have seeped into the underlying soil. Precipita-

tion will continue to leach radioactive material from the tailings over

long time periods. Blowing of tailings will continue to be a problem

for long periods. Vegetative cover will require long time periods to

be established. Over long long-term periods it is expected that the

entire impoundment will have been dispered.

2. Alternative 1

The cap will be effective in reducing the blowing of tailings

or radon emanation over medium long-term periods. Similarly, the liner

will control seepage. Over medium long-term periods it is expected

that all the free water in the tailings will have seeped out. However,

if the cap remains intact it will provide protection against continued

leaching by precipitation. Over long long-term periods it is expected

that the entire impoundment may be dispersed.

3. Alternative 2

Placemen of the tailings in the open pi: has the advantage

of proto: tion from wind and water erosion. It has the disadvantage of

pctential interact cn with the groundwater Differenti11 settlement
s cf ; ile concerr.

TY.0 =S hod Of ii.\i!.; tht 121.i3;5. hoWertr. Should be Well der:gnfd.

For: land cement w;.; re s:: w; r sulfates er may re unstable in a -!;hl;

alkaline envirCnatr! maV. thCref0re, be effec! Ve for 2nl) 1 feW
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years after placement. Fixing may alco hinder future remining efforts.

Over long long-term periods the i=poundment could still remain.

4. Alternative 3

The dry tailings have the advantage of reducing the seepage

problem. Drainage should be provided to carry water away from the im-

poundment so that groundwater recharge will not drain through the

tailings. Interaction with the groundwater is to be expected because the

liner will not be totally impervious. However, distress to the liner

by differential settlement or earthquakes will be smaller than for an

above ground impoundment. The impoundment may remain over long long-term

periods.

5. Alternative 4

The considerations in this alternative are much the same as

for Alternative 3. However, seepage from the untreated tailings into

the groundwater will occur. The degree to which radioactive material

may be fixed in the overburden placed below the tailings is net known.

6. Alternative 5

This alternative has the advantage of good seepage control for

very long periods of time. The potential for chemical weathering of

the natural shale =ust be considered. Extensive subsurface investiga-

tion should be conducted to ensure the continuity of the shale. This

alternative is also expected to remain in place for even long long-term

periods.

7. Alternative 6

This alternative has the advantage of being able to closely

control the placement of different fractions of the tailings because

of the small lateral dimension of the impcundment. However, the

.
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complex geometry makes it more susceptible to differential movement

due to earthquakes or settlement. The large area of the liner increases

the potential for failure. The general considerations of other factors

would be similar to Alternative 4.

8. Alternative '

Similar to deposition of fixed tailings in the open pit (Alter-

native 2) the =ethod of fixing the tailings may not be stable for long

periods. Over long-term periods collapse of the mine is very likely

and interaction with groundwater aquifers is almost certain. If problems

develop with regard to the i=poundment the tailings would be inaccessible

and remedial measures would be difficult. Remining is also complicated.

9. Alternative 3

Because large differential movement around the mine cavity is

to be expected the liner would be very ineffective against seepage into

, or out of the tailings. This alternative therefore has a high likeli-

hood of contaminating the groundwater. Problems caused by the inacces-

sibility of the tailings are similar to those fo: Alternative 7.

D. Mcnitcring Schemes

Monitoring schemes exist that can be utili:ed to observe radiation

and groundwater quality. Also instrumentation is available to monitor

slope movements ano settlement. These schemes, however require that

readings be taken and the results be analyzed periodically. Consequently,

maintenance and ircolvement of personnel would be required for long term

periods.

For most areas of distress, the beginning of failure or damage can

be observed directly by ground persennel or aerial photography.

Photogran= eury can provide some measurements .

..
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A particularly powerful tool appears to be the use of infrared aerial

photography. The effects of radiation release on the vegetation and the

surrounding environment of a nature that could be detected by infrared

photography needs to be investigated. It is believed that such remote

sensing techniques could provide a mean.e of rapid assessment of radiation

effects from a variety of potential failure modes. Further research in

that area is needed.

: n. 1-
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X. CONCLUSIONS

An investigation was conducted of the long-term stability of

uranium mill tailings disposal alternatives. Three long-term periods

were considered. These were the short long-term, medium long-term and

long long-term periods. Within short long-term periods natural processes

will have a small effect and failu:. that might occur would be design

related. Thus, for short long-term periods the engineering design of

the site will govern its performance. For long long-term periods

natural geomorphological processes would predominate. The medium

long-term period represents a transition from the engineering dominance

to the geomorphological dominance.

A. FAILURE SECE\NISMS

The hazard imposed by the presence of a tailings impoundment

depends on the nature of a particular failure that may occur. The

worst situation would be a failure that results in dispersion of radio-

active tailings over a wide area. Failure of impoundment elements that

result in a slow or localized release of radioactive material are less

severe.

From that standpoint, floods appear to be the greatest potential

cause of severe failure. A flood larger than the design flood is

almost certain to occur over long periods and, in fact, one could occur

at anytime. The maximum "possible" flood is almost impossible to

predict. Also, design measures to prevent flood damage will be unreliable

over long-time periods. Furthermore, if a major flood washes out an

impoundment it will disperse tailings over a very large area.

3A,- -
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Wind and water erosion of embankments and caps can also disperse

tailings over relatively large areas. Stabili:ation of surfaces can

utilize either vegetation or the placement of cobbles and rocks.

Vegetation may be susceptible to failure due to drought, fire or

pestilence, and it may require considerable maintenance. Stabili:ation

of the surface by armoring with rocks may be stable for several thousand

years and requires almost no maintenance.

Earthquakes may cause dispersion of tailings if liquefaction of

the tailings can occur. However, seepage through any liner is certain

to occur. Consecuently, it may be assumed that within a medium long-

term period all free water in the tailings will have seeped out unless

recharge is occurring. Failure due to earthquakes would probably be

less severe after short long-term periods have passed.

Thus, failure, to some degree, of all impoundment elements (i.e.,

cr.p, liner and enbankment) is hig:aly probable. Failure due to natural

phencmena would be severe if caused by floods, earthquakes within short-

term periods, or dispersion by wind or water erosion. Failures due to

other natural phenomena are less severe.

B. DISPOSAL ALTERNATIVES

The tailing disposal alternatives that were considered can be

grouped into above grade disposal, open pit disposal (below grade) and

deep mine disposal. The above grade disposal alternatives were the

most susceptible to failure due to floods, earthquakes or erosion and

offered the greatest opportunity for tailing dispersien if failure did

occur.

Disposal in open pits belcw grade provided a greater ocpertunity

for protect ~ on frcm fleeds or erosion and much smaller susceptibility

to dispersion of tailings due to earthquakes. Placement of tailings in

,c
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deep mines allowed very small chance of dispersion due to floods or

earthquakes. However, differential rock movement is almost certain to

occur making linings very ineffective in deep mines. Consequently,

full release of soluble radionuclides into the aquifers is almost

certain. In addition, remining of tailings placed back in deep mines

would be very difficult.

In view of the above considerations it was concluded that placement

of tailings in open pits is the most desirable alternative. Placement

of tailings in deep mines offers less susceptibility to tailings

dispersion but does allow dispersion of radionuclides through ground-

Consequently, disposal of tailings above grade with properwater.

siting and stabili:ation techniques would be preferable to placement

of tailings in deep mines.

The above conclusions do not take into account economic consid-

erations or ramifications of a failure. Such considerations, along

with specific site conditions, could change the order of preference

at a particular site.

6 !
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Appendix A

SU5 MARY OF THE METHODOLOGY EMPLOYED
TO EVALdATE DISPOSAL PLAN ALTERNATIVES

The methodology was developed to allow comparative evaluation of

alternative uranium tailings disposal schemes on the basis of a weighted

score of all potential modes of failure. The weighted score was

qpantified as the product of the likelihood that a particular failure

mode would occur, L. , the relative magnitude cf release caused by the
1

failure, M., and a negative utility factor, U., that described the1 1

degree to which such a failure would be undesirable.

Thus, the severity, S., of a failure mode was defined as1

S. L.M.U.=
1 1 1 1

These individual elements and the rationale behind the method of

quantification are discussed in detail in the preceding report. These

elements are presented briefly below along with examples of the application

of this methodology.

Likelihood of Failure (L.)
1

The likelihocd of failure is an estimate of the probability that

failure will occur. Likelihood is chosen rather than probability because

in most cases the value will not be based upon a sufficiently large

statistical data base. The value of likelihood could range from 0 to

10. A value of 10 represented certainty of occurrence and 0 represents

no chance of occurrence. Values of 1, 3, 3, 7 or 9 were assigned between

those extreme values. An interval of : was maintained between numbers

so as not to imply any closer confidence limit on the determination

(i.e. , a likelihcod of 3 inalies a probability of occurrence somewhere

between 0.:0 and 0 '0). :n many cases the determination of likelihocd

1[, *:U
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was subjective and the level of confidence implied in the spacing

between values that were used may not be accurate.

Magnitude of Failure (M )
g

This value describes the expected amount of radioactive material

that could released if a particular mode of failure should occur.

A value for magnitude of failure was assigned for each potential mode

of failure.

Four discrete modes of release were described for purposes of

this evaluation. It was considered that radioactive material or

gamma-ray emission could be released in the form of radon emanation,

generally through the exposed or covered surface of the impoundment,

dissolved radionuclides escaping in seepage from the impoundment,

undissolved radionuclides escaping by physical transport, (i.e. , mass

movement, wind-blown dust or flood transport) and a reduction in gamma-

rav atteneution. Although these four modes of release are not indepen-

dent of erch other they were considered separately for quantification

of release.

For each mode, the magnitude was determined as a percentage of the

maximum amount of radicactivity (or reduced gamma-ray attenuation) that

could be released via that mode. So as not to imp 1; a confidence level

of greater accuracy than exists, only values of 0, 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 and 10

were assignea. The magnitude was then presented as a matrix as shown in

Fig. A-1.

~

w w = radon emanation
x x = dissolved radionuclide releasey, ,

1
y y = undissolved radionuclide release

- -
= reduction in gamma-ray emission: :

attenuation

Fig. A-1. Magnitude of Release
f .

,

Li.
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Negative Utility Factor (U )

The negative utility is a weignting factor which considers the

extent of the problem posed by a particular failure mode. This is

introduced because the manner in which radioactive material is released

the nature of the ha:ard imposed and control problems differ for each

potential made of failure. The negative utility factor varies from

0 to 2 and describes the degree of undesirability of occurrence of a

failure and the difficulty in mitigating the hazard. The negative

utility factors assigned for each failure mode are listed in Table 13.

The values so assigned are subjective.

Examole of Acolication

Two examples of the application of the methodology are presented

below. The first is a wind erosion failure of the cap for the medium

long-term period for alternative disposal plans 1 through 6. The second

is an earthquake failure of the entire impoundment for the short

long-term period for alternative 1.

Wind Erosien of Cao (Ald) Ofedium Long-Term Period, Alternatives 1-61

Because wind erosion is certain to occur the likelihood of wind

erosion was assigned a value of 10. For the assumed cap characteristics

and wind speeds it was computed that within the medium long-term period

less than five inches of cap wculd be removed. As discussed in the text

of the report this would result in a negligible increase of radon

emanation and ganma-ray emission. Therefore, a minimal magnitude of

release of I was set for both. This failure mode wculd not influence

;he release of dissolved or undissolved radionuclides. Therefore, the

potential release of these modes is :ero. The magnitude of release,
7-

ther2 fore, is 0

0

1 .' O /
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Because dispersion of material is small and remedial measures are

possible t.he negative utility factor was assigned a value of 0.5.

Thu severity of failure is therefore

- ..

1 5

0 0S = 10 x x (0. 5) =
(Ald) 0 0

1 5

Earthouake Failure (B1) (Short Long-Term Period, Alternative 1)

Even if an earthquake larger than the design magnitude should occur,

it is not likely that failure of an extent to release tailings would

The likelihood of failure of the embankment and liquefaction ofoccur.

tailings was considered to be 1. If that does occur, it was assumed that

70 percent of the tailings would liquefy and be dispersed. The release
'

would be in the form of all four modes of release. The dispersion of

70 percent of th.e tailings would provide a release of each element in
7

the a=ount 9 .

7

7.

Because clean up and remedial measures would be extremely difficult

a negative utility of 2.0 was assigned. The severity was therefore

computed to be r -

7 4

18S=1x x 2.0 = ,

(31) 7 la

7 14


